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report to the president for transmission to
Congress. The report was laid before
Congress to-day as an appendix to the
president’s message. The report treats
in detail with

our

during

relations with foreign
the past year.
The

message was read in both Houses.
give below the main points:
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by Vice-President Stevenson and the
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Of

Wichita, Kansas,

des4th says: “lu the district
iay the
Anglo-American
me and Agency Co., an Engn which owns a great deal
><‘t
urities, began suit against
Investment Co. of Kansas,
The suit is the beginning
>uits against the eastern
•!
the latter company and
much attention because of
issues involved.
Eastern
id that the double liability
■sed by the laws of this State
t'ions
and
stockholders
al force to corporations
is outside of
the State,
he contest charge fraud.”
expenses of the flagship
year were S-S2,584, and
aded and repairs made on
to the amount of 841::,•tal of nearly 8SU0,000.
ministers of Baltimore are
n; Sunday funerals.
Pittson and Philadelphia have
ded in abolishing them_
•spatcli says that in consedeliciency of her crops
require a hundred tliouur from America, half of
has already been ordered,
m demand in
Europe and in
die grain is pouring out of
-1j(i t big fleet went out,
«‘.s valued at a million
dol-isas supreme court ruled,
the Kansas law does not
;-sessment of judgments
state courts in favor of
states.
This is a matter
Eastern investors.The
A

>
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steam

vessels,

reports that during the
ei sons

United states might guarantee
tion of Cuban home rule.

execu-

Patience of this government will be exhausted unless war is soon terminated.
Venezuelan question has ceased
an issue.

Belfast.

a

lost their lives

on

of (>,000,000 passengers
decrease in the loss
isons from the year before,
hat at the meeting of the
(
allege Presidents of the
he held in Madison, Wis.,
a proposition will be made
ish football from the list of
The association embraces
’in

to be

Trusts are oppressive and State power
may be more effective than federal authority in repressing them.
Retire the treasury notes and
greenbacks by the issue of bonds and the increased use of gold and silver
coinage,
multiply small banks and let the government go out of banking business.

Competitive examinations for consular
service have worked well.

^Government

deficit for year,

$25,203,-

Imports and exports largely increased.
Money in circulation $22.03 per capita.
Large increase in immigration.
Life saving service saves
and $11,000,000 in

4,595 people

property.

Army

tion.

inactive but in splendid condi-

Government should profit by asphaltum

deposits on

Indian reservation.

Triple-headed Indian commission
ommended.

rec-

Pension abuses attacked.
Immediate action
necessary.
.See.

on

Union Pacific line

Ohio, Illinois, Michigan,

Missouri.

Free seed distribution should cease.
W

eather reports

are

of great value.

Progress in civil service reform grati-

fying.

Interstate commerce commission
mended. ^

Gratifying

progress

coast

on

com-

defences.

Government ownership of penitentiaries
partially realized.
Curtailment of one cent
rate recommended.

a

pound postal

Consolidation of post offices desirable.
Plan under consideration for
ships in reserve.

laying

up

Public lands should be
ed.
Liberal appropriations
Indian children urged.

carefully guardfor

educating

The present tariff has furnished in
creased revenue and is likely to provide
yet for the necessities of the government.
A permanent Indian commission urged.
Advancement of the “lands in severalty”
scheme.
Prohibition of liquor selling on
the reservations advised.

The amount of game
ped along the line of the
•stook Railroad in XovemThere were shipped
mg.
-use and 28 caribou.
The
Aggressive partisanship not tolerable in
filter is always in October, the
civil service.
"1 open time on big game,
'he figures were 1,029 deer,
Correct and complete the interstate
77 caribou, the greatest
commerce regulations.
due.Mr. AY. H. Gay, the
photographer, talked in an
The Maine Colony at Washington.
anner with a reporter about
to Sebago lake. Mr. Gay
Senator and Mrs. Frye will occupy their
)’ to the weir at
Sebago last
here I found over three old apartments at the Hamilton this winter.
"U in the
weir, and over one j Senator and Mrs. Hale will be at their own
spots.” The salmon were I residence. Congressman Dingley is at the
ci saw.
They will average Hamilton. Speaker Reed is occupying his
nds, and there are several old quarters at the Shoreham.
Congressman
h twenty pounds and over.
Boutelle, who has lived for almost a decade
Ik- weir, two wardens, told
full of salmon, and that no at the Hamilton, has apartments at the Richbeen permitted.....The third mond, a family hotel farther down town. It
sinen’s national exhibition is near the Metropolitan club and very convenient to the navy department, which is
in New York at Madison
•n on March 13-20.
As be- hardly a block away. A Maine man, near
to
Mr. Boutelle, says the latter would not
1
game resources along the
accept the navy portfolio if it were offered
mgor A Aroostook railroad
him.
Mr. Boutelle’s three daughters will
advertised, as well as other pass the winter in Washington. Mr. Millihe State which appeal to
kan will probably have his old rooms on
15th street.
!•. and
another big show is
Among the arrivals last week
were Mr. Pitman Pulsifer and Mr. Wood'ider the direction of U. S.
bury Pulsifer, clerks respectively to Senaoner Price, a large number
tors Hale and Frye; Mr. H. M. Ford of
salmon are to be placed in
Rockland, secretary to the committee ou
A fish car containing 5,ways and means in the House; Hun. Amos
now on the way out and
Allen, Speaker Reed’s private secretary and
b«- placed in the
Kennebec, old classmate at Bowdoin college.
nimac, Hudson, Delaware
Monuok. At the annual meeting of E. M.
ouia livers.
Already 8,000
e
been turned loose in the
Billings Post, G. A. R., Dec. 2d, the followthe tributaries.
ing officers were elected for the coming
year: Com., II. R. Dawson; S. Y. Com., JerWhisi*kkings.
The forJ. V. Com., Jefferson Nealley;
the German government ry Bowen;
"tarnation of the President, Surgeon, Fred L. Palmer; Chap., W. Pattertonnage tax on German son; O. of D., Edwin Lufkin; Q M., A. F.
ii'-an ports, has been re- Batchelder; O. of G., A. G. York: Adjt.,
i a partment of State.
The Isaac F. Cook-At the annual meeting of
piy to tlie protest and his E. M. Billings Woman’s Relief Corps, Dec.
the grounds on which the
2d, the following officers were elected for
action lias been taken, will
the
Belle J. Palmer; S.
Congress.The treasury V. ensuing year: Pres.,
Pres., Mary Plummer; J. V. Pres., Belle
informed that the steamer
a mk.

■

■

iucksonville, Fla., has been
dmi of by the United States
■if, as she is suspected of pre*ge in a liliblistering expediThere is said to he no
ibt. of the intention of Pres•b
Kinley to convene the 55tli
extra
session early next
l
ighting Rob” Evans’ proeg detached from the combattleship Indiana lias been
navy department and he
i' «l
and made a member of the
'aid, which is the most de‘"t be could secure in
Washingoxiiela has acceptad the arbi'-ieed upon by Secretary Olney
111 i an
Pauueafote.
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Government.

Drowning

A Sad

Accident in Palermo.

Marden; Sec., Helen M.‘Nealley; Chap.
Durham; Treas., Mary E. Ritchie;
Con., E. B. Mosman; Guard, Carrie Smith,
-Littie Helen, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin West, died in Farmington last
The remains were
week, aged 3 years.
brought here to Mr. West’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. West, and buried Saturday in
the village cemetery. Mr. West is principal of the school in Farmington, where liis
family lives. The child had pneumonia.
She was a beautiful child, and the parents
are in deep grief at the loss of their child.
They have a younger one left. They have
the sympathy of all. The parents will return
to Farmington.
A.

Carrie E.

At the regular meeting of the City CounLeroy T. Durham was instantly killed in
the yard of the Boston &
board of Municipal OfAlbany Railroad in cil Dec. 7th, a full
Allston, Mass.,Saturday morning. He was in ficers was present and but two absent from
the employ of the railroad
The roll of accounts
company, and in the Common Council.
crossing the yard to go to a train stepped in was passed, and included $101 for Board of
front of an express train. He was a native Registration, $100.62 for repairs to heating
of Monroe, a son of Tolford
and Caroline apparatus of the Grammar School building;

Durham. He graduated from the Maine
State College as a civil engineer in the class
of 1894, and since
leaving school has been in
the employ of the Boston &
Albany Railroad Co. He has
many friends and aequaitance.s here, all of whom, especially his
schoolmates at Orouo, speak of him in the

$60 for election officers, and the usual routine bills. J. W. Wilkins presented a petition for increase of salary as truant officer,
claiming that he has more work under the
present Superintendent, than when the
salary was fixed at $25. The petition was
referred the School Committee.
The petition of S. L. Mil liken and others for a street
light at the corner of Congress and Frank-

highest terms,

Last Thursday evening North Palermo
was shocked by the sad news of the drowning of Walter G. Norton in the Bowler pond.
He was 23 years of age and was a son of
Henry and Mary Norton. He was teaching
school in district No. 3, having taught but
four days. He had told his scholars to bring
their Bibles the next day that they might
read a chapter each morning and recite the
Lord’s prayer in concert. After school he
bade his scholars a kind good night, went
home and ate his supper as usual and then
went to the pond to skate with some of his
scholars. He skated into a hole which was
but thinly frozen over, his skates cut
through and he plunged out of sight. The
alarm was given and Briggs Turner ran to
the spot with a ladder.
Norman Belden

as an
enterprising, studious
and moral young man.
During his college
course he taught
a number of
schools, in lin streets was referred by tlie Aldermen to
which he was successful and popular. In the Committee on Lights, but was tabled iu
his position with the railroad
Bill of Geo. W. also got in at the same place and Mr. Turner
company his the Common Council.
faithfulness and sterling character had won Cottrell for building destroyed July 4th, drew him out on the ladder. Then with an
for him the highest respect and confidence and of C. M. Knowlton for one
destroyed apple pole he hooked Walter out after he
of the company, which was testified to
Nov. 12th, were referred to the
reCity Solici- had been in the water about twenty minutes. His face was badly bruised and bleedcently by an increase of salary. The officials I tor.
of the company wrote a
Several milkmen appeared before the ing, having been cut by the ice in liis fall.
touching letter of
sympathy and condolence to the stricken | Municipal Officers, and through W. A. He did not rise to the surface after going
to down, either on account of his being badly
parents, speaking in the highest terms of the Monroe made statements in regard
departed. They also sent a beautiful fioral the inspection of milk and the tuber- hurt or because kept down by the ice. It
tribute, and gave free transportation home culin test. Last spring Dr. F. E. Free- was a sad scene when he was taken home.
and leave of absence to the friend of the de- man, V. S., was elected Inspector of His mother and brother wept and could not
ceased, Mr. E. J. Atwood, who came with Milk at a salary of $100 per year. Soon be comforted, and his sister May knelt by
the remains to Monroe. Mr. Atwood was a afterwards the herds of several of the milk- his side with tears coursing down her
schoolmate of Leroy, and when the latter men were inspected by Dr. Freeman by the cheeks
begging her brother to speak.
went to Massachusetts he boarded in Mr. tuberculin test, the milkmen paying him Some of the scholars met at the school house
Atwood’s family. They were as brothers to $1.00 per cow for the examination. The the next day for school and on learning of
each other, and Mr. Atwood is in deep sor- milkmen claim that this is an unnecessary Walter’s death wept bitterly, as one said,
to them, and that if the herds must
because we loved him so much. He was a
row.
In Monroe Leroy had
many friends, expense
be inspected the expenses should be paid
who were greatly attached to
by line young man, beloved by all. He leaves a
him, by his
agreeable, genial and social qualities. As a the city or State. Dr. Freeman was present. mother, four brothers and three sisters to
He claims that the tuberculin test is not inmourn their loss.
Eighteen years ago from
son he was
always dutiful and kind, and
cluded in bis duty as milk inspector, but is the same day his oldest brother was drownwas ever cheerful under
and
all
circumany
ed. The funeral services were held last
stances. The warmest sympathy is extend- [ optional with the milkmen and a private
matter between themselves and the veterina- Sunday at one o’clock at the house, conducted to the parents, also to his brother
|
Albert,
! ed by Samuel Marden; sermon by Alfred
who lives with the parents in Monroe, and rian. There is no State statute relating to
Jones of China. The bearers were Fred
to his sister, Mrs. E. M. Dolliff of Gardiner. the tuberculin test-, bat. a by-law of the
Spratt, Chesman Spratt, Norman Belden
State Board of Health provides that cities au<l Clarence Worthing. The interment was
Special sympathy is felt for the young lady
or towns
may prohibit the sale iu their in the Smith cemetery.
in Monroe to whom he was soon to be marThe deceased was a member of the Y. P.
ried. The Grange, of which he was a mem- jurisdictions of milk from uninspected S. C. E. of Washington, Me., and a member
herds. Belfast has not as yet adopted this of the Good
ber expressed its sympathy for the bereavTemplar Lodge at Branch Mills.
by-law. The matter was referred to the He was fitting himself for a life of usefuled family and friends. The funeral was
ness, having marked abilities and a good
Solicitor.
City
held at the home of his parents
education. He had attended several terms
Tuesday
The following traverse jurors were drawn of school at
Augusta and was a student of
afternoon, the services being by Rev, for
the January term of S. J. Court: Charles the Farmington Normal school. The beGeo. S. Mills of Belfast.
Among the many T.
reaved
family have the sympathy of a large
Richards, Herbert A. Black, James F.
beautiful fioral offerings was one from his
circle of friends. [Allen Goodwin.
James W. burgess. Permission
McKeen,
classmates at Orono, while the beauty and
was granted to the Age.
Publishing Co. to
The Social Season.
number of the others showed more plaiulv
erect and
maintain a stationary steam
than words that his memory is cherished
by engine. Petition of G. W. Leonard for
Prof. J. C. Whitten is engaged to furnish
a large circle.
abatement of taxes was laid on the table in music for a ball at Johnson’s hall, Thornthe Board of Aldermen for one month. The dike, Christmas eve, but has no engagement,
News lias been received of the death in
City Treasurer was instructed to bid in all as yet, for Christmas night.
Victoria, British Columbia, of Capt. Syl- real
estate sold for taxes, where there are no
[
A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, will
van us C. Spaulding, a native of
Rockland, other bidders.
hold its second social dance in Odd Fellows’
which was his home until 13 years ago,
Hall, this, Thursday, evening. The music
when he left the sea owing to failing health
News of the Granges.
will be by Sanborn’s Orchestra. The floor
and went to British Columbia,
hoping the
directors will be W. S. Hobbs, W. J. Clifclimate there would be beneficial. He was
Equity Grange will close its literary con- ford and W. W. Shaw.
a successful shipmaster, and had commandtest between the married and single memed the barks Henry A. Litchfield and Fred |
Washington Hose Co. is preparing for its
bers next Saturday evening. The three enP. Litchfield in the foreign trade. He was
animal supper and ball to be given Jan. 14th.
tertainments thus far have been interesting.
about 54 years of age, and married Jennie E.
The officers and committees are determined
Seaside Grange has begun a series of sociHerrick of Northport 30 years ago, who still
to make this one of the most successful and
ables at their hall the first of which, held
survives him. He was a man
greatly ad- last
enjoyable affairs of the kind they have ever
j
was
successful.
Thursday
evening,
very
mired by his many friends, and for his
held. Music by Sanborn’s Orchestra.
A supper was served, a social
enevening
sterling integrity, uprightness and honor
Thomas H. Marshall Relief Corps held a
joyed, and the affair closed with a dance,
was a model in every sense of the term.
with
music
very pleasant social gathering last Friday
by Mudgett.
He always took a great interest in his
native home, and uotwithstaudiug his adFrederic Ritchie Grange, Waldo, has evening with Mrs. Ellen M. Richardson on
Green street. A picnic, supper was served.
miration for Victoria, where he remained on elected the following officers for the ensuing
j
Their next supper and sociable will be with
account of the lovely climate, never loosed j year:
M., Edward Evans ; O., E. L. Bryant,
the fond ties which securely hound him to L., Joseph Ellis ; S., J. F. Clements; A. S-, Comrade Edwin D. Bird on Bay View street,
his relatives and friends in the Pine Tree Herbert Raul; Treas., G. C. Levauseller; Friday evening, Dec. 11th, at 7 o’clock.
Comrades and ladies invited.
State. It is
Sec*., C. W. Sliorev
Carrie
that his

|

—

Morton’s economy endorsed.
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Meeting

President’s Message of 18,000 Words.
Washington, Dec. 7. The second session of the 54th Congress assembled at noon

1806.

Chap.,
Clements;
The Epworth Leagu e of the M. E. Church
be brought to Rockland for interment and G. K., W. H. Beckwith; Ceres, Cora Evans;
that his wife will hereafter make her home
Annie
Pomona,
Bryant; Flora, Ellen Little- hail a supper and entertainment at Memothere.
field : L. A. S., Matilda Clary. The installa- ; rial Hall Tuesdev evening. An excellent
will take place at the first regular rneet- supper was served at b o’clock, followed by a
j tiun in
John Murphy died at the home of his
mg
January. Installing officer, J. G. drill by lb young lady members of the
j
nephew, Daniel Kalaher, Dec*. 4th. He was i Harding.
League under command of Oapt. William
born in New Bedford, Mass., and was a
H. Sanborn. The members were decorated
I
At the annual meeting of Morning Light
with the league colors, and each carried a
stone cutter by trade.
He had worked on
Grange, Monroe, Dee. 5th, the following of- small red
many important jobs, including a foremanllag with a white Maltese cross,
ficers were elected for the ensuing year:
the emblem of the society. They went
ship on government work at Vmalhaven,
A.
P.
E.
0.
Master,
Ritchie; Overseer,
and a similar job on the Washington monuthrough several movements from the infanDickey; Lee., H. G. Buzzell; Steward, H.
ment in Washington, D. C.
tie served durtry tactics, with a few new movements arJenkins; Asst. Steward, H. Wingate; Chapranged by Capt. Sanborn. The drill was
ing the War in Co. G, First Maine Heavy lain, E. Jenkins:
Mrs. Blanche NealSec’y.,
Artillery, and was a member of Paul Revere
heartily applauded. The music for the
ley; Treas., Mrs. Wealthy Grant: G. K.,
was by E. M. Sanborn’s orchestra.
Post, G. A. R., of Quincy, Mass. The fu- Jerry Bowen;
Ceres, Mrs. A. P. Ritchie; marching
The remainder of the evening was devoted
neral was held Sunday at Swanvilie, and the
Pomona, Mrs. Theo Dickey; Flora, Miss
to games, music and sociability.
remains taken to Bangor for interment.
Helen M. Nealley; Librarian,.Miss Annie
expected

remains will

;

York; L. A S., Miss Nancy Parker.
Oliver A. Andrews, one of Rock port’s
South Branch Grange entertained Stoekhonored and highly esteemed citizens, died ton
Grange, Dee. 5th, with the following
at his home on Union street Saturday, Dec. j
5, at the advanced age of 8(5 years. Mr. An- : program: Music by the choir; reading by
drews was born in Warren, Me., in 1810, the Mrs. Clara Haley; song by Mrs. Hattie
son of James and Sarah (Fitzgerald)
AnCalderwood; rec. by Flora Haley; instrudrews, one of a family of 12, only one of mental
music by Nora Emerson; declamaVose
of
whom, Mrs. Sophia
Thomaston, sur- |
vives him. He came to Rockport in 1882
tion by Mr. Emery Calderwood; songs by
since which time that village has been his
James Kneeland; original poem by Mrs.
home.
He was a mason by trade, having
After the entertainlearned the business of the late Joseph Ber- Ella M. Littlefield.
ry of Thomaston. Mr. Andrews performed j ment supper was served in the dining room,
several government contracts, among them Several of the members of Stockton
j
Grange
being the building of Negro Island Light at
the entrance to Camden harbor, and the stopped with friends in Prospect Village
monument in Rockport harbor. In 1845 he over Sunday.
was representative to the legislature.
He
Seaside Grange elected the following offialso served the old Lincoln county as deputy
sheriff. For the past 15 years he had uot cers last Saturday evening: Worthy Master,
been actively engaged in business. Mr. An- Albert L.
Mudgett; Overseer, Henry J.
drews was one of the oldest members of the
Altana E. Stevens; Asorder of I. O. O. F. in town. He was a mem- Cliaples: Steward,
sistant
Steward, George W. Miller; Lecturber of the old Blue Lodge, F. and A. M. of
from
withdrew
that
and
Camden,
lodge to er, Tileston Wadlin; Chaplain, Mrs. John
assist in organizing St. Paul’s lodge, F. and T.
Frost; Secretary, Miss Annie Chaples;
A. M. of Rockport. In politics he was a lifelong Democrat. Mr. Andrews was a well Treasurer, Harvey S. Cunningham; Gate
read man, keeping in touch with all points Keeper, Prentiss Colson; Pomona, Mrs. H.
of interest, a tine conversationalist, with a J.
Chaples; Flora, Mrs. Tileston Wadlin;
rich fund of experience to draw from.
Possessed of a marvelous memory, facts, Ceres, Mrs. Horace E. Twouibly; Lady Asdates
and points at issue
were
fre- sistant Steward, Mrs. George W. Milier.
quently brought, to him for settlement in
Transfers in Real Estate.
preference to records. He was also a dear
lover as well as a great student of the Bible,
from which book he drew much comfort iu
The following transfers in real estate were
his last illness, his friends frequently overrecorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
hearing him repeating passages of Scripture
when he had become to feeble to read. Held for the week ending Dec. 9, 1890: Alvin T.
in high esteem in business as well as in so- Condon, Belfast, to Justus Thorndike, do.:
cial circles he was one of the land marks land and
buildings in Belfast. William Colthat will be much missed, but held long in
memory.
During his many months of ill- lins, Waldo, to John E. Barter, Isle au
ness, he was never known to murmur, and Haut; land in Waldo.
Maggie Doe, Memfrom those who have nursed him so faithphis, Tenn., to Amy B. Doe, Newton, N. H ;
with
such
self
and
denial
and
brave land
fully
and buildings in Belfast.
Chas. E.
endurance, comes this reply: “It was a
pleasure, for the privilege of which we can- Morse et al., Searsmont, to James L. Bean,
not give sufficient thanks.” A wife, Mrs. do.; land in Searsmont. Alice M.
Higgins
Margaret (Rollins) Andrews, to whom he et
al., Thorndike, to Catherine Glidden,
had been a kind and faithful husband for
Freedom; land and buildings in Freedom!
more than GO years, and three children, EdE. M. Flanders, Belfast, to Lona A. Flangar A. Andrews of Brockton, Mass., Mrs.
land in Northport. Anna
Asa A. Howes of Belfast and Miss Marie L. ders, Northport;
A. Childs, Waterville, to Millard Gilmore,
Andrews of Rockport survive him.
The
land and buildings in Burnham.
Burnham;
funeral took place Monday afternoon at 1
Ann Sarah Gordon, Belfast, to Hartsou C.
o’clock from his late residence, Rev. Thus.
Pitcher, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Stratton of Rockland officiating.
Eliza Tobey, Montville, to Wm. F. Tobey,
Mr. Andrews had been in failing health
do.; laud in Montville. Eugene Wood,
for some time and his daughter, Mrs. A. A.
Belfast, to Wm. H. Hall, do.; land ami
Howes of this city, had been with him much buildings in Belfast. James W. Wood, Belfast, to Eugene Wood et al., land in Belfast.
of the time for many months. On receipt of
Lucy E. Wade, Waltham, Mass., to Wm. I).
that
lie
a telephone message
was worse she
Smart, Searsport; laud and buildings in
went to Rockport Saturday.
Mr. Howes Searsport. E. K. Smart, Kinsly, Kan., to
Wm. D. Smart; land and buildings in Searswent down Sunday to attend the funeral.
port. Solomon Wheelden, Winterport, to
Mary M. Wheelden, do.; laud and buildings
in Winterport.
James Aborn, Knox, to
Samuel Adams went to Brookliu Tuesday
Bertrand L. Aborn, do.; land and buildings
to attend the dedication of an Odd Fellows’
in Knox.
I. W. Parker, Belfast, to John C.
hall. R. G. Dyer of Portland, and Dr. F. A. Ham, do., land in Belfast. J. vVillis Fen-

j

Fairfield, formerly of this city,
among the officers in attendance.

Kuowiton of
were

wick, Belfast,

to

Augusta

A.

Cooley, do.;

laud in Belmont. Lenora McCorison, Belfast, to R. P. Hills, Jr., do.; land in Belfast.

The ladies of the L'nitarian church had a
sale of fancy articles at the
Belfast Opera House yesterday afternoon.
From 0 to 7 o’clock supper was served on
the European plau, after which the
pleasing

very successful

operetta, “A Meeting of Nations,” was presented witli the following cast of characters:
fMiss Charlotte Colburn,
Eittletiekl,
Maud Ellis,
Lena Ellis.
l

Entertainers

THE OVESTS.

England,
Scotland,

Ralph O’Connell, Miss Vannie Dollofr
Frank Starrett, Miss Sally Durham
Ireland,
E. P. Frost, Mrs. Fr< st
John P. rker, Miss Bertha Knowlton
France,
B. A. Rouiuly, Mrs. Pitcher
Germany,
Italy,
Percy Ellis, Miss Sarah Russ
W 11. Quimby, Miss Maud Milliken
Spain,
Frank Woodcock, Mrs. Webber
Lolland,
Switzerland,
Ralph Mosher, Miss Josie Burkett
Sweden, Norman Wardwell, Miss Josie Patterson
E. S. Pitcher, Miss Blanche Sullivan
Norway.
N. G. Pettingill, Miss Isabel idnn
Russia,

A Chinaman.

Will Havner

A Japanese Girl,
Miss Blanche Dollofr
Ollie McMahan
Tommy Tompkins,
Miss Mary Faunee, Pianist.

The

Universalist fair will beheld Wednes-

day- Dec*., 10th, afternoon and evening, beginning at three P. M. the doors being open
during the afternoon free. At six o’clock
sharp, the ladies will serve a chicken pie
supper at 25 cents

a

ticket.

After the sup-

per the Circulating Library will be
to those holding cards, the list of

opened

books
being a well-ohoosen one, including the best
dancers in the city.
Admission for all
not holding tickets will be ten cents after
six o’clock, and all must present tickets
befere drawing books.
Among the many
attractions of the sale will be a fish-pond
where every fisherman is sure of a catch.
There will also be tables displaying aprons
etc., calendars decorated with photographs
"f the Church, fancy articles made from
tissue

papers,

examples of art, jellies, concake, etc., and other things

serves, Scripture
of interest.

Life

Saving;

on

the Maine Coast.

Superintendent Kimball

of the life saving
included in his annual report a
casualties in the first district,
which comprises the coasts of Maine and
New Hampshire.
The figures, however,
are quite accurate for Maine.
The number
of disasters during the year were sixty and
eight of these involve the total loss of vessels.
The value of vessels involved in these
sixty disasters was $144,IKK) and the value of
cargoes involved was $79,245, making the
entire value of property $224,205. The persons on board these vessels numbered 250
and none of them were lost. The shipwrecked persons succored at stations were thirtyfive and the number of days’ cuecor afforded
was 73.
The value of property saved was
$135,140 and the value of property lost was

service has
list of the

$39,005. Superintendent
of Sanford, Me.

Kimball is

a

native

Swanville man’s adventure in the
and other matter of interest, in next
week’s Journal
A

P. S. Staples spent Sunday
Winterport.

woods,

Joseph E. Thombs
day on business.

Tuesday, Dec. 15th, is the date appointed
for the second entertainment in the People’s
Course, a lecture by Jahu De Witt Miller of
Philadelphia, whose masterly lecture last
season struck such
popular favor. His subject next week is “The Uses of Ugliness.”

Mrs. Fannie E. Sylvester went to Boston
last Thursday for a vis it.
Mr. Richard A. Gurney made
to Baugor last week.

The Girls’ Home acknowledges the receipt
a barrel of dour from Wm. F. Bean of
Kansas City; a barrel of miscellaneous
articles from Volunteer Circle of King’s

Mrs. Charles Thombs arrived from Massachusetts last Saturday for a short stay.
Wm. A. Faunee left Monday for Toledo,
a visit to friends in this city.

Ohio, after

Hon. S. L. Milliken returned to Washinglast week to resume Ins duties in Con-

ton

Home with a carpet stretcher and tucker.
-Mrs. Florence C. Porter of Caribou
spoke in South Berwick last Sunday even-

gress.

Lewis Smith of Rockland returned home
from a visit to relatives in Belfast
and Waldo.

Saturday

theGiris’ Home and a collection realized 85.23 for the furnace fund.
in behalf of

Thursday from
and Nortliport.

Tliaddeus K. Pierce returned to Waterville last Friday, after a four weeks' visit to
relatives in Belfast.

royaly received,

a tine supper was served,
and after supper a nice treat wes passed
around.
The esteem in which the host
and hostess are held among their friends
was
shown by the beautiful and useful
presents they received. Music and singing
were
the order of the evening. Among
those present were Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Page
of East Jackson and Mrs. A. L. Clark and
son of West Winterport_Willis Nickerson, who has been seriously ill, is reported
as not much better... .Henry Mason narrowly escaped drowning last week by breaking
through the ice while walking near the river
bank in the vicinity of his residence. His
daughter got a board and passed it within
his reach, and then ran for assistance, and
when help arrived he had succeeded in getting to shore by means of the board. He
was somewhat chilled, but otherwise was
not discomforted by his cold bath....Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel Kimball of Waldo visited
at N. S. Piper’s Sunday... .Norman Nickerson has his house nearly completed and will

Edward II. Dunbar returned home to Plylast Thursday, from a visit to
relatives in Belfast.

mouth, Mass.,

Miss Helen M. Collier of Providence. R. I.,
of this city, is a guest of Mr. m l
Mrs. Clias. F. Ginn.

formerly
S.

Miss Townsend, assistant
school, leaves Saturday for
Conn.,to spend the holidays.

in

High

the

New

II

iveu,

Harvey S. Cunningham left Monday for
Green’s Landing on business for the Belfast Machine & Foundry Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene E. Adams of WhitMass., left for home Monday after a
visit to friends in Waldo County.
man,

Hauscom of Winterport, purser of
City of Bangor, weut to Boston by
steamer Penobscot Monday night.
A. H.

steamer

Capt. (diaries Baker was down town Monday after being confined to the house rive
weeks by shingles and a severe cold.

Chat. We read in an exchange of "shocking” clams; and suppose it is done by electricity.... We have received the 22d annual
report of the W. C. T. V. of Maine_Dr.
W. G. Fuller of Pittsfield has appointed
Chas. E. Johnson local agent for the sale of
the Belvedere carpet stretcher and tucker,
-Rooms have been partitioned off in conrooms

Belfast

in

was

Miss Della Pendleton left Monday to spend
the holiday season with relatives in Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

Saturday.

Seaside Hose Co.’s

Bickford of Dixmont

Monday on his way to Virginia, where he
will spend the winter.

occupy it in about two weeks_Mrs. Rosa
Keene, who has been visiting her daughter
Winnie in Welltieet, Mass., returned home

with

Terrill returned home to Lynn last
a two weeks' visit in Belfast

Fred

Belfast. About 125 friends of Mr.
William Tripp met at their home
Tuesday evening,Dec. 1st,the occasion being
a house warming and their twentieth wedding anniversary. The company was most
East

and Mrs.

nection

business

a

trip

Daughters of Brewer; 85 from “a friend,” by
Miss Jackson, for the furnace fund; a bushel
of beans from Elba
Greeley of Swanville.
Dr. W. G. Fuller has
presented the

Hon. W. C. Marshall left Monday for the
Mooseliead Lake and Mcgantic region,
where the State Assessors are at work.
Miss Fremetta Shepherd left Monday for
Springfield, Mass., to spend tic holidays
with her brother, Dr. Ilovcy S. Shepherd.

for

holding the company’s meetings, drying
hose, etc.... Herbert J. Morrison has received this week four corrugated iron ceilings to be placed in residences in the city.
Fred H. Mathews is enlarging the office
| and making other improvements at his hsli
market.... William II. Staples is rearranging the refrigerator and making a few necessary changes in his market.... A plank walk

Boston Mon-

went to

Mrs. S. L. Milliken visited friends in Waterville last Thursday.

of

ing

friends in

with

Joseph

[

....

Whitcomb returned fret;

(>

State College last week ami began

High
day morning.
er

of the

I)r

Br

at

weeks'

hM

k

Elmer Small returned last

two

a

School

».31•

<

t

as

to-

k

from

trip through Hums*, k

and

Washington counties
ton’s Sarsaparilla.

wee

in the interest of D .1-

Mrs. Auua Adams arrived in Belfast T
day evening to visit her mother, Mr-.. C. E.
around the south side '.if the l 'ni- [
Morison. She has hern m the Wes- v -:Lng
tarian church to the Court St., crossing. The
her brother am! <•ther friends.
has been laid

Thomaston Herald says: “Frank Pitcher of

Boston held the lurk\ number, Id, which
drew S. W. Masters’ horse'
Look in at
Locke's window.. Welch & Stevens have
finished the new [date glass front in W. A.
Clark’s clothing factory..
Charles Sanborn

Island,

Edward Parker of Drand

Belfast last Thursdax and Frid

in

\*:

i\

was

D

<■.

s.-

....

of

Waldo

finished

haying

Saturday. |

last

meadow was too wet to cut in the summer and was cut on the ice last week...
Capt. Charles Magee of South Thomaston
was in town Monday and while here he sold
his place at the upper bridge to Clarence
Wyman of this city, who will reside there.
....The meetings of the Debating Club will
be suspended until alter the holidays....!’.
A. Sanborn recently painted a very life-like
His

picture

of

Joseph Tyler's

gelding,
has bought
Northport

black

Jack.”....J. F. Wilson
the Dr. P. E. Luce place on
“Little

avenue.

ness

and to visit reiativ'-s.

f the late Id
M

and

r.
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their i
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engagement

Louise Barrows Dunn

Harry Whipple

.a

x

Y

urday to join the party winch
Europe Dee. '.»th. Her :ie u a- r.
Crosby, accompanied her to N.w
Miss Charlotte Lh

Lu-

•mp.-ln-r, V;

M

a-ft f*»r

Miss Ami'1 ('rosd\

u'.tr,
M

t

Staples

S u-

o-d

s,

M

Reunion of Forty =Niners.

nu

i:t-

si.
ly from Koxhury, Mass., win
teaching, and xvent to W uterp
urday to begin the xvinter lent: f
Mr. Dana B. Southworth, xvho
eontined to the house for about Lx

it-

-••n
wei us
(

Dr. ami Mrs. Pendleton leave i1.
Florida, where they will spend

■

for

ter.

family

A

their

house

from New

[Portland Sunday
Commander

Y .rk

during the
Ti

an
m-ss

,s

k
ti-

w

w:

wont*

s

mes.

Carver has

-1.

m

r: 3

age, many extracts of interest to the survivors and their friends, and which called up
other incidents in the minds of the participants. Mrs. Francis Whitmore gave some
excellent music at intervals during the
evening. The guests were very hospitably
entertained, and will look back to this reunion as one of the bright spots in the jour-

coffee.

1.

F
o

as

y ly.

[Rockland Star.

Capt. Phineas Pendleton has
spend the winter in California
ters

accompanied him

on

d*

■

H

daugh-

the voyage

and

0

Pendleton, who has been v;-inng u
father, Mr. Augustus Perry, left for Ca iforjiia Dy Monday morning’s train.

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. William M. Bradlm held
their lirst “at liome” Wednesday afteim-on
and evening
Mrs. Bradley received
n a
gown of green and gold changeable si Ik
with green velvet, trimmings. She was assisted by Miss Beth Milliken, wii
served
>

[Portland Express.

Frank

H. Colley, Es.p, lias opened
1

office in the First National Bank

Portland, and
able
serve

have

has started under

Jle will

his friends in

this section

legal

business in

he

Portland

a

!

\v

•ling.

ve-\

eireunistariees.

iuvr-

glad

w!m

to

may
n.;\.

1

Mrs. E. A. 1>. Burrnigton left. h\ .'■mt urduy
morning’s train lor South Berwick. wh-re

Sunday with Mrs. ,1. II. B
g...
Burleigh, Mrs. BurmgPni,

she spent

Monday

Mrs.

Mrs. Florence C. Porter of Card u. Mrs.
Nicholas Fessenden and Mis. A.C l’.i i! of
| Fort Fairfield and Mrs Byron Strvmis •!
Brunswick left for Washington, I> C.. i«.
W. C. Tuttle returned home Tuesday from
attend the Anri Saloon and Nations. Non
visit to his,son Frank in Boston.

Mrs.

Ellen It Castle
Tuesday for a short visit.
a

S

«

■

inspection trip to posts a' Bin.-mi.
Bueksport. Monroe. Brooks ami !’.•
also visited the Searsport post.
IF
royally reeeived and enjoyed thetnj h

PERSONAL.

p

\

Dec. 8th was the anniversary of the sailing
Fifteen survivors
of the vessel from Belfast.
aud ladies were present, as follows;
Mr. and Mrs. Hazeltine, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Dunbar, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
aud
Mrs.
John N
L.
Havuer, Mr.
Stewart, Mr. aud Mrs. Francis Whitmore,
Mrs. T. W. Lothrop and Mrs. Frank O.
Havener of Belfast, and Mr. Fred T. B.
Young of Rockland. An excellent supper
was served by the host and hostess, after
which the evening was pleasantly passed in
A note was received
reminiscence?, etc.
from Henry J. Woods of Orono, regretting
his inability to be present. Mr. Hazeltine
read from his journal, kept during the voy-

ney of life.

f..r

>

by an injury to Ins knee, the resnd
accident, was out and attending
Tuesday

The annual reunion of the survivors of
the passengers and crew of the bark Win. O.
Alden, in commemoration of her voyage to
California in 184'.*, was held Tuesday evening, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
The day,
P. Hazeltine on Court street.

vv

Wo..."i,-r Parker.

v.

Mrs.

the

non nee

is

lit

went

to

Boston

Two young children of E. Roundy went to
the. orphan’s home in Bath Monday.
Miss Annie

W.

Mrs.

of Belfast has opened
Warren avenue, Boston.

Piper

lodging house

on

W. Cates and Mr. M. B. LawBoston Monday on business.

Louise Thurston of Ivenduskeag is
visiting her sister, Miss Eva Thurston, of
this city.
Miss

Charles A. Sibley of Buchanan, Neb., is
visiting his brothers, A. C. and Edward
Sibley of this city.
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Norton and son, M. G.
the funeral of Walter G.
Norton at Palermo Sunday.

Norton, attended
Mrs. E. W.

move

to

Willis, son and daughter will
Portland soon. Mr. Willis will folout his business here.

|
I low after closing

eon

vent

Mrs. Barrington

latter convention

on

urns

is to

manual

a

went to

rence

Partisan W. (’. T. I
this week.

b. id there

address the

training.

,r
Johnson of the Probate (
received a letter Saturday asking for information about relatives of Winslow Ander-

Judge

son, who

formerly

lived in

Searsport.

Mrs.

Sarah Ketchum of Nebraska City. Neb.,
says her former husband, John Anderson,
was born in Searsport, but. when b> years
old ran away to sea, which he followed until
about 22 years

old,

when lie went

into the

Australian gold fields. After two years and
a half in Australia lie returned to America
and settled in Jersey County, 111., where
she married him. He died about 1* years
ago. His father’s name was John Winslow
Anderson, and he had one brother Winslow
and a sister Susan. Mrs. Ketchum would iike
some information iu regard to his relatives.

Succeeded

How One Maine Mar. has

lallfornia,

in

Captain

The

The Largest Bean Ranch in the World.

While seated

Modern Literature;

and His Wife.

in the evening

twilight

the past comes up before me.
With the
mind’s eye 1 see a dear friend whose smil-

of The

Journal.]
[Special correspondence
Santa Baku aka, Calif., Nov. 24,
ing face I often saw in days gone by.
(>ne bright autumn day, and nearlS‘.a;.
Mrs. E. G. Wilson was the third daugh«*ur days are bright in Southern
.»f
all
ly
[
,iit<mil. 1 accepted an invitation to ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Heagan of ProsMr. Heagan was a man of in\isit the famous Dixie Thompson Bean pect, Me.
telligence and one who was noted for his
Bunch iu Ventura county.
With him nature was lavish
But w!;.> is Dixie Thompson, and what originality.
He held places of honor in
lie is a man from with gifts.
about his ranch?
Maine, and that ought to be sufficient; his town and was always true to his trust.
but a great many, as well as many great He had a talent for making people laugh
While he
men, are from Maine; they are to be met instead of making them weep.
was a large
every where iu the west and especially in was in town business there
C aliforuia.
family in town who were very destitute;
V
Thompson came from Brunswick to at one time, after he had been to carry the
this coast iu the early days of California’s family supplies, he heard the head of the
history; like many others he came to family remark in public that he had just

words do not

j

make his fortune.

How he has succeed-

ed may be best told by giving a description of his famous lima bean ranch in
Ventura county, which is the banner agricultural county of southern California.

2,400

This ranch has in it

of

acres

rich,

deep, loamy soil, which lays like a garden patch in one piece, perfectly level
without stone
climate

The soil and

stump.

or

perfectly adapted to the
lima bean.
Mr. Thompson

most

are

culture of the

each year plants about 2,000 acres in lima
The
beans, using over 27 tons of seed.
seed alone would make quite
the average eastern farmer.
\

»ar.g

each cuts four farrows ten inches
Miould the plows run eight feet

p:<>\\
;d«-.

v*

crop for

giouml is ploughed during the winplows are used, eight horses to

i he
si

a

il would be found mellow and
In places the fur•he way down.
No man
two miles in length.

■

are

h

,,i:

!

on

this

of roots and

!<•;::
s-

plow

the

>'

w

soil;

he rides

rocks.

The

planted “by hand;” six or
.iiu-1s drawn by two horses are
the ground, planting 1.30 acres
not

•w

What
:lit-1

.V

>

n

what labor

n

tin

;,]■

•.ng tl

piece of

ma-

boy

in

:

and

rocks. But

■■

it11

over

a,most

loosen the dirt
this ranch fifteen

by

two

horses,

The driver rides

day

a

>

•ultivator
v\

on

each drawn

aert

•••

the eastern farm to

on

weeds

tivatoi-.

vs

a

the farmer

to

who djop> by hand, from lour to
hill.
Then, when “hoeing time”

..

x

boon such

a

would be

a>

the smooth mclmuch comfort

>alky. What

as

plied he would settle it all up for one dolHe w as a large hearted man, generlar.
Often he dried the orous to a fault.
tears and made the widows’ heart

phans’

sing for joy.
Miss Emily Ginn of
His chosen one
the same town.
With her, conscientiouswas

ness

largely developed.

was

life she

professed

to

love the

In

early
Master; she

modern

Is not the newspaper the great eduFor in many homes it is, perhaps,

cator?

I)o not the fu-

afforded.

Thomas

ture lives of the children reared in those

depend

homes

in

a

great

measure on

good

Affliction

like the

body,

d ren.

The

daughter married the
youth" and settled in the
>tate of Wisconsin, where they have had
a large share of prosperity.
The youngsecond

“choice of her

er

daughter has

a

home with them.

The

fourth

ter fed

Ayer's oS£ Sarsaparilla

rooms, eager to listen to the revolting details in criminal trials and to witness the

daughter remains single and has a
a nephew.
agony of the accused, far in advance of
The elder son passed away in the prime
Nero, who lighted his gardens with burnof life, leaving a lonely widow.
The secing Christians and with fiendish delight
ond son is settled on the shore of the
witnessed their physical torture?

Admitted at the

not

far from the old “home-

stead." N o little
of him and his
some

gladden
companion by
ones

the hearts
their win-

ways.

Quite early in life, the third daughter
was united in
marriage to (.'apt. Wilson,
lie commenced

a

seafaring

life when

and worked hit; way up and
manded a vessel when quite young.

boy,

a

com-

Ayer’s

large colony of

more

among them all, and ! am told that some
whose names appear on the church

people

rolls in their northern homes

He

hull-lights

always

that

are

take

nr v.

in

•>

a

seems

lias lived in the laud of

I OK.

a

save

of water falls upon
what it absorbs from the

drop

The machine is of

machinery.

more

portance than the man in this age; it is
the n. chine and the man: not the man
'-

The bean stalks

machine.

am

uathcred into small bunches.

-!

are

Ten

sages of sympathy to comfort their troubled hearts.
In the first years of her married life her home was on the ocean with
Wilson part of the time.

(apt.

i: t-

tin* machine moves to another space.
hundred sacks are threshed

ed

Twenty--even
day.

a

The sacks

loaded from the
to the wagon and drawn
by six
tin* stoieliouse at Ventura staare

Having visited New Yolk and Boston and
a
very thorough examination of all
the NEW and DESIRABLE STYLES in
millinery, we feel confident we can please
our customers with our goods and taste in
trimming.
made

As the

exceeded the exyounger
pectations of his friends. He now treads
the deck of a nice vessel and is its commander.

The elder

Miss Florence Wells
will have charge of the trimming department, and as she is direct from one of the
largest and most stylish work-rooms in

Boston, where she has been at work with
milliners, she is prepared to give
you all the new ideas. We keep constanton
hand
a full line of
ly
lirst-class

columns with loathsome details and illustrations of prize-fights, robberies, mur-

■

not

far from their

ders and all the horrors imaginable, place
good and glorious
work that is being done all over the

::

load but

by

the train load.

many as nineteen train
h ds me sent out from tliis ranch. At
two cents a pound the
crop would amount
to i-K'i.O for one year, a snug income
'i

nie

veals

as

t: in "ne farm.
This is the largest bean
ranch in the world.
■ban. Ii life in California is much different fiom “farming'’ in New

the unfortunate.

acts

to

long

time before his

It was not

eonTpuniou

a

joined

him in the better land.
As the years rolled around,
son was

good

the hank.
it would

MIi«.
B
F
WELLS.
f Belfast. Oct. 8, 18i>«.—4-1 tf

The

inflammation,soreness,cough,
purulent discharges, alterath -n of

voice and weakness which a ..company this disease find immediate
help in

ANCIERS

ETRO

great

mother” to assist and
need

direct

no

them,

on

have made him

or

his

com-

airs.

It possesses

md beau straw the year round.
There is
gmss on this ranch.
Another feature which gives Mr. Thomp-

son's

mu

reaelit
is

s

the

lays

ll

value is its location. It

the limits of Ventura

leading

town

between the

the lailicad
It

special

Mr.

is

City,

which

in

ocean

the county.
It
and the foot-hills,

lunning through the centre.
Thompson's intention some

time to divide it into small lots and sell
i
Divided into ten acre lots and planted to fiuit it would easily support 200
If sold in lots at $100 per acre—
a very low price lor land of such
quality
and situation—it would amount to $240,000, a nice sum for one farm.

“In-

may

asmuch.”
In a few short years after Capt. Wilson’s death Mrs. Wilson’s health failed;
and after months of patient suffering,, she
1 can
journeyed to the fairest land.
never forget the calm
peaceful look on
her countenance, on the pleasant autumnal day that she was laid to rest in the
village cemetery. Hie looked as though,
if she could only speak, she would tell her
friends how happy she was on the golden
shore with her loved ones.
,i. c. m.
Stockton Springs.

Mr.

The

Juggler.
A

cleanse the poisoned membranes
and strengthen the weakened
nerves.
Unlike Cod-Liver < >il
compounds, it is perfectly agreeable to take, promptly digested,
and assists stomach and bowel
action.

College. Not like Madame Willard’s has
the record of her noble life been given to

by

sto ry

Charles EgCraddock
was begun in the
November Atlantic Monthly. It is
called “The Jugbert

Thompson’s home

is in Santa Bar- j
He j
has another large ranch near Santa Barbara city, besides considerable real estate
When engaged in other ways
iu the city.
he does not visit the Ventura ranch for
several weeks. Once on visiting it after a
long absence Mr. Thompson went into
the dinning room and asked the cook to
put something on the table for him to eat?
The Chinese cook, w ho was a new comer,
quietly prepared lunch and then notified
the one in charge that there was a
“tramp” in the dinning room who had
ordered lunch.
It requires a great deal of business enterprise to run a ranch of such dimensions
and make it pay. The expenses are enorMr. Thompson is a man of keen
mous.
He knows wdien to buy
business ability.
and when to sell.
He is one of “The
Old Timers” in California and has done
much in public and philanthropic ways to
build up the city and county in which he
F. S. Forbes.
lives.

with them the best authors.

quiet of home
tion for the

they

laid the

was

higher

attained.

Thus in the

sure

Druggists 50c. and $1.00. Pamphlet mailed
free. ANGIER CHEMICAL CO., BOSTON.

Rupture Cured
WITHOUT OPERATION

only

but in their home amusements, also, they
were ever confident of her warm
sympathy and co-operation. Was not that
better than permitting them to spend
their evenings at the
tening to low jests and

village stores, lisbelittling conversa-

BY

H. J. Sherman's Method. Send 15 cents for his
book of full information, etc. Address

S. J. SHERMAN, Hernia Specialist,
175 Tremont St, Boston.

bara, thirty miles from the ranch.

gler,

a

tragedy

of the Tennessee
mountains. Miss
iMurfree in this
story goes further iu the use of
the strange peoCHAS. EGBERT CRADDOCK

pie

whom

the

world knows only
through her dethan
she
has
scriptmns
gone in her preceding books; for it is a story, not only of
mountaineer life, but of the conventiohal
civilization of the West put in most dramatic contrast with it. The novel is full
of action; and while it is in no sense a
problem-novel, it presents the deeper matters of life in ways to make a profound
impression. There is also the same vivid
description that made her earlier books
notable.

or

comic

scenes

style,

he will

II you wish for nice milk

G. O.

drop

a

card

to

HATCH, Belfast.

One cow’s Hilk for Babies

a

H. H.

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O.

tion'.’

ADDRESS,

tf7

Perhaps some parent will say, “I have
ability,” or “my children do not
“I havn’t the time.”

or

the children

more

than

we

think.

not for lack of love for their

It is

children

that many parents entrust them wholly to
teachers, it is merely thoughtlessness.
To create in their minds

ing let

us

work,

but will also

a

GOOD FAMILY OR DELIVERY HORSE,
sound and kind, weighs 1,000 pounds. Good
seated
party can take him on trial. Also a two Will
be
carriage, top buggy, sleigh, harness, ete.
sold at a bargain. Will sell separately or all to-

A

GEO. A. QU1MBY.
ft Belfast, Nov.

12, 1896.

love for read-

our

serve

hands are

keep them
busy. They

to

..AT..

I will furnish to the farmers of Waldo

will always remember them, for who ever
forgets the stories told by loving parents,
when, by the open fire we nestled at their
feet in the winter evenings of the long ago.

county their HAY WIRES at. lowest
possible price. All sizes in stock, including, the Dedrick, No. 14 and 13.
Belfast, Maine
GEORGE A. BAILEY.

Sad must he the life that carries not with

Small Farm for Sale.

it in after

years

pleasant

memories of

childhood.
Who does not feel
the

an

poorly fed, scantily

intense pity for
clothed children

of poverty; yet often more pitiable is
their mental condition. Can we not make

a

chapter

for

ties, let

read

us

O R

fa-

GUMMED

for
the

STICKERS

benefit

an

of

mingled

those

boys

education amid difficul-

a

chapter

from

‘•Pushing

the Flout.”

Is it not our duty to use all the influence
iu our power to get the young interested
in good books? If parents will begin in
the nursery, place in their homes only

AT

I good, wholesome newspapers, select the
right books for the children and youths,
iu

years they will choose wisely
for themselves.
Thru iu the future it
will not he said “The literature of America is deteriorating;” but, rather, “the

PALMER S.

mature

An

tendency of American literature is onward, upward, the modern news-stand is
sufficient

testimony,

for its influence

on

Elegant Line of NEW GOODS

the mind is

Suitable for Holiday

Nov. ? ">, LSIHi.

The GOODS are RIGHT,
The PRICES are RIGHT,
And YOU will be RIGHT it

I'mler the title
“Cheerful Yes-

of

whose

career

Make your

>:

SPICER PLACE on the Belmont corner
load, one mile from Belfast post oilice, is offered for sale. It contains 14 acres of land, 10 of
which are cleared; a good orchard of apples and
oilier small fruits.
peats, with blackberries and
Apply to
Good two-story house ; buildings new.

The

49tt

purchases

von

ot

as

reformer, soldier,

public

servant,
historian
unique, and extends over the last
fifty years, will
contribute an entertaining and valuable
series
of

isjj|

and

v

P.

Dwight

j

Palmt

Masonic Temple.

COL. HI COIN SON

Be

recollec-

BAILEY

"IN
!

ANYBODY’S mili

WILL r\ELI

AND SELL AS LOW AS I ML I

Discovery Saved Ills Life.
Mr. G. Oaillouette,
Druggist, Beaversville, III., says :“To Dr. King's New DisWas takeu with La
covery I owe my life.
Grippe and tried all the physicians for miles
about, but of no avail and was given up and
told I could not live. Having Dr. King's
New Discovery in my store I sent for a bottle and began its use and from the first dose
began to get better, and after usiug three
bottles was up and about again. It is worth
The

its

weight

in

gold.’’

We won’t

keep

store

BOTTOM PRICES GUARANTEED ON^___

Having purchased the entire line of extra
a lirni going out.of the Blanket business. ;
a team Blanket IhixlGO inches, thick and hea\\
upwards, according to quantity. These hiv
Tlies*- ''
BELOW regular wholesale prices
Belfast and ought to be an inducement to pe

or

Get a free trial at KilCity Drug Store.
I_
house without it
gore & Wilson's

A

some

their horses warm.

Reminiscence.

As lion. Seth L. Millikeri sat
with

c

of

conversing'

friends at the Elmwood hotel

Articles of Hardware that

a

are

Important.

few days ago, he happened to glance at
“ENTERPRISE" Mi
ALL SIZE HAY WIRES,
the old Ilanscom block, as it is called, at
RAISIN SEEDERS
For Dedrick Presses, etc.,
the junction of Main and Elm streets, j
POCKET KNI\ I
“The sight of that building recalls to
GUNS and AMMUNITION,
me,” said the Congressman, “the first
RE ADA MINI l>
and
GLASS
PUTTY.
time that I ever attended a court trial.
The Famous
PUMPS and PIPE,
Up stairs in that block, when I was a
student at Colby, there was heard one day
plain and Galv., fitted to order
EXTR \ PINT
a case in which a Winslow man brought
and
Etc
SHEARS
KNIVES
EORKS,
A
railroad
for
suit against the
damages.
lot of us students went in to listen to the s
proceedings. The case of the plaintitf
and LAP ROBES
FUR
was in the hands of the late Henry \V.
Paine, who was a Wiuslow man, and afterwards became a famous lawyer in Boston.
of any kind. ,>Sl. t<>
Lot M. Morrill was solicitor for the railroad and defended the suit. 1 am not sure, ONE CAR LOAD Ol THE FA MOl S
but l think the hearing was before an old
man who was known as Squire Stackpole.
1 remember that the case was very ably
tried, as it naturally would be with such
There was some very
men for counsel.
Come and ■
fins arrived and are ready to be seen.
sharp legal sparring between Paine and
A lot of the cheaper grade
made Sleighs on earth.
Morrill, which made the hearing exceedI cordially invite your inspection.
Nov. 15th.
ingly interesting. I recall that some of
the boys who went in to hear the case had
of
some discussion of the relative ability
the two lawyers, and while all agreed that
they were both possessed of great talents,
the impression prevailed that Paine was
the bigger man of the two, as he undoubtGUARANTEED
edly was, although Lot Morrill was a very
TOBACCO
able gentleman.”
[Waterville Mail.

ROBES

LANTERNS

H. A. MOYER SLEIGHS

I

in the nursery.
Tell the
children stories; it will not hinder our

begin

quiet while

select

Marietta

j

Specialty.

September 30, 1890.— 3m40*

FREEDOM, MAINE.

We know it is not in the power of all to
become highly educated, but we can help

us

she presents in such rustic
gather beneath the rough

struggling

limit

Pure Jersey Milk.

founda-

education to which
in their studies,

Not

take to books,”
uew

let

“A Cambridge Boyhood,’' “A
tions.
child of the College," “The Gospel of the
.Newness," “The Bearing of a Beformer,"
“The Fugitive Slave l’eiiod," “The Birth
of a Literature,” and subsequent experiences.
There is not an important movement or event, and hardly an important
personage, in war, in politics, or in literature, for the last half-centurv, that does
not come into these cheerful recollections.

a

not her

families.

so

from Mark Twain

personal

special power to
promptly allay the inflammation,
relieve the harassing cough,

s

no

M

EMULSION

the

great reformers.

England.
How often we are reminded of the unthe world, but no less does it deserve its
family lives on the Thompson ranch.
Mrs.
certainty of earthly prospects.
1'he abius, sheds, shops and barns
praise. To the sorrowing, the poor and
give
it the appearance of a colony. One barn Wilson was looking forward to the time unfortunate, the fallen and
down-trodden,
of Capt. Wilson’s arrival.
Allot a sudis about 200 feet
she was a ministering angel, and in the
long by 100 feet wide,
den the sad news reached her that he had
with a cupola from which
hearts of all who have felt the magnetic
every acre of
been washed overboard in a gale, in the
The much may be seen on a clear
influence of her world-wide sympathy
day. Straits of Florida.
For some time it
the men sleep in the cabins and take their
and love, her memory is sacredly enshrinseemed that her mind would be unbalmeals in the dinning rooms, two in numed.
anced. but after awhile she rallied. Slie
ber. undei the charge of Chinese cooks.
Her great ambition was to educate ttie
realized she had her little family to look
.Mi.
'will from
Brunswick, Maine, is after. As she had a sister with her. She minds and hearts of her children, and
supeiintendent of the ranch.
nobly she succeeded. A teacher in her
could leave home and be with the sick.
There is a herd of fine bred
youth and possessing a mind of no comJersey Much of her time was
passed in that way. mon
vow
mi Tlie ranch and one man has
type, her choice of books was a wise
charge The most of her labors in
caring for the one; and during the long winter evenings,
if the creamery.
A great many horses
sick was without money and without
ire kept on the ranch and the stock is
while she busily plied the needle, she
God sent her the blessing that
price.
fed upon hay (untlireshed barley and
listened to their reading and discussed
oats) comes to those who
claim the
\o

LONDON STRAIGHT

Then there are lovers of
attracted by the rough style of

terdays,’* Colonel
T. \V. Higginson,

RONCHITIS

Among the ranks of the “great mothCapt. Wil- ers’’ who have lived to see the reward of
business; he had a their labor in this
world, and who are now
and quite a large deposit in
reaping its fullness in the home eternal,
If lie had been a millionaire,
is the mother of President Chase of Bates

never

panion put

Interwoven in its pages, we know
lie posscses poetical imagination that will
he richly fed from such hooks as .John
liuskin s. of course we will have a poem

Reminiscences of Colonel Higginson.

time, with the
mental vision, families whose lives from
infancy to mature years have been known

world would

so

thickly

S, J. Stuvkxs.

successful in

home

find the listener less interested in'tlie

we

Troy,

miliar in every home.
Who cannot see at this

.-

ihi

v

Mrs.

then let the readwith music and

pure, uplifting, ennobling;
and tiie world is growing better.”

daughter is settled
early home, while the to us? Some have been fed on
cheap,
younger has business in a neighboring
ll ai. h
than
mile away.
flashy novels, perhaps not containing one
'! I.o i.muber of tons raised on this ranch city-.
single thought worth recording. How do
Years ago the ferry-man came with his
a:b>
] they compare to-day with those who by
fording to the fruitfulness of the
!
oars
and
tended Mrs. Wilson's
dripping
■'>. aveiuge \eai will
produce about
good, wholesome literature were stimufather across the dark river.
Long his ! lated to pure and noble lives'1
-'On ions, or from JO to (K) thousand
will be cherished for his kindly
-1.'
The shipping is not .eckoned memory
Had all like Frances E. Willard “a
:• 11 es 11e 1

interspersed

before the children the

passed by two sons and two daugh- world. Let such
a
"header"
wagons collect these
names as Clara Barton,
ters gladdened their hearts.
The elder
'iiiivht> t o the thresher, which is run by
Frances E. Willard
Lady
Henry
Somerset,
son was a lovely child and in
infancy was and all the noble men and women who are
steam power.
The bean straw furnishes
to
bloom
in
a
fairer clime.
the iut\.
When one space has been clear- transplanted
laboring for the good of humanity he faThe
son has
time

McDonald,

story than in the beautiful thoughts

to

like

im-

j

select from such

us

games.
Now, in order to get them interested. we must study their different tastes,
Let us try Heecber's Norwood, and if

Then for the

was a

*

let

so

Holland,
Stowe, George Eliot;
as

enclosure bright gems of truth
with pure, poetic thought.

on

by a “hit in the hack." He was a woman of common
feeling can wear the
manly man and never connived at wrong
getation
poor, innocent victims is a mystery. But
doing.
who would not shudder and recoil from
•night sw eats” from the ocean. I saw
Mrs. Wilson was highly endowed bywithout
•urn ripening upon this ranch,
the lady who decorates her person with
nature and had a large share of common
me dr \ of rain, standing in stalks eight
reptiles? Think of the glittering eyes and
sense.
She had her father's generosity
tu ten feet high, producing 3,000 pounds
spots of a serpent encircling her
and originality and her mother’s high shining
to the acre.
neck!
sense of justice.
She always took up for
rlie day we visited the ranch a crew ot
Now liow can this world be made betthe under dog in the fight.
If any of her
tbout lifty men was busy harvesting the
ter? There formation must begin with
friends were in trouble and site could not
Nearly all of the work is done by
cio]
the newspaper, and, instead of filling its
visit them she would write and send mesn.'.uiths not

vf

a

that

one

Holly,
miliarly known as •■Samantha Allen,”
while the student is laughing over

found at

place

like stories,
authors

everyday life,

ITT

than two

thousand Americans in the City of Mexico,
but scarcely two hundred church goers

the

lionets.

sustain

it be

will draw in the young people.
.Vow let
us not be selfish, hut select such books as
will most interest them.
They usually

mirth,

Sunday afternoon rather than at church.”
brave, careful navigator, ( apt. WilThat we are drifting backward is seen
son was a quiet
unassuming man; always not only in the taste for literature and
s tiro, the
>
crops along the coast
The ready to respect the rights of others. He amusement, but also in dress and choice of
w
without water.
a ( alitomia g:
expressed his friendship by a warm grasp ornaments. The
m cd ;.n planted alter the last spring rains,
slaughter of birds at the
of the hand; hut never showed his disml b;.:;ng the long, hot, dry summer
demand of fashion is crime; and how a
driving

:e

l‘ilIs C leanse the

might

and let.

occasionally.

The Golden Rule makes this statement:
“There is a

World's Fair,

for in few places are
At least

three families

or

weekly meeting,

ings be

1 hey were. My business, which
is that of ;i cab-driver, require* me to
he out in cold and wet weather, often
wit limit gloves, ami the trouble lias
never returned.”—Thom as A
.Johns,
Strut ford. Ont.

such poisonous food?
Are the crowds who throng the court

reading club;

a

two

as ever

home with

Penobscot,

form

the inhabitants too scattered.

Free from Eruptions

on

band, and

why cannot every
that does not have the benefit of the Guild or Chautauqua
readings,

———-

writer has

DOG

BULL

neighborhood

“I was afflicted for eight years with (Salt
Rheum. During that time, I tried a great
many medicines which were highly recommended, but none gave me relief. I
was at last advised to try Aver's Sarsaparilla. by a friend who told me that 1
must purchase six bottles, and use them
according to directions, l yielded to his
persuasion, bought the six bottles, and
took the contents of three of these bottles without noticing any direct benefit.
Refore i had finished the fourth bottle,
my hands were as

said, “serve as wings
transporting moral dynamite all over the
world.”
Can the world be growing betone

close at

A CAB-DRIVER'S STORY.

it will grasp at whatever is iu its reach
and as poisonous food brings disease to

as

by Taking

AYER’S m

that the

must be fed and that

profession by a well ordered the
body, so unwholesome mental food
life and a godly conversation.
dwarfs and corrupts the mind and leads
To Mr. and Mrs. Heagan two sons and
it dowu to darkness and death.
five daughters came to gladden their
How much more demoralizing were
hearts.
The eldest daughter settled not
those gladiatorial combats in earlier times
far from their early home.
When quite a than the fiendish crimes
gathered from all
young woman she passed away, leaving quarters of the globe and exaggerated
by
her companion and a little family of chilreporters for countless newspapers, which,
adorned her

Cured

Permanently

What parent would not choose for the
child’s physical diet wholesome, nutritious food? but do all realize

Mrs. Bur-

as

“Little Lord

and interests of others would refuse so
simple a loan. The winter evenings are

evil than at any other period

or

in life?

mind,

Johns.

A.

A Common

what

those newspapers contain? Are not the
ideas imbibed in childhood more potent
for

vicinity reads,

such books

rative, but tilled with pure elevating
thought, and while the child thinks he is
merely reading for amusement, he is
drinking deep from the fountain of knowledge and receiving from the stimulating
draught strength and inspiration to climb
higher.
All young people do not have access to
a public library, nor do all have the means
to purchase books.
Now, no one who is
not utterly selfish and blind to the wants

in the tendency of modern litera-

only reading

read,

some

that every

mind becomes stronger let us choose such
books as contain not only a simple nar-

ture.

the

Cannot
see

Fauntleroy,” Miss
Alcott’s and Pansy’s stories; and let every
boy before he is old enough to hold the
reins, become acquainted with Miss Sewell's “Black Beauty?”
As the child’s

correct, and we fear, as is often remarked,
“The world is, indeed, growing worse;”
anti in no way is it so strikingly raanifest-

■

as soon die then as any time, if his busiMr Heagan reness was only settled.

nett's

lustrated newspapers that crowd the new'swe realize that his statement is

as

hears

or

stands,

j ed

good reading?

in every neighborhood
child in her own immediate

true, but when wTe
tragical, il-

seem

the many

love for

lady

When we consider the pure, wholesome
pages of our own home newspapers, his
think of

effort to cultivate in the minds of such

au
a

Or. How Can (he World be Made Better.
“The literature of America has suffered a
distinct deterioration in the last twenty-five
years. The modern n ws-stand is sufficient
testimony.” [Rev. W. H. P. Faust, N. Y.

LOUISA CUNNINGHAM,
Swanville, Maine.

M

■

NO-TO-BAG

If I had known how sarcastic you
I never should have married you.
She.
You had a chance to notice it.
Didn’t I say “This is so sudden” when
you proposed to me after four years’
[Odds and Ends.
I courtship'.*
lie.

were

The facsimile

HABIT

Over 1,000.000 boxes sold. 300.000 cures prove its power lo destroy the desire fortobaMany gain 10 pounds
form. No-to-buc is the greatest nerve-food in the world
fails to make the weak impotent man strong, vigorous ami magnet!*, .lust tr\ a
lighted. We expect you to believe what we a> for a euro is absolutely guarani* "
a
ml
Smoke
Your late A wav
booklet
"l)*mtTolia"i'i
tor
our
"i
Send
where.
tree sample. AddressTUE STEUUSU UEW EU1 CO.. Chicago or .New

Sold and (iuaraiiteed by KICIIAKI) II. MOODY, !?*

i3 on
every

wrapper.

the
amend4w4t>

Ferry Co. will petition

Winterport
its next session
THE
f Legislature
to their charter.
at

ment

for

1

SOBSCkIBK for

Legislative Notice.

CASTOITIA.
signature
of

■ LI

an

THE REPUBLICAN JOO'

^

NICARAGUA.
Uather

or

(T)town,
Dei Norte.

San

for “scour.”
The attempt of man to oppose his puny force to that of nature, in
maintaining a large harbor on the delta of

.man

any great river, is generally a mere waste
of money and energy—the
respected
engineer corps of the ship canal to the

.ondence of The Journal.]

Nokte, (Greytown),

contrary notwithstanding.
Everybody landing at

aragua, in common with
merica Republics,presents

Norte has

San

Juan

del

its best

a

more

less

oi

•<

a

•oast to

the interior.

the want

of

American company which undertook the
construction of the ship canal opened
artiiicial communication into the oid har-

It

“public

in these poor little
retarded the build-

tjMtal
!»as

Her Dream

known.

set up on wooden

piles,

or on

houses
brick

from

abroad,

!

and sometimes the

articles are scarce
enough.
By the terms of the treaty of 1800, which
freedom
of religious
guaranteed
worship,
commonest

trial

by jury,and

San Juan

was

several other
innovations,
made a free port. Soon

afterwards, however,

the merchants al-

bor; but to-day only the smallest coasting lowed a duty of 5 per cent, on all imports
vessels can drift over the bar with a swell, consumed in the place, in order to pro-

ad the opening of ports
tvigation. When once

to

light.

“About 18 or 20 years ago a woman
named Howe opened a bank of deposit in
Boston. It had several peculiar features,
among which were: It was owned and
operated by women; the accounts only of

provisions

brought

.IN.

When consumption gets a grip
a man, it
is
hard to shake it
off.
All doctors
j used to believe that consumption was incurable.
doctors
still believe it.
1
Many
Dr. R. V. Pierce of the Invalids’ Hotel
women were solicited, though there was
?. proviso that the sterner sex should be I and Surgical Institute of Buffalo, N. Y.,
allowed the privilege of depositing money, never believed this theory. The result
but under no circumstances would they was that over thirty years ago by dint of
much concentrated study he discovered a
ever be allowed a voice in the
managethat will positively and unfailment; no limit was to be made, as in ordi- remedy
cure 98 per cent, of all cases of connary savings banks, as to the amount that ingly
sumption.
would be secured on deposit.
Consumption is a germ disease, but the
“This was all very well, and if there were
germs cannot exist in rich pure blood.
nothing more than that the innovation .Therefore
it has been called a
blood
might do—for Boston. But the circular disease.”
People with weak lungs are
wound up with the startling announceto
weak
produce
lunged children,
ment that the rate of interest would be 8 likely
and weak lungs are an invitation to conper cent, a month! Not only that, but
Therefore consumption
sumption
germs.
this rate of interest was in all cases to be
has been justly called a hereditary
paid in advance!
trouble. No matter what it is called or
“One would think that such an absurd
it comes, Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medwhy
be
would
at
in
proposition
laughed
any ical Discovery will cure it. The Golden
but
it
and
intelligent community,
wasn't,
Medical Discovery is a powerful germthe bank was actually in operation in
icide. It searches out disease genus and
Boston for over a year. The concern was
kills them wherever
be in the body
located in a fashionable quarter of the —whatever kind of they
germs they may be.
The It stimulates
city, and did a rattling business.
digestive action and supHowe woman, if she didn't understand
plies the blood with the properties it
banking, as she afterward acknowledged j needs to make it pure and rich. It
at her trial, certainly understood the busstrengthens inherited weak lungs and
iness sbe was engaged in, which was sim- makes them
healthy and germ proof. It
ply to ‘get all you can and keep all you is sold by all good
druggists.
get.' The bank was patronized by high
Stagnation breeds impurity. Impurity breeds
and low, rich and poor, and bore every
disease. Constipation is stagnation of the bowels.
outward evidence of prosperity.
A few
Constipation breeds impurity of the blood, and
of the knowing ones, who got in on the all manner of maladies, trifling and serious, are
the result. Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets cure conground lioor, made money out of it, for stipation. They never
hack if they
it was only* necessary for any one to de- do. Don’t accept some gripe—money
violent purgative as juat
posit 81,000, say, and get back 81,480 iu as good,” only ro give the dealer bigger profit.
six months.
It was only by accident that the concame

pillars placed at regular intervals. After
a shower,
great pools of water are everywhere visible, but these
disappear almost
as soon as
deposited. Cattle and horses
thrive upon the grass, but
agriculture is
not possible in the
vicinity and the peoare
ple
entirely dependent for food-supplies upon the interior or

Bank Prov-

“Gail Hamilton,’’ said a Philadelphia
banker to a Philadelphia reporter recently, “was a very able woman, but, like a
good many other women, and men, too,
for that matter, she didn’t understand
Her ignorance on this subject
finance.
led her into a grave mistake at oue time,
and thereby hangs one of the most curious tales of human credulity that ever

sand, covered with short, coarse
grass.
A few feet below the surface
water is
found, and that is why most of the
are

Dissipated.

Gall Hamilton’s Idea of a Woman’s
ed i himerlral.

almost unThe ground hereabouts is a
very

porous

exciting experi;able rivers on the Atlau- ence in the ordeal of being “lightered”
'king that ocean which is ashore. If the sea be heavy—as it is about
the great markets of the 305 days in the year—the passenger is
mg all its large towns, its placed in a chair on deck, and then loweruni most of its commerce ed, chair and all, to the lighter, bobbing
m
where it is practically and dancing on the waves below; he
the advantages offered by spins crazily around like a badly balanced
tst.
It has long been the top and clutches frantically at “empty
:
of these republics to air” during the transit between the rollmialous state of things and ing steamer and lurching lighter, and re1
.gniticent resources of their peats the performance without an encore
rough immigration; but j before rendering thanks for safe deliveranguished through lack j ance from the latter to the little tug that
mans of communication
dually takes him to terra firma. The
having

mature of

with the winds.
They are the condensed vapors of the sea and
not unhealthful.
It is certain that
among the hundreds of workmen at one
time employed
on the
canal, Bickness was
C1me8

on

vide means to construct a
lighthouse; and
lagoon for lack of water; while in ’03, the Nicarauguau government iman additional 5 per
cent.; so that in
’•'iigli outside aid, there all ocean-going craft wait far outside. posed
The landing place includes a small wood- I reality- all goods landed at this so-called
! premiums to encouri"i
thousands of the en bulkhead and a big corrugated-iron- “free port” pay 10 per cent, ad valorum.
Fannie Bbiohan Wahd.
'!i of
Europe and the roofed shed for goods. The goods are
.1 quickly find their way scarce, however, since the decline of the
Banquet of Loyal Legion.
wealth of forest, fields boom, and few white faces are seen
The Commander* of Maine Meets In Bangor.
i\\ lies dormant, awaitThe buildamong the wharf-loungers.
In tlie handsome dining hall of the Ban'd labor,
'l hanks to the ings of the canal company lie to the right
gor House oil Wednesday night, Dee. 2d,
n
of the channel leading into the lagoon, was held the December
aragua has come nearmeeting of the
problem, through the and “Greytuwu” on the left. Uncc land- Commandery of Maine, Military Order of
the
of
the
United States.
Loyal Legion
p < anal, which is bound ed, the tiist evidence of North American
After an excellent dinner had been enjoyed
in
interest
the
>ome
That
is
the
fact
day.
place
tramway, run- by half a hundred members of the Legion
•nance to
this shabby ning from the farther end of the old town, and their guests a paper of great interest
j
it being Nicaragua's
Sian Juan, to the proposed canal town, on Virginia Battlefields Revisited, written by Major Henry S. Burrage of Portt outside the Mosquito named “America” by its founders.
cern was
The
exploded. A servant girl in
land, who is recorder of the Legion and
the eastern terminus of cars make half-hourly trips and the little who was a member of the 30th Massachu- the family of a banker had an account in
the woman’s bank, and her employer saw
l'ioperly, its name is not donkeys pulling them keep up a lively trot setts infantry in the civil war, was read it and
began to investigate. The story
most English-speaking
under the lashes and yells of the Jamai- by Prof. John S. Sewall of Bangor, Maj.
into tlie papers, and the bubble burst.
Burrage being unable to attend. This got
Grea
but
San
as the constreuation
Juan
can
drivers.
The
it,
cars
themselves have a
ailing
among the
paper was written 10 years ago, after a women
and Mis. Howe came out
t
John of the North,) in precious history, as evinced
by the legend visit to the famous fields of Virginia, and with a folks,
pronunciarnento saying the bank
it wms greatly enjoyed and heartily apto San Juan del Sur, (of
on the brass plate over the
door, viz.,
was all
right, and would continue to do
the veterans who sat at the
plauded
by
town at the other end of
“Eighth Avenue.” Of course this ram- banquet board. A vote of thanks was ex- business, but in three days the concer.i
was closed
The ancient name was shackle hamlet has no avenue at all, and tended to
by the sheriff, and Mrs. Howe j
Major Burrage.
was arrested.
Commander W. H. Anderson of Portenturyago by the English- the cars are a relic of Greater New York.
“Gail Hamilton was among the worn
land next introduced Hon. Charles A.
.md Honduras; and within The line runs down the main
an's
She wrote a two-column arstreet, on Boutelle of
Bangor, who delivered an ad- ticle dupes.
in defence of Mrs. Howe, in which
the Nicaraguan govern- which the Governor’s mansion and
princi- dress that, was, chiefly, an expression of she
intimated
plainly that the failure
praiseworthy effort to pal shops are located, all ordinary frame regret for wars past and a plea for peace of the bank very
was
entirely due to the
in the future.
Mr. Boutelle said that the
Me alias, “Greytown,*’ buildings, such as are seen in our
poorer
of the men; that Mrs. Howe and
awful results of war must have the effect jealousy
her system was all right, and that all
post office as San Juan western villages. Along one side of the of
arousing the public conscience and of bankers
could pay 8 per cent, a month if
ntral American Repub- street a few planks laid lengthwise form a
paving the way for the future peace. It
they wanted to.
:ilous of such liberties walk.
A few rods from the landing this seemed to him that, although the charac“Of course, there were lots of people
ter of men might be strengthened by the
s. particularly Engstreet ends in the most forlorn and barren
who could see after the bank failed that
experience of armed conflict, humanity no one could
on
and
sometimes
I
have
ever
seen
in
take,
plaza
-Spanish-America, should be able, and should be anxious, to ! and she was pay 8 per cent, per month,
mercilessly ridiculed in the
measures in preserving
wholly devoid of any attempt at shade or devise a better method of settling the disand from the fact that she never
“1 favor an | press,
As in the case of ornamentation and criss-crossed by well putes of peoples and States.
retorted, as was her invariable custom on
policy of peace,” said he, and jI the slightest provocation, I
Americans, after build- worn paths leading in all directions. aggressive
guess her
at this there was loud applause.
friends got hold of her, and kept her
the Isthmus, thought Farther up town is another open
Mr. Boutelle spoke of his recent Joursquare,
quiet.”
and

once

inside must anchor in the mid-

dle of the

have

improvements

iit

■
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Overshoes.

—

By attending the great rubber sale in Boston last week
able to give some exceptionally good bargains
above.

Below

we

are

in

the

we enumerate a few of our
many trades :

Combination No. 1. Combination. No 2.
In this combination we are
offering a Felt Boot that is
worth 75c., a Rubber to tit
th..t is sold for $1.25, making
in all $2 00. Our price,

This' is

of the

one

biggest

bargains in this sale. We are
giving an extra good quality
felt with tine leather stavs,
that is worth £1.00, the Boston Rubber Shoe Co. spring

$1.40

heel

Huron, which is sold for
$M>, making in all £2.?C

0urprice'

$1.75

Combination No. 3.

I*

In this combination we give the celebrated while felt
which is always sold for $1.2?, the Boston Rubber Shoe
'Co. Huron at $1.4?, making in all $2.70. Our price,

■:i

$2.00

The above felts and rubbers must be sold together,
as we cannot break the combinations.

1

■

a

LEGGINGS.

<

It

-s

erminus from14 Colon"

:

“plaza," with a few trees in it, around ney across the continent, of the warm
which the principal buildings are grouped. welcome he had received in distant places

or

succeeded, until the

ml

gave instructions
ii.it as no such place as

i.ent

e<i within the republic,
•i should be returned to
of rude shacks and

>n

roofed
l.

frame

houses,

built ill the

knifed

her.-

i^lit
ud

a

sections,)
id bar, with

<

a

and

■

in

l.ei in front

a

am! scrubby
Tim low coast t<>

e

i-'S

rises just above

im- t'ues

the land tor

a lone
s<ilely <>f sediment

*ii

1

er

itli

deposit

in'

bringing j

increased—

lie-, in trout of the

>w

■!

been

as

mountains of the ;
ol
the river has!

the

1

j

ancient mouth,
this as briefly

an

p ain

or

j

as

great lake ol Xicara-

I.*-

period forced
now

•

an

out-

called the

San

entered the sea at
ess of time the de-

Niter

bi ought down by the
extensive water- sheds
accumulated right and
>ath
in
the
shape

a

each.

that

—

the

to

ending along the mainhing far away to the
nailing the western side
Ids beach composed of a

o

•king sand, ends abruptcan river empties itself
about two and one-half
Niii

Juan.

This

gloomy

ed feature of that part of
nated by the San J nan
ag contrast

to

the silver

and other rivers.

an

he

On

detrius,

after a strugof the stieara which

aid, and the

ocean

waves

which strove to beat it
•I

itself

in

semi-circular

cling the other side of the
bor.

In process of time
May was completed, the
sandbar extending itself

11

far enough around to

urn

shelter from the seaward
and for

a

long period

liver’s current kept the
nd the mouth open.
But
"■

main forever in statu quo.
'■'inch produced, at length

destroying

n

its beautiful

alter the formation of the
of the river was nat-

•ter

dammed up, and the
its volume compelled to
"it lot to the sea—which it
•*r

Colorado, formerly
1

m• h

*ee

an

in-

ol

San Juan’s delta.

was

that with the dimu-

force of sea current,
uve-eights of the river seek1

or

•utlet, and the increased
wliii’h the detrius is depos1

stnation of the port was
v
all the way down from the
delta to the mouth of the
is a series of
while
itself the

!

sandbars,
depth of water lias

-than half. The crescentsl*it has effected a permanent

""i
1 '■

,fl

the

j

distributor

are

came

American hotels.

to

Greytown ami sold,

or

away, a great many Testaments.
.Soon as the Romish priest heard of it, he
went around
among his parishioners,

gave

gathered

up all the Bibles he could and
burned them.
Immediately after this
auto de fe a horrible sickness struck the

town, the like of which
before

was

never

seen

since and counted among its
earliest victims all who had consented to
the

nor

burning

of the Scriptures.
So the
superstitious natives were assured that
the new and horrible disease was due to
the wrath of God, and they sent post
haste for the colporteur and bought all
the Bibles they could lay hands on.
In

Game

Seizure

at Bangor.

Easy

asy to

m

*'

water

available

the swamp

vapors

inland.

The

rain

Chewers know good
tobacco as sailors do
a
boat —that's why
B-L always leads.

actress.

His age

was

78.

Men’s

prices

we

Leggings to sell before the snow
quote we confidently expect to do so.

good quality Short Leggings.

$ ,50

Long

.65
.90
1.00

heavy Grey

extra

Long

OVERSHOES.
Men’s extra heavy

light

snow-excluding Arctics,

SI.25
1,00
rQ5
1,65
,75

Arctics,
Arctics,

high three-buckle Overshoes,

...THE...

one-buckle

SIAN & SIBLEY CO.,

RUBBER BOOTS.

.(OBHKliS OK

CRAIN.

good quality Rubber Boots,

Men’s

FEED,

Importers
Dealers in the finest

32.00

....

Women’s
SEEDS and
Misses’
GROCERIES. Children’s

1.25
1.00

...

....

.85

of Salt.

quality of

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

■

V*OcllSa

It is now time to

buy

your winter

pay you to look over

our

footwear,

stock before

am'

we

know it will

purchasing.

BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

33, 35, 37 Front, St., Belfast, Me.
TELEPHONE 4-2.

OF THAT.

...

B. C. DINSMORE,

ltf

TWO TONS MORE

33 Main Street,

Belfast, Me.

..

30c. Tea 30c. Christmas is Coming
just

received,

direct

from China.

AND NOW

IS THE TIME TO OET

\GER

Our customers1 say it is as good as
tney pay 50 cents for elsewhere.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Apricots, Peaches. Figs, Dates, Canned
Fruits, Nuts. Fine Confectionery. &c.,

Seeded Raisins,

Marcellas J. Dow

In fact

OF BROOKS,

everything kept

in

a

first=class

tirocery

Store.

Come and

see

at

HAS HIS STORK WELL FILLED WITH

Dry
and

as

&
usual has

Fancy
a

Goods,

good variety of

articles suitable for the

HOLIDAY TRADE,

SWIFT &

selling at tlie^fcLOWEST PRICES.

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,
established at the well-known IIKRYKY JEWELRY STORK, OKI.EAST.
MAINE, and would“finvite the attention of the citizens of Belfast and vmn::!\ t,, 11,*•:r
mm*
large and tine stock
Are

now

$50 REWARD.
The above reward will be given for the appre
hension of the parties or party that broke in the
doors of my dwelling house on the night of Nov.
7, during the Republican celebration.
L

STAPLES.

Monroe, Nov. 25, 1896.—tf48

Hood’s

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Wart,

THOROUGHBRED JERSEY BULL
FOR SALE.

|

one thoroughbred two-year old Jersey bull l'o
sale cheap, il sold within 30 days.
O. J. SHAW & SON,
4w48
Searsport, Maine.

&c.

stock of Watches and Clocks is the largest to be found in Waldo <ount\ ami w. are
selling them at the LOW EST PRICES. | In our manufacturing department w>- are prepared to make to order all kinds of GOLD and SILYKR JKWKLRY, PLAIN (iOU)
Parties having any old worn out gold or silver jewelry ran have it
or STONE RINGS.
made, over into new goods at small expense. In this line we do good, prompt wnk at low
Our

prices.
With
errors

‘‘

Masonic Temple, Belfast,

PAULS,

Nichols, Monroe & Co.,

which he is

Operate

Sarsaparilla.

goes, and at the

Women’s

Take

You never know you
said:
have taken a pill till it is all
over.” 25c. C. I. Hood & Co..
Proprietors, Lowell. Mass.
The only pills to take with Hood’s

astern—

way

We have about SoO dozen Men’s

satisfy.

___

to

com-

Because B-L tobaccos
are always the same
made from best leaf,
of finest flavor, last
the longest and always

The North Mississippi conference of the
Game Wardens Smith and Neal made a Methodist church in session in Greenville
i
big seizure at Bangor Dec. 2nd. The has adopted a resolution condemning foot
wardens went to the Maine Central station | bill.
|
and captured two men in the act of landing game therefor illegal shipment. There
were three sugar barrels full of venison,
seven quarters in all, and when the wardens walked up to the men and tapped
them ou the shoulders and said that they
would take charge of the barrels and their
contents, the illegal shippers almost had
Are features peculiar to Hood’s Pills. Small in
a tit.
The game was billed for Boston.
size, tasteless, efficient, thorough. As one man
The wardens have known for some time
that much game was being illegally shipped from Bangor, but they could not catch
Now they have all the evithem at it.
dence they want.

once

volume of

petitor

|

main-land, and the only
The death is announced as having ocsplendid harbor has ordinary times Greytown is an unusually
existence varying in depth in healthy place for the tropics, due, no curred in London, Dec. 1st, of Charles
"""
Cushman, the only brother of the late
w*th the weather outside and
doubt, to the trade winds which sweep all Charlotte Cushman, the great American
11
iut nt
the

with the nearest

“How much did Mrs. Howe get away
with?”
“I forgot the amount; but it was something over half a million.”

from members of the Loyal Legion and
The the G. A.
R., anil in closing expressed the
“Nan Juan." at which the great
banquet hope that he might meet all the assembled
comrades again.
was given to President Warner Miller of
The Next National House.
Gen. Charles. Hamlin addressed the
the Nicaragua Canal Construction Comcomrades briefly, urging that all should
Was ii in (.ton, Dec. 2.
The Clerk of
pany on the occasion of his memorable write out their recollections of the
war, the
House of Representatives has issued
visit, is now closed; whether “busted'’ thus preserving many substantial and in- j
; the usual unofficial list of members of tlie
by the banquet aforesaid 1 am uuable to teresting facts.
House of the
Congress. The
Following is a list of those who sat at list shows thatFifty-tifth
“The “Hotel Victoria, conducted
s.qv.
the House will be comthe banquet board:
|
of
204
an
|
posed
Republicans. 124 Democrats,
by
English woman assisted by several
Charles O. Hunt, Portland; .Sidney W.
of her lemale relatives, is open to guests, Thaxter, Portland: George Varney, Ban- | Id Fusionists, 12 Populists and three si 1
verites, and that there is one vacancy
but wears the most unhotel-like air gor; John Marshall Brown, Falmouth: 11. from the First Missouri
District.
Of the
\. Royueu, Lieut. I
S. A.; Isaiah K.
imaginable. One large airy room serves Stetson, Bangor; Ira B. Gardner, Patten; total membership 205 were in the last
House and 10 others had served in previat once as parlor, dining-room and bar Frank A.
Guernsey, Bangor; Henry E. ous (
digresses.
room, and sleeping apartment of the lady Sellers, Bangor; J. \Y. Thompson, BanHon. J. \V.
Babcock of Wisconsin,
of the house, while the stairway to the gor; \Ym. Rogers, Bar Harbor; E. A.
Chairman
of the Republican CongresEdwin llsley. Lime- 1
bed rooms above is found back of the Thompson, Dover;
sional Committee, says that, with but
rick; Augustus C. Hamlin, Bangor; A. E.
house, undei a shed iu the garden. How- Feruald, Winterport; Atwell \Y. Swett, three or four exceptions, ail of the 204
Republicans elected to the next House
ever, it is clean and comfortable and its Bangor; 11. S. Blanchard, Waterville; I.
stand squarely on the JSt. Louis platform,
S. Bangs, Waterville; D. E. Parsons, Oakspecialties are American rocking chairs
John U. llubbard, E. Douglass, and can be depended on in earnest supland;
and English crumpets, both blessings
of the gold standard and the restoraMass.; Henry G. Staples, Augusta: J. O. port
when encountered iu unexpected places. Johnson, Liberty; Charles W. Roberts, tion of a protective tariff and reciprocity
lie believes that an extra session
Most of the large dwellings in the town Bangor; Wm. II. Anderson, Portland; policy.
Charles A. Boutelle, Bangor; T. II. Phair, of Congress is necessary.
arc now unoccupied and all wear a weathPresque Isle: Fred H. Small, Bangor: S
er- worn,
banquet-hall-deserted appear- C. Gordon, Portland, Eugene F. Sanger,
Something to Know.
One story Bangor; Horatio 1L Sawyer, Auburn;
ance, melancholy to behold.
It may be worth something to know that
is the rule, the more ambitious ones of Wm. H. Greene Portland; George W. the
best medicine for restoring the
Edward A. Butler, tiredvery
out nervous system to a healthy vigor
two or three stories being all of American Verrill, Portland;
Rockland; Francis E. Heath, Waterville: is Electric Bitters. This medicine is purely
In houses of the better class, ! Charles \V.
origin.
R.
Ti'.den, Hallowed;
vegetable, acts by giving tone to the nerve
wooden shutters generally take the place Small, Oakland; Wm. 11. Spencer; Wilson centres in the stomach, gently stimulates
John
T.
Gilman, the Liver and Kidneys, and aids these organs
of window glass, in the poorer ones there Crosby,
Bangor;
in throwing off impurities in the blood.
L. Beal, Norway; II. X.
is nothing to close the openings; while Brewer; George
Electric Bitters improves the appetite, aids
Fairbanks, Bangor; Wainwright Cushing,
digestion, and is pronounced by those who
the former have wooden floors, the latter Foxcroft; S. D. Benson, Bangor;
Joseph have tried it as the very best blood purifier
none but mother earth.
There are three S. Smith, Bangor; Charles V. Lord, Ban- and nerve tonic. Try it. Sold for 50c or
Wm. Z. C. Clayton, Bangor; S. H. Si 00 per bottle at Kilgore & Wilson’s City
or four ragged
looking streets running gor;
Lewiston; F. M. Drew, Lewis- Drug Store.
Manning,
east and west, crossed at intervals of perton; C. E. Hamlin, Brooklyn, X. Y. :
haps 300 yards by others running north Charles Hamlin, Bangor; W. W. WhitThe Christmas Dumber of Harper's
and south.
All are unpaved, and the few marsh, Norway; Hebron Mayhew, West- Weekly will be dated December ll>, and
John S. Sewall, Bangor.
will contain short stories by Howard
people loitering about them, like those brook;
Pyle, Captain Charles King, John Kenmet at the landing, are mostly black and
Will of Dr. Thomas A. Foster.
drick Bangs, and others, with illustrations by Howard Pyle, C. S. Reinhart,
apparently tired. Cocoa palms and baThe will of the late Dr. Thomas A. Fos- Frederic
nanas are seen in a few of the
Remington, Peter Newell, Lucius
yards, and ter of Portland has been presented for
Hitchcock and A. I. Keller.
The Christthe rusty rails of the street car line run
probate.
mas “Life and Letters,” by W. D. HowHe bequeaths to each of his children
off into the brush that lines the town
will
be
illustrated
Edward
Penells,
by
limits.
Even here the “means of grace” the sum of $2,500, and if either of them field.
the month Colonel Georue
During
his
or her note to the testator
has given
E.
will continue his papeis
are not wanting, and the
Protestant, as for any sum that amount shall be deduct- on Waring, Jim., iu
Street-Cleaning European Cities.
well as the Catholic, route to heaven is ed from their share.
The rest of the property is given to his
In the winter of 1887 a Jamaican
open.
The ships of the North Atlantic squadwife in trust during her life, she to enjoy
Baptist minister landed here, simultane- the net income,
and at her death the es- ron will leave their anchorage at New
with
the
York
and sail for the winter rendezvous
ously
expedition for the final tate to be divided in equal shares among
December 15th.
survey of the canal, and established the the children.
Any insurance or benefit at Hampton Roads,
of any kindred nature that may pertain to Further orders have been received at the
only Protestant place of worship on Xicthe testator made payable to any other navy yard calling for greater haste in the
His little chapel can acarauguan soil.
the repairs on the
person than himself, shall not be consid- wTork of completing
commodate AX) people, and although it ered a part of the estate, but
of the fleet and those which are not
any other ships
ready at the date named will be left beseldom holds half as many, it is kept neat insurance shall be.
The widow is empowered to rebuild the hind.
and freshly painted, and has an air of
house if destroyed or injured by fire to a
thrift and prosperity about it in strong
The circulation statement issued from
greater amount than the insurance and
contrast to its more powerful but dingier deduct the excess of cost from the prin- the treasury department Dec. 2d shows
that all kinds of money in the United
Catholic neighbor.
Its pastor purposes cipal.
She is also made trustee and his son,
States outside the treasury December 1st,
to visit the United States this winter in
Charles W. Foster, is made executor. aggregated *1,040,444,740, an increase
order to raise money for enlarging his Neither will be
The
required to give bonds.
during November of *19,398,132.
At the death of Mrs. Foster the estate per capita circulation, based on the estiwork.
The government of Nicaragua is
will be divided among the children equal- mated population of 70,023,000, is *22.so.
favorably disposed toward him and some
and when there is no surviving heirs
-=time ago granted him 840 a month to pay ly, a
of
child, and the parent has deceased,
The striking crew of the T. .). Plant
a teacher for the school he desired to esthe share of that child will be divided
Company's shoe factory at Lynn, Mass.,
tablish.
In this connection a queer story .among the surviving children.
i has voted to declare the strike off and to
The will is dated May 15, 189;].
is told. Some years ago a Protestant Bible
re-urn to work for the firm.
Two of them

Always Leads

a

of OPTICAL WORK
We carry in stock a full line of

thorough knowledge

of refraction.

SPECTACLES and EYE

GLASSES,

we

are

prepared

h

"ire t

all

in Gold, Gold Filled and Nickel Frames.

carefully test the eyes free of charge and if glasses are needed w e will
prepared
furnish them at very low prices. All work in this line is fully warranted ami if glasses
not
are
satisfactory we will change them free of charge.
{^^“Please give us a call ami we will endeavor to merit a share of your patronage.

We

are

to

C. H.

MONHOE, Manager.

NORTHPORT

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

The Churches.

NEWS.

Nervous

Mr. John Shaw lias rented the Burkmar
house at Little River and will move in im-

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1896.

BELFAST,

mediately.

People often

wonder why their nerves are
weak; why they get tired so easily;
why they start at every slight but
sudden sound; why they do not sleep
naturally; why they have frequent
headaches, indigestion and
Palpitation of the Heart.
The explanation is simple. It is found in
that impure blood which is continually feeding the nerves upon refuse
instead of the elements of strength and
vigor. In such condition opiate and
nerve compounds simply deaden and
do not cure. Hood’s Sarsaparilla feeds
the nerves pure, rich, red blood; givenatural sleep, perfect
digestion2 selfcontrol, vigorous health, and is tli
true remedy for all nervous troubles.

Wainsville Chapman hauled his
schooner, the Kitty Laurie, into winter
quarters at the Cove last we< k.

Capt.

PIBL>HE1> E\ ERY Til IRSDAY MORN I NO BY THE

Journal Fub, Co,

Republican

CHARLES A. RILS1U RY.

Bead the

holiday

m

Ki-itor
M

SIS F.ss

Rufus Rhodes of Camden returned
home last Thursday from a very pleasant
visit to his old friends and acquaintances.
Mrs. Flora Brohan returned home last
week from a very enjoyable visit to her
daughter, Mrs. Geo. E. Tufts, in Malden,

advertisements.

Winterport has had
her water works, and
factory.

Mass.

practical

a

test

Mr.

of

The young folks party at Elwell’s hall,
last Friday evening, was a great success.
The participants enjoyed themseives immensely, and are anxiously looking forward
for another one.

Admiral Milne, of tiie British navy, is
00 years old.
In this country he would
have been retired a generation ago.
Admiral Milne

was

in command

during

on

the

There was a pound party and dance at the
Penobscot House, East Northport, on Wednesday evening, Dec. 2d, for the benefit of
Mrs Wymau, a widow. It was a very successful affair, and tbe beneficiary received a
substantial benefit.

civil

our

war.

Ambassador Bayard has declined with
many thanks the proposed testimonial
the London Daily Telegraph suggested
should be raised by popular subscription
in England as a mark of appreciation of
his efforts to preserve good will between
the two countries.
Mr. Bayard takes the
ground that his position as ambassador
would prevent his accepting a gift of the
kind proposed.
Mr.

Bayard

Next Wednesday evening, Dec. 16tli, will
occur the regular annual meeting for the
election of officers at Excelsior Lodge of F.
and A. M.
It is desired that a large number should be present, so the brethren will
take due notice thereof and govern themselves accordingly.

of

sent

consent

and

we

doubt if that

could be obtained.

His popularby the

ity in London has been obtained
s'tciLice of his popularity at home.

On page dd liev. Frank >. Forbes gives
very interesting account of the largest
bean rauel; in tbe world, the Dixie

Thompson Ranch, Ventura, California,
and
its pioprietor, a native of Bruns*

sen
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Last Saturday evening ten members of
Excelsior Lodge, F. &■ A. M. visited Quantabacook Lodge at Searsmont. The evening
was mild and pleasant and the ride out and
back a very enjoyable one. On entering the
lodge room our party received a very cordial
reception from the brethren, who were present in large numbers, and we at once concluded that this lodge must be in a very
prosperous aud nourishing condition. Tic.
officers and members of Quantabaeook Lodge
are set met to none in extending a
generous

acres per
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will have

legislation.
opposed
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to

no

appreciable

Both Houses of
the retiring Preschosen, and

has been

successor

public attention is already centered upon
incoming President. As usual a large

the

I

f the message is devoted to surama:r:o_ the departmental reports, and
the do. ament as a whole is decidedly
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An

on-place.
vide on anotliei page from Rangeon the subject of the game
merits attention from sportsmen

ai

ley Lakes,
laws,

and law -makers.

Our contemporary propest". in brief, to repeal the whole code
and begin anew, ami it presents a strong
in

la\

-r

I’libii'.lied in

of this radical

procedure.

of the most noted sporting regions .»f Maine it is for the interest
of Kangeley Lakes that game and fish
should be

one

adequately protected,

writer is doubtless

well

It does seem, however, as
if there must be special legislation in

some

It would not do to leave

easts.

a

to fishing.
The
opportunity to grow
and multiply.
But uo doubt the existing
laws
mid be greatly simplified and imj i*’\ed. ond wt hope tiiis may be done at
tlit rom’.ng session of the legislature.

must have

an

ulations

Concerning Local
If ltd ins Bros

Grove

are making a set of
parties in Boston, to be
Cemetery, Belfast.

granerect-

Bradman & Carnes have lately received
from a large tobacco house in Pennsylvania,
for use .n the “Swan Lake*’ cigars, 2511
pounds of leaf tobacco and Sumatra. The
“Swan Lake’ is meeting with a ready sale.
The directors of the Industrial Heal Estate Co. have contracted with the General

Extinguishing Co., formerly the GrinCo., for a set of 2-supply automatic tire
sprinklers for the Legro & Spalding shoe
factory. The second supply is from a tank
Fire

uell

m

the attic

on

which there is

an

air pressure

of 100 pounds to the square inch. They have
•contracted with the Electric Heat Alarm
Co. <>f Boston, for a thermostat or automatic
tiie alarm for the same factory.
Mr

A.

C. Sibley has

received

letter

a

Mr. Babb, of the Babb, Williams,
iglass Co. of Beverly, Mass., in which

from
L)o

lie says

“We do not see our way clear to
move our plant before next spring; meanwhile we will confer with you and make
necessary arrangements.’’ This is the company with which the Board of Trade committee has been in correspondence for several weeks. Members of the firm were here
a short time ago and looked over a number
of available buildings.
It is probable, however, that an addition will be built to the

Legro & Spalding building, where the old
foundry annex lias been removed.
Secret

Societies.

The regular meeting of Plnenix Lodge, F.
and A. M.f will be held next Monday even-

ing.
Enterprise Lodge, A. O. U. W., will
officers this, Thursday, evening.

nate

nomiA full

attendance is desired.
Silver Cross Lodge, K. of P., is having an
unusually good season. At the meeting
Dec. 2d, the first rank was conferred
candidate and the second and third
candidates.

on one
on

two

Here is a diamond, here a piece of charcoal
Both carbon ; yet between them stands
the mightiest of magicians—Nature.
The

food

oc your table, and your own body; elementally the same; yet between the two
stands the digestion, the arbiter of growth
or decline, life or death.
We cannot make a diamond; we cannot
make flesh, blood and bone. No. But by
means of the Shaker Digestive Cordial we
can enable the stomach to digest food which

would otherwise ferment and poison the
system. In all forms of dyspepsia and incipient consumption, with weakness, loss of
flesh, thin blood, nervous prostration, the
Cordial is the successful remedy. Taken
with food it relieves at once. It nourishes,
and assists nature to nourish. A trial bottle—enough to show its merits—10 cents.

the best medicine for children.
Doctors recommend it in place of Castor Oil.
Laxol is

jovial,

The subject of Rev. Geo. S. Mills’ sermon
the North church next Sunday forenoon
will be “Our Church Benevolences.”
Sunat

day school as usual at uoou. The Christian
Endeavor Society’s topic at 0 o’clock will
he “Lessons from Solomon’s Life and Writings.” Lecture at 7 o’clock.
The services at the Uuiversalist church
Sunday will be as follows: Morning
worship with sermon at 10:45.
Subject,

“Seekiug Goodly Pearls.” Vesper service
at rive o’clock, special mus'c being rendered
at each service.
Young people’s meeting at
six in vestry. Subject, “What can 1 do for
Our Home Church?” Leader, Miss Isa Mc-

Sarsaparilla

Cabe.

Is the One True Blood Purifier. $1; six for $5.
C. I. Hood & Co.. Lowell, Mass.

The
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easy to
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easy to
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wedding

supper

was

with bridal veil, and wore white flowers in
her hair. Some very flue presents were
given, including a check from the bride’s
father and other sums of money. The bride
has been one of the active workers in the
Second Congregational church and will be
greatly missed by the young people. Many
well wishes accompanied them as they left
for Boston, their future home. [Attleboro,
Mass., Daily Sun, Nov. 27th.
Mr. Hatch was
formerly of Islesboro,
but for the past year has held a position in
Boston.
His many friends throughout
Waldo county extend congratulations and
best wishes for their future happiness.
Knowles-Treat.
The wedding of Dr.
William Fletcher Knowles of Boston and
Miss Charlotte Treat of Frankfort, which
occurred at Winchester, Mass., Dec. 2d, is of
particular interest to many in Bangor where
the bride has a large number of friends, she
having frequently made visits with relatives and friends in this city. The wedding
occurred at the residence of her brother-inlaw, Mr. Fred lb Cutler, f< rmerly of Bangor, and the ceremony was performed by
the Rev. ,J. W. Suter, in the presence of a
party of relatives ami friends. The bride,
who is tin; daughter of Mrs. Upton Treat, is
a charming young lady, whose accomplishments, grace of manner and many estimable
qualities have endeared her to all whom she
has met. The groom is a well established
physician with an excellent practice and is
highly respected. Many Bangor friends
will unite in extending to the happy couple
wishes for a life full of happiness and contentment. Hon. and Mrs. John L. Cutler,
Miss Cutler, Miss June Stevens and Miss
Alice Walker of Bangor wrere present at the

[Bangor Whig.

Kennedy-Patterson. At the resilience of
the bride’s aunt, Mrs. B. F. Farnham, Main
street, Bucksport, Dec. 7, Rev. Win. Forsyth
united in marriage Mr. Frank C. Kennedy
and Miss E. Frances Patterson. The bride
is one of Bucksport’s most popular and accomplished young ladies, a niece of the late
J. W. Patterson. The groom is a valued
employe of the Bangor and Boston S. S.
Co., being attached to the engineering department of the steamer Penobscot. The
wedding took place at 10 a. m. in the presence of the immediate relatives and friends
only. The groom was attended by his
brother, Warren A. Kennedy, and Miss LilThe happy
lian Ames was bridesmaid.
couple left on the noon boat for Boston,
where they will make their home during the
winter. There was a large party of friends
at the wharf, who created many rice whirlwinds and old shoe tornadoes, in which the
newly wedded pair were badly weatherbeaten. A reception committee of the boats
officers had a nice program arranged for the

evening.

and

home Dec. 24th

her

the
“I

as

keep thy precepts.”

1

At the Baptist church next Sunday the
pastor will preach morning and evening.
The morning sermon will be the last of the
“Galatian Series.” theme being “The Christ-

Mrs. Marr will remain
until after the holidays, hut as Mr. Marr
goes chieliy on business lie is expected to return this week-The Swanville Centre
Sunday school sociable will meet with Mrs.
S. J. Beals Dec. lGtli... .The L. A. S. will he
entertained by Mrs. Mary I). Nickerson,
Dec. 17th.
It is to be a book party and
every one is requested to bring a pencil and
A prize is
guess on the hooks represented.
offered for the greatest number of correct
A cordial invitation is extended
guesses.
to all ...Mrs. John L. Nickerson is very
sick at the present writing.... We thank Mr.
James O. Patterson for a generous cut of
venison.
Mr. P. is a sure shot and when he
brought down his tirst lleet footer of the
forest, his heart, like that of Hiawatha
“throbbed and shouted, and exulted as he
bore the red deer homeward.”
Mass.

Marks,”

Gal. 0:17. The evening subject
“One-sidedness of Character,” Hos.
7:0.
All strangers, and those who have no
regular church home, are cordially invited.
The music by the choir and chorus, under
the direction of Mr. E. S. Pitcher, will be
as follows: In the morning, anthem,
“Light
of the World,” by Macy ; duett, “Sing, for
the World Rejoiceth,” by Geibel. In the
ie

wi.i be

evening, anthem by the chorus, “Rejoice in
the Lord,” by Elvey; solo by Mrs. Pitcher,
“Not Ashamed of Christ,” by I>anks.

The annual election of the W. C. T. U.
officers resulted in the choice of Grace
Parker as president, Alice Moore recording
secretary, Lena Aldus corresponding secretary and Myrtle Babbidge treasurer_A

The

Belfast

Schools.

schools of the city close to-morrow,
Friday, for the holiday vacation, to re-open
Jan. 4th.
The

The flag days which will occur during the
vacation will be observed by appropriate
lessons at the beginning of next term. The
flags will be raised on the school-houses on
the

proper days,

weather

Small,dress-makers, may be found at the old
stand in the Lowell house, where they do
hue dressmaking with neatness and dispatch. The firm of Lord & Skid more, meatlias
men, has been dissolved. Mr. Lord
bought an interest with Bert Meservey at
North Vassalhoro, and Freeman Baker has
taken Mr. Lord’s place with Mr. Skidmore.
_E. H. Bradstreet Post, G. A. R., is in receipt of a letter from Comrade D. W. Bennett, who is iu the Maine General Hospital

Portland, stating

that

through

permitting.

her

hand

to

save

herself her

arm

struck

stove, burning it very deeply.
_The Ladies’ Aid met with Mrs. S. J.
Stevens last week. The next meeting will
be with Mrs. Louise Tyler. ..Mr. Benniah
Harding recently became au O.ld Fellow.
Although he lias lived his three-score years
ami ten, he is still active in all the events of
the day.
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HOLIDAY GOODS

neglect— HALE’S
that’s why HONEY
so

lead

You

OF

many

colds

H0REH3UND
to

v.

CHRISTMAS PRESENT:,

Hale’s Honey of Horehoundand Tar is
made for throat and lung troubles. It
like magic. Sold by druggists.

It

acts

Pike’s Toothache

no doubt have been
trying hard
ing the past few weeks to think
to buy
for^^^__

AND

a

fatal disease.

be easy to decide after
fine line of

would

what

Drops cure in one minute.

se

a

Fancy Rockers, Tables,
Rugs, Pictures and Ea
13 TO BE BOUND AT.

SPEMER&Mm Coliseum
My Mamma gives ms
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF,
For Coughs, Colds, Collo, Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Threat, Diphtheria, eto.
I THINK IT IS REAL NICE TO TAKE,
Prepared by

Co., Norway,

Nob'.vay Medicine

M*\

I hen

come

in and let

tiful ^oods suitable

Work.
Never before offered

so

show

us

lor the

you sow

Holida

FOR TOILET,

cheap.

PLAIN SILK RIBBONS,

TABLE and
WORK
1,0

V0L

"Avr

A

NICE COLO WATCH

ALL PERFECT,
NEW GOODS,

A tine stock of them for both Ladies
The finest stock we ever carried.

AT 15 CENTS PER YARD.
Wi*!th Nos. 30, 22. 1(5 and 12.
Width in inches, 3 1 -8, 2 3-4, 2

Bu

LOOK AT OUR Mill

FOR CHRISTMAS

3-8, 2.

an

SOME NICE PIECES OF

Lace Goods and Hdkfs.

CUT GLASS, Mounted in Sterling Si'

OF ALL KINDS.
A NEW STOCK OF

HAI

I

O

UULLo

OF ALL KINDS.
As we are to take stock in
will sell goods at the

January, MJ7,

Remember,

no

TVonltlo to SIiom

Oootls.

National Back B;

HJ. LOCKE &. SON,

Bl.i I

LOWEST BOTTOM PRICES.
Give us a call and please remember we
are old, experienced buyers and can sell
cheap.

B. F. WELLS.

“To

Ranges

V 6LENW00D

Heal

buying
115

were

A. P. MANSFIELD,

YOU

Belfast National Bant
Belfast,

us

prices we

for spot cash at
could not resist.

THE REMEDY:
to visit our

Instead of

waiting

our

quality

over

we

Brices
low any firm in this State.
tell and every body tells the price.

Masonic Temple.

Mix
IVI:

J. H. & J. W.

SHOULD

CIGAR
win

SURPLUS, *33,000.
Open

from 9 to 12 A. M.
1

to

DEPOSITS

From

I[
I

4 P. M,
SOLICITED.

1st.
Thev are made In oi.t
makers in Sew Kurland.
L’d.
The stock is selected
tobacco.
;’.<l. They are made in a < leai
4th
They are positivelv ttn
ever placed on the market
Ask for and insist on ha ;•
For sale by all m
cent cigar.

H. E. HR ADMAN, Mamil

Utf

'Belfast,

The person who

picked up

a

ladies'

a

Nov.

Ill, imn:.

i,„i.

Change of Busin

pocket hook

of money and other articles,
between The Journal office and Vine street, on or
about Nov. 28th, will lie suitably rewarded by re
turning the same at Southworth N french's.

containing

sum

He 1 fast, Dec. 9, 1896.

is

*

CAPITAL, *150,000.

until the season

shall MARK THEM
DOWN NO W to prices way be-

is

*

othei

SWAN W

Maine.

I

Shopping.

prices are low, yet the standard of
always up to the highest mark.

offered to

such low7

their

Our

Error

We bought too many Sleighs, Fur
Robes and Horse Blankets.
They

to

city and section

an

THE MISTAKE:

Sold throughout the world. Potter Druo asp Ciiem
SI. (.') i;|'OK ATIO.-', Solo Proprii tors. IN* •'>!!.

High

«

5c.

and beautilier in the world.

ain

Human.”

Is Business.

Poft, white hands, shapely nails, and luxuriant
hair, with clean wholesome scalp, is found in the
perfect action of the Pokes, produced by (TT1
Cl'IlA SO \P, the most effective skin purilier,
IC

err is

To Rectify

The Secret of a Beautiful Skin

I

doing

12 Hain St

H. L. Mitchell,

We invite the trade of this

Christmas

Kid Gloves and Mittens $1,00
Umbrelllas
1,00
Fur Gloves and Mittens, 1,50

”

See them before

DECEMBER BUYERS.
are

”

t

stoves and ranges.

A. P. MANSFIELD

they

Mufflers,
Canes,

“

75c up
25c
25c
35c

Are up to date in every particulai
They are the leaders of all moder

shall be able to be with them iu about four
weeks.”. ...Messrs. Hyde & Berry of VVaterville have been iu town the past week exhibitiug the underwriters fire extinguisher
and it is said that they are having a line
sale.

store when

Silk Neckwear,

“

COTTRELL,

the inter*

nected with it. He closes his letter hv saying, “of course I should like to see my dear
family, but tell them I am much better here

present

Cardigan Jackets,

“

danger is

the

Belfast, Dec. 2,1896.—4w49

cession of J. O. Johnson of this Post, who
has a large acquaiutenee with the comrades
of Bosworth Post, Portland, the members of
that Post are taking a lively interest in his
affairs and that he has all the comforts he
He lias been visited by the j
can ask for.
following comrades: Gov. H. B. Cleaves,!
Hon. Geo. M. Seiders, Gen. Selden Connor,
Hon. Frank Winslow, State Pension Agent
Milliken, Hon. W. S. Dunn and many
others, including ladies of the Relief Corps.
He has nothing hut words of commendation
for the Maine General Hospital and all con-

for the,

Men's

MACKINTOSHES,

STAPLES &

Troy. The series of meetings begun by
j
Rev. E. S. Burrill two weeks ago are con-

tinued this week. Rev. Norman La Marsh
of Dixmont and Rev. F. S. Doll iff of Jack- 1
j son have each rendered service one
evening. I
j Mr. Burrill is
deeply interested in the spirit!
ual welfare of people in Troy, and his labors
are meeting with a degree of success... .The
Reading Club will meet with Mrs. B. F
Harding Saturday evening, Dec. 12th_
Liberty. The winter schools are taught There will be a Christmas tree at the church.
by Miss Lulu Payson of Camden and Miss Christmas night, under the management of
Madge Thompson of Montville iu the upper the Reading Club. Music, readings and
district and Miss May Brown iu the lower. recitations will be the program previous to
Sadie Murry is teaching in the Davis dis- the arrival of Santa Clans-Levi Bagiev,
trict_Walter N. Cargill, who is attending the oldest resident of Troy, died at the
the State College at Orono, has been en- home of his son, John H. Bagley, recently,
gaged to teach the school at Centre Paler- aged 92 years... .Mrs. Etta Hawes has been
suffering from a severe burn on her arm.
mo, the position made vacant by the drowning of Walter G. Norton-Misses Dickey & She slipped on a wet floor, and putting out

at

MEN’S

An

interesting missionary meeting was
held at the North church Sunday evening.
Appropriate hymns were sung at the open! ing and interspersed between the papers, and
prayer was offered by Miss Charlotte T.
Sibley. The subject was “Woman’s Work
Camden. Cards at the public library are' for Women.” The papers were carefully
in great demand-A class lias been formed prepared and while each covered its own
for the instruction of children iu music particular field as a whole they gave a comtwice a week by F. H. Thomas_Last prehensive resume of the work of women in
the missionary held in behalf of the women
week
Columbus Bisbee was thrown from a
team, and it passed over him. He was un- of other lands. The papers were as follows:
conscious for a time, but is uow recovering “History of the Woman’s Board of Misfrom his injuries-Geo. S. Cobb Post, G. sions,’’ by Mrs. Edward Sibley; “Work in
A. R., celebrated its twelfth anniversary India,” prepared by Mrs. A. P. Mansfield
Tuesday evening-Many from Camden at- and read by Miss Cordelia Hills; “Medical
tended Dr. R. S. McArthur's lecture upon Missions for Women,” by Mrs. C. A. Pilsthe Hawaiian Islands, recently given in bury; “Story of a Texas Woman,” by Miss
Rockland-A sale of Mexican linen drawn Louise Ferguson; “Woman’s Work in
work, done by Mexican women, lias been Spain,” by Miss Mabel Webber; “Training
held by the ladies of St. Thomas church.... Schools” by Miss Nellie Hopkins.

was recently given by Mr. and
Ferd I. Coombs... .Tuesday afternoon
and evening the Church Aid Society of the
M. E. church held a successful sale of useful
and fancy articles and refreshments... .The
public schools closed Friday for a four
weeks vacation-A course of lectures has
been arranged by the Monday Club. Among
the speakers promised are Mrs. Alice Freeman Palmer, Rev.
Nathaniel Butler and
Prof. Chapman of Bowdoin....Rev. O. S.
Ross spent last week in Boston.... Mrs.
Walter Hobbs of Bangor is visiting her
mother_Miss Eunice Sedgwick has been
at home for a short vacation from the Maine
Central Institute at Pittsfield.

Men’s Imported Cotton Half Hose, f 2ic up to 50c
“
Imported Woolen Half Hose, 12^c ‘‘ 50c
“
Elastic Web Suspenders, 12^c “ $1.50
“
50c “ 2.00
Night Shirts,
“
Japanese Silk Handkerchiefs,20c “ 1.00
“
Initial Handkerchiefs,
25c “ 1.00
“
and Boys’ Wool Sweaters,$1,00 “ 4.00

The meetiugs
usual.

pastor, Rev. C. H. Wells, from Ps. 119:100
understand more than the ancients, be-

cause

poorly.

Woburn,

will be

first of the series of vesper services
the Uuiversalist church was held last
Sunday afternoon at 5 o’clock. There was a
large congregation. The services included
hymns by the choir, responses by the pastor
ami choir, and by pastor and people,
prayer,
Scripture reading, and a short address by

Mr. and Mrs. II. P. Marr
Swanville.
left Tuesday morning for a visit to friends
in

Hundreds of Articles,
Beautiful, Useful,
Desirable and Sensible,

The

sister, Hattie Mardeu, who is
teaching in Massachusetts-Mr. Horace
Lindsay is at home from Belfast, where he
has been employed-Mrs. Hattie Grant is
very

service at 7.

at

port. The Society was royally entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Ward... .Miss Emmie Mardeu is in Cambridge, Mass., viswill return

prayer

through the week

Mrs.

Hatch-Perry. A very pretty wedding
occurred at the residence of Mr. Ezra Perry,
214 Park street, last evening at eight o’clock,
wheu his daughter, Einina Josephine, was
married to Mr. VVestbra B. Hatch of Boston.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. E. L.
House in the presence of a large number of
friends. The bride was dressed in white,

wedding.

Prospect Village. The S. B. I. Society
and Mrs. Geo. Ward Dec. 3d.
A goodly number were present, including
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Emerson of Wintermet with Mr.

with

E.

worth League meeting at 0, leader, Mrs.
Lillian L. Parsons, topic, “Christ present
still in the Sacrament,” Luke 22:17-20; song

County Correspondence

iting friends ami

following

services will be held at the
church next Sunday:
Sermon at
10 45 by the pastor; Sunday School at 12 m.
;
Junior League meetiug at 3.30 p. m.; Ep-

Prepared only by
I-

HOLIDAY OFFERINGS.

next

poster party

Bells.

served. Mr. and Mrs. Cottrell are to make
their home in New Haven.
The Herald
adds: “Mrs. Cottrell has many friends in
this city, who will regret that her home is to
be elsewhere.” Both the bride aud bridegroom have many friends in Bellast, who
extend congratulations and wish them a
long and happy life.

Industries.

ite tablets for

ed it

aim

Cottrell-Merrill. The Newbury port,
Mass., Herald has au account of the marriage, on Thanksgiving Day of Mr. Chester
W. Cottrell of New Haven, Ct., formerly of
this city, and Mrs. Sadie W. (Hodgdon)
Merrill of Newbury port.
The ceremony
took place at the home of the bride’s sister,
Mrs. E. H. Colby, No. n Otis Place, Rev. S.
C. Beane, D. D., officiating. After the ceremony had been performed and the congrat-

newly storked pond open

fish

They

visitors.

Wedding

on

subject.

the

to

flank and courteous, thereby causing the
stranger within their gates to feel very
much at home.
An hour had hardly passed
W heu Luc uieuibcis uf L.vcelaiui Lodge
began
to feel as if they had always been life-long
neighbors of the members of Quantabaeook
Lodge so reciprocal were tin- good feelings
shown. The work of the evening was very
well performed, taking into consideration
that the officers were doing the first work
since their induction into their several stations. Bro. Ness, the W. M., is a patriarchal
looking gentleman aud tills the position
with that dignity of carriage aud expression
that cannot fail to impress upon the members of his lodge that they acted wisely and
well when they elected him to preside in
the east.
In due time came the call to refreshments and soon the long tables in the
room
below were filled with a gathdining
ering that was perfectly capable of getting
away with a feast that would surprise the
gods. Of course everyone did Ins duty aud
ate heartily.
If he did not, no one was
to blame but himself, as there was plenty
of it and some to spare. After refreshments
came cigars aud social chats, but as our
party bail a long journey before them, they
said good night to the brothers and with a
hearty shake of the hand departed with the
assurance that the members of Quantabaeook would return the visit before many
moons, anil when they do they may feel
sure that they will find a welcome that, will
do their souls good the moment they step
over the threshold of Excelsior Lodge.
In
good time our party reached their homes
well pleased with their visit to the lodge at
Searsmont.

and the

informed

low spoke from John 9:30, and Mr. Mills
from Gal. 0:2-5.

Hood’s

of Belfast

The selectmen and tax collector met at
Elwell’s hall Monday morning at nine
o’clock for the purpose of selling certain
pieces of property owued by residents and
non-residents upon which the tax of 18ba
hail not been paid. Most of the places were
bid in by the town. MY. Charles Dickey's
bid was accepted on a piece of laud on the
South Shore, and Mr. A. F. Elwell’s bid
was accepted oil the Bull’llm
cottage and lot
on the Methodist
Campground.

a

Me.

Hayes

began the winschool here last Monday. The
last school lie taught here was the Henrietta
White school, so-called, because by her kindness this place receives an extra term of
school at her own expense. As that term
was so successful under the tuition of Mr.
Hayes, the people of the Cove may rest assured that this one will be equally successful, to say the least.

is quite correct.
He could
a gift without the con-

Congress,

Rev. G. G. Winslow, Methodist, and Rev.
Geo. S. Mills, Congregationalism exchanged
pulpits last Sunday forenoon. Mr. Wins-

—

Mr. A. D.
ter term of

accept such

not

Edward Rhodes with his sister, Mrs.

Gregory of Rockland, are visiting their
brother, Mr. F. A. Rhodes. They will visit
Belfast before they return home.

it was most satis-

North American station

so

Mr.

AXI)
A SAG I'K

The services at the Unitarian church next
sermon by the pastor,
at 10 45 a. m., followed

Sunday will include
Rev. J. M.
Leighton,
by Sunday school.

I
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The undersigned have bough:
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ill nil'! mile tin 1
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I
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I
man will continue in charge
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SUBSCRIBE FOR

BELFAST.
EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
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BELFAST.

OF

>

CASH AND GIVEN FREE

Countv Com- j

of the

Hi,hi

|

ling the

bills,

term

PRIZES

ad-

mints, etc., will open at
Tuesday, Dec. 15tli.

v'.

As follows!
4 First Prizes, each of $100 Cash
$ 400.00
20 Seoond
$100spic8u.Bicycles*2,000.00
40 Third
“$ 25 Gold Watches*
1,000.00
Cash and Prizes given each month
$3,400^0
12
•

arranging for an enearly in January, to
e it, the
charming coinbest local talent, and

is

i!

i

|

announced later.

be

Judge

y.

:

Probate of

of

HOW

a

creditor,

in

h

in

:

our

No. of
District

i

|

,fiis, State
<>uc or

Missionary

more

of

lectures iu

meetings. The
Waldo Union will be Dec.
try A. Smith.
next

■

giving

--■<{ from

bis name,

lie

has

been

during which he visitniton district, China,
Francisco. He
t.he U. S. law and is
San

v;.t

ml

a

come at

will.

i.
,•

held

Co.
ian:
v

-i iiit

A.

There will be no meeting of the Alliance
this week. The next meeting will be Fri-

broken

spring...

.The

crew

500 tons

of

supply

the

coal

which

here from
was

...

.Geo. 1-

Evans,

the

new

an

Hydrantmen, Joseph

Patronize Home

Merchants. This is
the caption of a recent editorial in The Kennebec Journal that applies to Belfast as well
as to Augusta.
The Journal cites instances

The members
im! Belief Corps are

■

S.

Court.

Belfast
u.lined to Portland last
The

people

where

for

have gone to Boston and

articles than if

paid

they had been
Rents, taxes and running
strict Court returned
expenses are cheaper here than in the large
>t
f indictments has uot
cities, and local merchants can, and do, sell
U.
S.
Saturday
Deputy on closer margins. But other things being
•ott came to Belfast aud
equal it is a duty that every citizen owes to
Bicknell on a charge of his
community to patronize home institu»ut paying U. S. internal
tions, aud thereby contribute to their prosh
is understood that the
perity. Every time money is carried out of
knell’s place was taken
town for the purchase of goods it is a direct
nned name, which the of- loss to the
community. Every dollar ex
egal. Mr. Bicknell return- pended for goods at home is kept in local
having adjusted the mat- circulation aud becomes an active factor in
messes

before the

more

grand

bought

•

ion of

t

the Court.

Bangor_The

Castine

from

Municipal Officers

■

■

1

1

NONE
SUCH

|

at

worth $7.00;

more

now

dark mixture,
you have them for

Overcoats.

grades,

$9, $10, $12 and $15,

$7,

at

$6, $7, $8, $9. $11.

Shirts

at

Gaps-

and

Jersey Overskirts,

20 dozen Men’s

Campton Pants, only

to

so we

make the price

only

$7.00
Better Vinters at

Men’s Odd Overcoats, sizes 34, 35, 36, 40,
44.
These are worth from $5 to $10.
You have your choice at

Men’s Dress Overcoats in all-wool
blue and

$S.()0

and

$tO.

black,

made in

a

fabric,

first-class

manner, marked down to

sizes

*7.50

goods

that

are

never

retail-

White Cotton Handkerchiefs.only...
3C
Paper Collars, sizes 12, 12 12, 14. Id. D> ]-2
per box. 5C
Linen Collars, slightly soiled, each.
5C
Shaker Hose, cotton and wool.
lf>o
Shaker Hose, all wool. 19c
All-Wool P.lack Hose.igc
Men's White Shirts, laundered .39c
Heavy Undershirts, sizes34to44, worth f>ue.,

25c.

Suits.

Boys’

Plush Caps, sizes 6 1-2 to 7, at

Children’s Stylish All-Wool Ulsters, ages
10 to 14, very nobby, at

Boys’ Long Pants Suits, ages In to ]!>, a
regular $5.00 suit; you buy them of

a

cheap

at

They

50c., and will make

nice Christmas present.

AN

IMMENSE

STOCK

OF

a

”»>>'.25o
Heavy Rihhed Undershirts and Drawall sizes, worth Toe., you can buy of
,ls
.38o
10 Dozen Heavy T.ined Mittens, well worth
40c., going for.
25o
Men's Knit-Wrist Hi <ves, ."><»e. quality, at..
38c
and
Childrens
Shirts
and
Draw
Hoys'
lU-avy
ers. regular 2f>e. goods, only.
ig0
Mu tilers in great prolusion, from 19o to
$1.00.
ers.

sold for £0.00.

15 to 10 years,
down from £4.00, £5.00 and

CAPS IN BETTER

marked

£7.00,

at

$3.00, $4.00, $6.00

GRADES. ALL AT REDUCED PRICES.

Before you spend

usually

Boys’ Ulsters,

for

$3.50

are

_

Extra

*5.00

39c,
Would be

at $9, $10 and $13.

Ulsters.

Caps, large sizes,

Men’s Winter

qualities

Better

ed at less than 50c.

$2.50

E. P.

Men’s All-Wool Oxford Mixed Ulsters,
made to sell for $10.00. They must

*1.50

38c«
These are

us

marked down from

...

Pants at

$1.39
Men’s

Ulsters,

at

$5.00

go,

14 1-2 to 17, to be sold at

Heavy Wool

$0.00,

*4.00

89c«
Men’s

Men’s Black

Children’s Cape Overcoats and Ulsters,
ages S to 10 years, marked down from

$2.50

marked down from

$4.50

$3.00

Men’s Dress Suits and Business Suits in
better

Men’s Vermont Grey Ulsters, well made
and trimmed, sizes 30 to 40, at

Youths’ Chinchilla Overcoats, ages 15 to
18, usually sold at $4 and $5, for this
sale you can get them at

a

$5.50

Heavy Working Pants, cotton,

cent in this line of merchandise, call upon
78 Main St., Belfast.
MONEY BACK
IF YOU SAY SO.

FROST,

TWO STORES BELOW M \SO\IC TEMPLE.

Holiday Stock

Christinas

ALL READY

Bargains, Prices

Great

WATCHES.

!

LARGEST STOCK

present for the inspection of the public this season a more complete line of

steamer

watches than ever before. It includes
Solid Gold, Gold Filled, Silver and
Nickel Watches, open face or hunting
case, plain or engraved, fitted with Waltham or Elgin movements.

of Belfast.

Call

New Advertisements.
See announcement of a great clearance sale of clothing at
E. P. Frost’s, 78 Main street. The entire
wholesale stock of wiuter clothing, etc., is
offered at less than wholesale prices. Head
the quotations, but as they do not enumerate all of the big trades offered call at the
store, two stores below Masonic Temple, and
examine the goods-Spencer & Wilson,
Coliseum Building, can give you points on

Hall Lamps,

Y/J

Ol

SI.25 China Salad Dishes,

complete,

25c

Library Lamps WM"? 2.25 Gilt Band Cups and Saucers,
2.00 Elegant S’lad Sets CHEAP.
Banquet Letups,
Xr
Toys Vrry Gh’ap, 500 Kinds.

and get our priges.

CEO. R.

l\ THE CO I

Down Low

CHINA, GLASS, LAMPS and TOYS.

We

Castine Saturday
night and went into Dyer’s dock to have her
bottom cleaned and some calking done. She
returned to Castine Sunday_The Castine
will make a moonlight excursion to Islesboro Tuesday, Dec. loth, to attend the dance
at the Town Hall. The music will by Gilcame over

the city’s prosperity. The holiday season is
at hand and our dealers are well supplied
at the Aldermen’s room
with the latest aud most desirable goods, inChristmas presents. They have a full stock
'•ing, Dec*. 2d, to inquire cluding the ornamental and substantial, and
■t the recent tires at the house
prices are lower than ever before. Many of of fancy rockers, tables, rugs, pictures and
• rren’s heirs and the store of
them have their announcements in jur ad- easels... .George R. Poor, jeweler, Plnenix
But one witness was vertising columns; but we speak for all
Row, has a more complete line of watches
'tion to the Warren tire and
when we say, spend your money at home. this season than ever before, from solid gold
'i
to O’Connell's.
Ulysses ! At least, examine goods aud prices before to nickel, cases of all styles, and Waltham
ed at Mrs. Stone’s in the sending elsewhere, aud we think you will and Elgin movements-A. P. Maustield,
Masonic Temple, invites the attention of
iiid had the charge of her iu- rind it is to
your advantage to follow this adChristmas buyers. He has a well stocked
tliat he was in the barn' vice.
dry goods store with specialties for the holi!y in the evening to get
Shipping Items. Sell. Gazelle loaded hay
i d not set the lamp down.
days. ..Locke’s window is always attractive,
at A. M. Carter's Saturday for Rockland_
and is an index of the choice stock of jewela use for
the tire.
In reSch. Olive Branch arrived Friday evening
nnell tire. Miss Annie Gory, silver ware, etc., within. No trouble to
with oats for Swan N: Sibley Co.
In coining
show goods.... B. F. Wells offers Christmas
ons .in phoenix How, the
into the harbor she collided with sch. Nat.
ribbons at 15 cents per yard. The price was
tin* rear of O’Connell’s, said
Ayer, lumber laden, Bangor for New Bed- omitted by mistake last week.
d by noises in the lear of
They are
ford, at anchor off Goose River. The Ayer’s bargains-See notices of annual meetings
got up and saw the lire,
and head gear were carried away, of stockholders of Belfast and
h'd Dr. Stevens, who lias jibbooni
Searsport
and the Olive Branch had her mainsail torn, National Banks-Staples & Cottrell, 12
ind he gave the alarm. Mr.
main rigging parted and davits broken
Main street, advertise holiday offerings.
in closed the store, about l)
They repaired at Carter’s_Sch. City of They have hundreds of articles, beautiful,
t have a
light. He deseribAugusta sailed for Norfolk Thursday night
useful, desirable and servicable, at prices to
f the stove, door, window,
with ice from Belfast Ice Co. and sch Leausuit the times, and in quality all that could
ie the
lire originated.
He
der V. Bebee hauled in to load for New
he desired. Call and see them_189b is
for the tire. The MunieiYork.
She will take about 1,100 tons. bargaiu year at Poor & Sou’s. They have
not made up their findings
-Sch. Harriet Rogers arrived Friday to had a great run on China, selling over 800
load hay at F. G. White’s for Seal Harbor.
pieces last month, and have just received a
-Sch. Charity arrived Saturday from fourth lot, while the store is crowded with
Rockland with lime for M. C. R. It_Sch. bargains in other lines-R. H. Coombs &
DELICIOUS
Maria Webster arrived Friday from Isle au
Sou,70 and 72 Main street,give a few reasous
DESSERTS
Haut with horses and gear for Sylvester
why you should look in a furniture store
can be made from
Phinney. .Sch. Alida is hauled up at Bucks- for Christmas presents. If you call and export for the winter-Sch. Maggie Mulvey amine their stock you will no doubt see
will remain at New’ Bedford until spring,
many additional reasons. They have a large
line of fancy furniture specially for Christwhen she will come to Belfast for repairs....
The marine railway has been hauled up for mas.You can get a jacket or cape at twoMince Meat.
thirds price, at Starrett’s on two days of
the winter, but is available for use, if needed,
Pudding, Mince Pie,
this week—Friday and Saturday. This is a
-Schs. Sarah L. Davis and Alice T. BoardFruit Cake.
i" ''ti every package.
Your
man, Bangor for Boston w ith lumber, put in
special offer... .Carle & Jones, 21 Main
eells
it.
grocer
here for a harbor Saturday_Sch. Leona
street, have their holiday stock for ChristMERRELL-SOULE CO.,
arrived Sunday from Boston with corn for mas all ready, and are offering great bar"A
^ Syracuse, N.Y.
L. A. Kuowlton and L. T. Shales_Sch.
gains-Ladies’ pocket book lost. Leave at
Charlotte T. Sibley sailed Saturday, Ban- Southworth and French’s-Men’s fancy
! gor for New York-Sch. Nonpariel arrived
slippers from 50 cents to $1.00 at Francis’
4S
probably been more infringeSunday to load general cargo for Deer Isle. shoe store. Headquarters for slipper soles
11 tlie
I
genuine “BELFAST” 5c.
j-Sch. C. M. Walton arrived Monday with and soie local agent for the Crawford shoe
in
any other brand made in New corn for
Swan & Sibley Co., from Boston. for men. Also men’s and women’s rubber
Bid you ever notice how peo- -Sch. A.
Ha.yford, New York for Belfast, soles; wool boots for men and boys at botimi'ctc a good thing:'
tom prices.
passed Highland Light Dec. 7th.
I
The

1

at home.

Men’s All-Wool Suits in

Sizes 30 to 34.

Islesboro and Castine as announced last
week. Sunday the Florence took the Ethel
Tucker company to

at

—"

with-

79c.

Men’s

boys

$4.00

It will pay you to buy two or three
pairs of these pants, as they are a

bargain.

of better suits for

■--

fice at

Exhibition.
Mr. Hart L. Woodexhibition and sale of paintings opens this morning at his studio in the
Savings Bank building and will continue
through Thursday. Friday and Saturday,
from 10 a. m. to 0 p. m. There are some
seventy-rive paintings in the exhibit. The
oils art; mostly still lift*, (lower and fruit
pieces, while the water color subjects are
picturesque bits found at Matinicus, Criehaveu, Isle an Ham, Owl's Head, Belfast
and Searsmont. “Little Brown Jug," No.
120 in the Jordan exhibit of last spring, will
also be shown.
Mr. Woodcock will go to

...

ttieer.

Overalls,

variety

Men’s Heavy Winter Suits, worth $5.00 of
any man’s money, at

GO pairs Youths’ Cotton and Wool
Pants,
made to retail at $1.25, we shall sacri-

Airr

Accidents. Mrs. George Pierce of Frankfort, accompanied by lier daughter, went to J
Banger in the steamer Rockland Wednes- Rockland on Monday next for his annual
>. -tt.
day afternoon, Dec. 2d, aud feil from the exhibition in that city, remaining until
millions went
to Cape
gang plank as she was leaving the steamer
Christmas.
t<> take a youth named
at the wharf. She was quickly taken from
Steamer Notes. W. B. Allerton of Boswho was committed to
the water aud conveyed to the Bangor
ton was in Rockland, Dec. dd and announced
Saturday by Judge House, and it is
thought that no serious re- that a new
1 assault and battery,
steamship company has been
sults will follow her icy bath. The steamformed to run a line between Boston and
uite a large number who
boat officials say that she turned to speak to
Machias, touching at Rockland and way
school, and who stay her
daughter and stumbled on the plank_ stations. The first boat will
go on the route
frequently getting into A gunning accident occurred near this
city the first of January, and others will be added
tv Marshal, School CornSunday. Two young men were gunning in as needed. The
.ntendent are working for
company has the option of
company, and were a short distance apart, the Atlantic wharf at Rockland.
In the
the boys, by trying to induce
when one tired at what he thought was a
summer it is proposed to make daily
no s1 111 m»1.
To this end the
trips.
rabbit. It was a rabbit, but it was a dead
The boats will be propellers of 1,000 tons_
i*
n
he started, blit
to
one in the hands of his
The
companion.
The Penobscot left Boston last Friday at the
i;■» dis])osition to reform,
charge of small shot lodged in the iieshy usual
hour, but encountering heavy weather
guardians do not appreof
the
of
the
part
leg
young man, making a
»g--s oiTered, will, of necesput into Gloucester and remained until Satbut
not
painful,
dangerous wound.... Ernest
Kef. Till School.
urday morning. She arrived here about 0
Sprague fell from the peak of the First Bapo’clock Saturday night..... .The steamer
Sells of Veterans, elect- tist church at North lslesboro
recently, and
Sedgwick, due in Bangor from Bar Harbor
Mmuiav evening: Captain, j broke two ribs, knocked out several teeth,
Thursday afternoon, was ordered to remain
Unit., W. W. Shaw : 2.1 aud was badly bruised and shaken up.
at Bucksport; and the Rockland did not atCamp Council, A. S. i Henry Mason broke through the ice near
tempt to go up any farther than that laudu t.hi,
C. M. Smalley :
bis house m East Belfast last Friday, and
ing
Friday on account of the ice in the river.
Kncampment, W J. was rescued by bis daughter, Mrs. I). T.
.The steamer Florence, Capt. Suiallidge,
< 'Till J.
Dickey. The Guptill, who reached out to him with a pole
came up from Rockland Friday night and
the lirst. Monday in and pulled him out.
Saturday went on the route between Belfast,
Merriam of Centre Lin-

key, Roy Young, Elmer

bibs,

cock's annual

I

we

39c.

popular actress, Miss Bertha Gallaml,
booked for Belfast Opera House for Wednesday and Thursday evenings, Dec. 2Jd and
-4th. The plays to be given are not yet decided on. She is supported by an able comMr.
pany, including Mr. George Edgar.
Edgar’s Othello lias been pronounced the
best on the American stage, and Miss Gallar.d is said to he the most beautiful of Desdemonas, while as Juliet she is unrivaled.

hour.

WATER!

overstocked with Winter Clothing, Underwear, Etc., and
have decided to retail Our entire wholesale stock AT LESS THAN

$5, $6, S7, $8

The

Central, is making an official
inspection of tin road in a special train, accompanied by assistant superintendent E.
A. Hall and other officials,
They were in
Belfast yesterday noon, remaining about
half

out

is

general manager

Pendleton;

50 pairs of Men’s Heavy

night except Monday night. All
cordially invited. Mr. Hazel will assist
through the week, but will be absent Sunday.

of the Maine

two divisions: First
Wui. M. Welch; Pipeu
Freeman, L. II. Jipsou,
i*s Hill.
Hydrantmen,
N
F. Patterson.
Second

cash,

Pants and
Overalls.

are

Bangor, from
High Head,

NO

season we are

A great

sion every

and which recently took lire. A lew carloads received Saturday were very hot, and
required considerable water to cool them off.

its annual
Kimball was

backward

SMOKE!

Don’t purchase any damaged goods until you see how LOW you can
buy from
This is no fake sale, but a genuine MARK-DOWN, and
in
need of ANYany person
THING in this line should not NEGLECT THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY. As it would take
too much
space to enumerate ALL OF CUR BIG TRADES, we can only
specify a few, viz.:

Mrs. J. F. Hazel of Boston will preach at
Memorial Hall, at 2.30 and 7.80 p. m. next
Sunday, Dec. 18th, and at the peoples’ mis-

stored at

NO

Our clean stock.

Small has leased the office in
Hayford block formerly occupied by Dr. H.
H. Johnson aud will take possession on or
before Jan. 1st.

lias

78 MAIN STREET.

WHOLESALE PRICES.

Dr. Elmer

as

a

to the

in order to turn it into

day afternoon, Dec. 18th.

finished painting the buildings at Belfast,
inside and out, turn-table, scales, switch
signals, etc....The company is sending

Bagiev, Clerk; M
Clerk.
Following

.'tines W

of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending Dee.
5, 1890: Ladies—Mrs. Mary E. Lang, Miss
Edith M. West.
Gentleman —Rev. Isaac
Davis.

substitute.... Hie engine of the
freight train, No. 8'.*, was sent to the
repair shops m Waterville last Thursday on

of the

r

Pensions have been granted as follows:
re-issue and increase, Caleb H. Knowlton,
Monroe.

account "1

owing

a

The tire ami smoke sale at the White
Store will nut take place this week as expected. Look out for it next week.

running

master,

^ * OO < lisll.
WI>pLreCe,n
itie
Competitors wliosendinthe

Erizes

,7. S. Paul, engineer
freight, is "U duty for a two weeks’
gunning trip; David Wade of Waterville is

Guard, A.
Henry Staples;
i.dy : Surgeon, Geo. R.
\Y. Burgess, chairman,
cl ark. They will be
:ng in •!unitary.
>ffi'-«

DISTRICT.

of the

Marshall Post, (1. A.
nicer* were elected:
1 i
Cod' >rd ; Senior Vice
Conant: Junior Vice
Mi Keen; Officer of the
<

OF

Railroad Si-arks.

Thursday evening,

hg

H

Ss

NAME

But

—-—-■

Big Pork. B. O. Norton cut up at his
market last week two large porkers raised
by P. G. Hunt. One was 8 mouths and 4
days old and dressed ,’>94 pounds; the other,
9 mouths old and dressed 4JO pounds-C.
E. Tibbetts has a hog that will doubtless take
the prize for size. The porker is two years
old, stands 0 feet high, measures f feet in
length, and girts 0 feet and S inches.

started the laundry
.is city last
week, going
"it with the idea of es-

.vho

there.

I

FROST'S,

NO FIRE!

next Largest Numbers of coupons from the district, in which
they
reside will Each receive at winner’s
option a lady’s or gentleman’s Fierce
special bicycle, price #100.00.
ne
u competitors who send in the
Next Lai-pest Number* of coupons from the district in which they reside will Each receive at winner’s
a
or
option lady’s
gentleman’s Gold Watch, price $25.
2. The Competitions will Close the Last Day of
Each Month daring 1897, Coupons received toolate
for one month’s competition will be put into the next.
3* Competitors who obtain wrappers from unsold
soap in dealer’s stock will be disqualified.
Employees
of Lever Brothers, Ltd., and tlieir families, are debarred from competing.
A
of
Winners
4.
in Competitor’s district
printed list
will be forwarded to Competitors in about 21 days after
each competition closes.
5. Lever Brothers, Ltd., will endeavor to award the
fairly to the best of their ability and judgment,
nt it is understood that all who compete agree to accept the award of Lever Brothers, Ltd., as final.
LEVER BROS., Ltd.. New York.

List

ther Unions will acton
,r

Send

that portion contain-

RULES.

_

I. fcrery month during 1897 in
each of the 4 outflow
districts
prizes will be awarded as follows:
lhe 1 Competitor who sends in
the
this top portion
ljargeNt Number of coupons from
the district in which he or she
resideB

irj

T. U. at their last meetitli the other local Unions
n securing the services of

[

earn

oi

New York City, Brooklyn, Long
and Staten Islands, New Jersey.
New York State (outside of N. Y. City,
2
Brooklyn, Long and Staten Itlands).
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia and Dis3
trict of Columbia._
~S~ The New England States._
•The Bicycles are the celebrated Pierce Special*
1X97 Pattern. m'Pd by Geo. N.Pierce4 Co., of Buffalo, Boston and New Y ork. Fitted with Hartford
Tires, First Class Nickle Lamp, New Departure
Bell, Standard Cyclometer, and Hunt Lace Saddle.

I

i'
of the vessel. He is
teaming tlian with uavitiie vessel began to feel
-•: ng breeze he remarked :
tin ugh she had both force nigh side.”

j

poruon

£. P.

WRAPPERS

WtpHT’SUfik

(5 p. m., 8

sailing packets
filial remark in explanaof

t

|

above;

iu»

SOAP.” These (called “Coupons”) are to be sent, postage
a
fully paid, enclosed with
sheet of paper stating Competitor’s full name and address
and the number of Columns
sent in* to Lever Bros.* Ltd.,
New » ork, marked on outside ;
..—
Wrapper (top left hand cornerjwith N U jIBEU
of the DISTRICT Competitor lives in._

the
parts
was as follows: ;

record

me

wrapper*

of

some

THEM.

ing the (leading “SUNLIGHT

atlier of the season was
>.
Jd, when the uierw

TO OBTAIN

Competitors to save ns many SUNLIGHT
SOAP Wrappers as they can collect. Cut
tin

being

AT-

Total given during 12 mos. 1897, $40,800,00

;

mil in the Waldo county
sterday during the first
of the estate of James
hnson

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE OF CLOTHING!

EACH MONTH

WALK IN AND LOOK AROUND.

POOR, Jeweler.

10c.

Voursver>.tr„,y.

CARLE It JONES, 21 lain St, Belfast.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
L

Clarke’s Corner, Prospect. Geo. H ird-

ing

:1896 is:

These
....AT....

Poor &
Run

surely destroy the sense of smel
derange the whole system when
entering it through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never he used except on prescriptions from reputable, physicians, as the damage
they will do is ten fold to the good you can possibly derive from them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo., O.,
contai ns no mercury, and is taken internally, actng directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces
of the system. In buying Hall’s Catarrh Cure be
It is taken internally
sure you get the genuine.
and is made in Toledo, Ohio', by F. J. Cheney &
mercury will
and completely

on

CHINA!

New Art=netal Goods.

ferent States in the Union, also the Dominion of Canada, and strange to say, it
is less than two years ago this brand was
placed on the market. The only cigar
FAST.”

/ijures

are

March

5, 1MI5.

1896.

JULY 14,

8172,093.16.

taken from

oar

sworn

statements to the

Comptroller

■■

......

......
—

We still hive a tew
so they may bo taken

jocks,

to an

IIKPOSIT K*HMl from the Bank it <lesire

SATVtUBL.
•

I

e vv el er*

..

*<

’•

ADAMS,

to tli e

People.

New Leather Goods.
New Aluminum Goods.
1

**1

geuuine “BELFAST” 5c. cigar
already found its way into nine dif-

Son’s

New Celluloid Goods.
New French Perfumes.
New Booklets and calenders.
New Bronzes and candle=
sticks. AN„

New Prices Lower than Ever.
OUR STORE IS CROWDED
WITH BARGAINS IN HOLIDAY GIFTS.

“BEL-

C O M B

I 3NT

NEW COODS.

NEW STORE!,

Jewelry,
Direct from the Manufacturers.

Repairing

75

a

Specialty.

formerly occupied l»y IV.

BELFAST NATIONAL BANK.
ANNUAL MEETING of the stockholders of
the Belfast. National Bank for the choice of
Directors and the transaction of any other business that may legally come before them, will be
held at their banking rooms on Tuesday, January
12, 1897, at 10 o’clock A. YL
C. W. WKSCOTT, Cashier.
Belfast, De \ 8, 181K5.—4w50

THE

Lowest Prices.

Eleven Years Experience.

MAIN STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.
Store

The

stamped

i:{, I $95.

1SN4.

of the Currency, Washington, on the ab ove dates.
draw .rest parable .lanuDEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARI’MENr payable on deni llld.
„,ll, draw mi-- ii om ihr »«t
Den isits dnrim; the lirst three days .d
arv 1st and .Inly 1 si.
ban .savin s Hanks, inasof that month. This department off -rs m a-h rtreeti sernritii to deposit.irs
>o
..
In*
>mo
in our bint are ./
...
as every deposit is a / o i„ to tin- '• ”tl;. and all dep Hits
amount of our Capital Stock.
v m.- nmil Mm
Tins Bank twin* the latest establislie.l Bank in Wahl > oumv. mir
""i";1■’ ‘r
i:‘
/; » '' ‘i1
olTVn-1 ^ ;//•< /.*
ments in Fire ami Burglar-l*r.i »t work, thereby
bank in this county.
aiv
V!
ir b >\

Over three hundred pieces sold last
month, and fourth lot just received.

as

nude in Belfast that is

Dec.

Dec.

97SMH0.59

......

Great

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that Contain
Mercu ry,

has

July 21, ISO I
$59,1*0.20

*2$, 1801.
83ft,358.00

Feb.

$123,085.58

Ilichborn of Stockton Springs and Miss
Josie Clarke of Frankfort visited Abbie L.
Clarke Dec. 1st.

price 75c. per bottle.

DEPOSITS:

July 11,1895.

Frankfort visited this place last week....
Everett Littlefield and Ansel Gross arrived home from Graniteville, Mass., Dec.
5th-Horace Clarke of this place is visiting
in Frankfort for a few days... .Mrs. Hattie

Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists,

INDIVIDUAL

♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ • ♦♦♦

time-Melvin Clarke has been very sick
He is
with inflammation of the eyes.
somewhat better at the present writingTliequarrymen at Pierce Granite works were
discharged Dec. 4th-Chalmers Clarke of

Co.

Deposits Solicited

♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦<>♦♦ •♦♦♦

Thursday-Eastman Clarke arrived home from
Winsted,
Ct., Dec. 3d. He reports a most enjoyable
went to Boston last

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

A. KNOWLTON, President.

C. Marshall.

SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK.
rrilKAXM Al. MI'.KTI\<; of the stockholders of
1 the Searsport National Hank for theeloction of
directors and transaction of any other business
that may legally come before them, will be held at
their hankimr room on Tuesdii), the I2(h day of
.human, IM*7,at two o'clock I'. X.
( HAS. F. (it)KDON, Cashier.
Searsport, Dec. n, lH'.Hi.—4w£0

■

Literary

News and

Notes.

Where Pies Are Made*
An

The November New Moon did not reach
until December, but its Thanksgiving
stories are none the less readable, and the
table of contents is, as usual, an interest-

Them.

us

“It you want to see something interesthe said, “come with me.
It will
one.
ing
make your month water if you have a
The wealth of good things in the De- taste lor sweets, and in addition it will
cember number of Golden Days suggests give you an insight into a business that
that a year's subscription to tins popular lias reached immense proportions within
the last ten years.’
Down this street,
magazine for boys and girls will he a most
welcome Christmas gift. James El verson, and up the next, and up a long flight of
to
an
office
where
the lucky numstairs,
publisher, Philadelphia.
ber of thirteen misses were at work. This
“Wild Ducks and Tame Decoys,” by was the iuitial bow’ to the
largest pie fac11 nibleu Seais, in the December Hartory in the whole of Gotham, and for that
is
not
an
account of a sport
per’s,
only
matter the entire country. Here it is that
confined to Cape Cod, but a study of life an
average of lb,000 pies are turned out
and character peculiar to that region.
every day of the week except Friday
The article is illustrated by A. B. Frost.
when the figures go over the 20,000 mark,
For many years electricians have been because of the demands for Sunday. Pies,
little
and big, and in all conditions of pretrying to convert heat into electricity.
The inventor of a new piocess describes paration, are to be seen here, and the
office boy or down town “dark”
in the Christmas Harper's the method
by average
which he has obtained “Electricity direct would imagine himself in pie heaven were
from Coal.”
The article is given with he to get into this establishment.
Ask the most experienced housewife
diagrams and illustrations.
and she w ill readily testify to the stateMr.
Fred
the
well-known ment that it is no
Mather,
easy matter to make a
angler and lishctiltulist, is contributing first class pie. Pie making is easy with
to the New Yoik Foiest and Stream a
the young bride only.
Still, in this big
series of delightful
reminiscences of factory spoken
of, it really does seem a
the “Men 1 have fished with.”
The simple affair—the
putting together of
list includes some of the m *st famous fruit and
dough—because the workmen go
anglers ot cur tin e, and Mr. Mather through the performance in Empire State
wiites of them with rarely sympathetic
express order; but it is practice and exIt is some of the best angling
pen.
perience w ith them rather than personal
literature we have ever bad in this
pleasure. To make a pie correctly, as
country.
well as digestively, it is necessary to reHezt-kiah Butterwortli contributes to sort t«> fouj- processes.
Take, toi instance, a mince pie. The
the December Review of Reviews a stimuwork ot preparing the filling is the first
lating asiiele on “The Kindergaiten
and then in regular order
Age (illustrated). In the same number undertaking,
come the task of making the crust, filling
1’iot. h. A. knkpatiick writes on “Childthe
and
pie
baking it. Contrary to some
study in the Tiaii.iug of Teachers,” des- j
ideas, it is essential to the welfare of the
cribing the \\<uh -t th.it character as ; aforesaid
pie that the meat required he of
coin'll-., ttd
in
the
Minin s.-ta Normal
i a superior kind.
This obtained, it is conSchool at Winona
111article is iilus! signed to an immense steam jacketed eopt a ted will* portraits of educators
through- pe. kettle that has the
capacity of a mediout the
country who ire interested in the uni sized
barrel.
In this way it is cook-'b' Id-st 'ii.
!>i -venii-nt.
These articles j
ed, and then intrusted to the beuelicial
w ill interest ad teacheas.
! graces of an enormous chopping machine,
The Review of Reviews for December ! that does its work as finely as a projectile
devotes unusual spae to book notices, from a twelve-inch gun might do with a
with poitrait illustrations.
Next come for attention
“.Some Esti- | wooden fence.
mates of -J e Year’s Literary Output'' are
the beef suet, apples, citron, currants,
ottered by experts, Mr. Hamilton W. | spices and finally the brandy, and these
Maine treating of the departments of fic- ; are mixed with the mincemeat by another
tion, poetry, and belles-lettres; Professor machine, and are sent to the filler. While
Albert Bushneli Hart of history and the mincemeat is being mixed with the
}< biical science: and Mr. Ripley Hitcli- other mixture, another force of men are
‘x t k
ot popular science.
Besides the engaged in preparing the crust.
This
isual notes md comments on the latest force of men work before an immense
books, theu- is a special illustrated sec- trough, and are rigged out in clothes of
‘ion devoted to “This Year’s Books for immaculate white, with bare arms as
powdered with flour as the hair on their
Young Folks.*’
heads.
The trough is partly filled with
T!.
!:< iew of Reviews for December
flour, and shortening or lard is worked
a
fac-simile
publishes
reproduction of into it by the white workmen. Water
President Ci<,-veland’s famous telegram to
that has been specially iced is w orked inin
Indianapolis
.September last forbidding to the mixture in the
trough, and the
or-biei at I--r, of his name as a candidate
whole thing soon takes on quite a doughto: reLiomination. This message lias been
like appearance.
general.y misquoted by the press. It is
This dough is taken to another force of
"o
a.folic*v.s: “My judgment and
men, who roll it out iuto thin slices and
persona, in< i nation are so unalterably opplace it on tin plates. This operation is
posed t v. or suggestion that I cannot for
the quickest of any of the proa
rmwnt:;! entertain it.”
The telegram perhaps
cesses.
The men go through the mounv*ns addit ssed to the Hon. Daniel G. Griftain of dough like wind through a sand
fin, chairman of the New York delega- i hili.
Quicker than it takes to tell the
tion.
The Review now presents the origwhite-covered tins are delivered to the
mal autograph as a ‘’foot-note to iiis
filler-in, and no army of old topers ever
tory.'
filled in as rapidly as do they. All
Tlit Christmas number of the Xew Eng- i use a long handled di, per which has a
land Mag iziue is as line a number of tlie capacity just sufficient to fill one pie.
magazine as lias ever been published. With this dipper in one hand and the
There au four illustrated articles, one in dough covered tin plate in the other, the
the held of literature, one in that of relifiller-in dips the dipper into the barrel of
gion. one in music and one in painting,
lilting alongside of him, raises it in the
cithei <1 which would give distinction to air and with a graceful movement of his
The most import uit of wrist turns it into the waiting plate.
any magazine.
then a rib ies, or that at least which is This accomplished, everything is ready
likely to attract widest attention, is that I for the oven. The latter is a gigantic
G Portraits of Emerson”
upon
by Mr. i thing operated much on the style of the
E. B. Sanborn.
Ferris wheel. Suspended by its axle above
It furnishes us with a
substantial1.;, oomplete ollcction of the j a red iiqt lire, i> a wheel about 12 feet
vaiiou>, j-oitraits of Emeison, from bis! long and 10 inches in diameter.
Plight
a:,
i.ie to his old age. and the coilcciron platforms are hung from the rims of
> made
this
and
valuable
these
Mr.
Sa
ilwheel,
doubly
upon
platforms the
by
ka lining desciiptions and compies are placed. The manner of suspens: ci is such that the
pies always remain |
horizontal.
Une of
the platforms is I
'in.; g tI >ee» liibei is one of the best
always over the opening in the oven.
:>
oi
-iio j.-pillar
sporting maga- I The attendants cover the platform with
j
‘i,r
.it ever let; tin*
1'lie 11 um- ;
presses.
pies and the wheel is then turned until j
pons with ’The Pectoral Cross,” a j the next
platform comes into view, which 1
i "weiriil story <>i the stage, by .justice
in like manner is tilled. This is continued !
iigeiM-11.
ibis is one of the best tilings
until the eight platforms have been cover- i
'’i its kind that has
appeared for many a ed. The next turn
brings into view the
un\.
A second .-omplete
and
aj first lot put in, all baked
story,
to a nicety. They
-"'d one, is “/into,” by 11. F. Miinn, i
are then removed and the platform filled
"To proves to lie well posted in the cusAgain the wheel turns and an’• hi- ol the
Indians about Great Slave again.
other army of baked pies is presented and
Take.
Notable features of the sport and
removed.
This continues hour after
!avel departments are: “Hares and Hare
hour so long as the demand lasts.
An
Hinting." by Ed. \Y. Sandvs; “At the
of about 1,100 pies are baked
T"P "i Europe,” by E. \M. Allaire; average over this
oven.
The pie factory
hourly
•American Amateur Athletes of
HM»,” is a
institution.
[New York Mail
Ty \\ B. Curtis “Golf in America to and great
Express.
Date.
by Price Collier, and “Racing
Nchooners," by R. B. Burchard.
Mice Pie on the Bill.
Judge? Dunbar in the Superior Court,
Louisville, Ky., Dec. 2. A party of
Boston. Dec. 1st, gave a hearing on a bill
brought by Frederick T. Jones against four sat at the dinner table in one of the
'he Arena 1'ublishing Company,
hotels, deeply absorbed in studying
asking large
the menu.
ioi the appointment of a receiver.
There
“Great
was no opposition to the
snakes,” suddenly burst from
prayer. The deone of the
fendant is a Maine corporation,
group, “look at this!”
having an
The rest of the party looked.
There it
authorized < apital of >15Or000.
It pubwas in bold, black
lishes a magazine railed The Arena.
type, “mice pie.”
The
amount <>i the claims
“Maybe we have been smoking,” sugagainst it are be“This may be a Chinese
tween >00,000 and >70,000. The main asset gested one.
is the good will of its business which is
laundry or something,” and he rubbed
his
to
eyes
estimated at about >100,000.
get a better look at his surCreditors i
holding claims to the extent of >59,000 roundings.
this
is the hotel, all right, but
were in favor of
“No,
appointing a receiver, as i ‘mice
pie1 is a delicacy the American pubwere the stockholders.
The receivership !
lic lias yet to be introduced to.
it sought to prevent the assets and
This
propmust be a royal article of Chinese diet inerty from being wasted and to continue
the publication until a reorganization can troduced by Mr. Li Hung Chang.11
“I’ll try it,” pursued the discoverer,
be affected.
The court appointed Alfred
and his friends made the same resolve.
D. ( handler temporary receiver.
The waiter leaned over the group to get
Tlie January Harper’s will be a
strong the orders. He nearly turned white when
and varied number.
the
order for “mice pie” was given. His
Poultney Bigelow
will give additional results of liis African orders were
positive, never to question a
trip in a study of “Portuguese Progress guest of the hotel. But he had his misin South Africa.”
The condition of sci- givings.
He furtively sneaked a bill of
ent.lic knowledge a hundred years
He
ago fare and slipped it under his apron.
will be described by Henry Smith Wil- hurried to the head waiter.
>1.
in
an
liams,
illustrated paper,
I).,
“Pour gentlemen want mice pie, sail,”
“Science at the Beginning of the Cen- called the waiter.
“The Martian” will be continued,
tury.
“The waiter’s drunk,” exclaimed the
with Mr. Du Manner's characteristic il- steward
severely. “Take him away.”
lustrations; Laurence Hutton will con“Heali’s de meenoo, sail,” quickly aptribute a valuable and entertaining pathe
pealed
waiter, holding out the card
per on “Literary Landmarks of Borne,” to the steward.
and an article on “Fog Possibilities,”
The latter individual, usually cool and
by
Alexander McAdie, will indicate the soluimmobile, took the proffered card and
tion of another secret of nature.
George quickly glancing over it nearly fainted
W. Smalley will write on “English Sowhen he saw the blunder,
'file guests
Professor
Francis
N.
ciety."
Thorpe were denied the oriental tidbit, but got
will describe the “Century's
for
Struggle
good, old-fashioned mince pie instead.
the Franchise,” and Martha McCullockt\ illiums will relate the
of
“John
Maine Artists Honored.
story
Murrell and his Cian,” the most romantic
career of outlawry in our
Miss Helen Wood Smith, daughter of
history.
Iluel Smith, Esq., has just had a high
honor bestowed upon her in having one of
An Inspiration of Mope for Weak Hen.
her pictures accepted and exhibited by the
New York Water Color Club.
There is not tin- slightest reason
This club
why you
should not feel well and strong. That
great is composed of the leading artists in the
H'-r of J)r. Greene's is
providing the best country and each year gives an exhibition
friend that weak and delicate people ever of water colors.
Fully 1000 pictures were
had. A letter sent to him at his office, >4 sent in and out of this
number
299
Temple Place, Boston, Mass., telling the were selected for exhibition. Missonly
Smith’s
symptoms you are suffering from, will he
was a landscape painted at Annisimmediately answered by the Doctor, de- picture
scribing your complaint minutely, and mak- quam entitled, Through the Mist to Gloucester.
The picture was beautifully framing you understand perfectly just what ails
And all this costs you nothing.
you.
You ed and was hung in a very prominent posidon’t have to leave your home and you don’t tion.
The frame was made of quartered
have to pay any doctor’s fee to learn exactoak, by Morse & Co. of this city, and then
what
and
how to get treated with oils and bronzes to the
ly
your complaint is,
tone
well and strong, from Dr. Greene, the most
water color, so that the whole efsuccessful specialist in curing nervous, of the
in harmony. The price of Miss
weakening, and exhausting diseases of men. fect was
The Doctor makes a specialty of curing Smith’s picture was $50; the prices of those
patients through his great system of letter on exhibition ranged from $15 to $500.
correspondence, and is having wonderful The acceptance of Miss Smith’s work by
success.
Thousands of weak, nervous men such a
prominent organization is a decided
and women are writing him about their
and one of which her Bangor
complaints, and are being permanently cur- compliment
friends
are very proud.
The only other
ed. It was he who discovered that worldMaine artist whose work entitled her to a
renowned curative, Dr. Greene’s Nervura
blood and nerve remedy. Write the Doctor place in the exhibition was Miss Mary
at once and see what he says about
Her picKing Longfellow of Portland.
your
complaint. It will probably be the means ture was entitled Murmuring Pines. [Banof your getting back your health.
gor News.

ing,”

|
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WOMAN’S LONG HOUKS.

Eslablhlunent That Turns Out Thousands of

Water

Deep

of

Vessels.

[For The Journal.]
The

8HIPS.

She Tolls After Man's Day’s Work
Is Done.

Abner Coburn, J P Butnaw, sailed from
Oct 14 for New York.
Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco Oct. 13 from New York.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from
Delaware Breakwater Oct 30, from Philadel-

Hiogo
A G

What She Has to Contend
That Sooner

or

With—Work

Later Breaks Down

Her Delicate

phia

Organism*

in stores, offices,
mills and factories, ball

ployed

closing time with

joy. They
won

day’s

bread,
but
some

|

duties

areyet
be'

to

Women, therefore, notwithstanding

their delicate organism, work longer
and more closely than men.
They do not promptly heed such
Bigns as headac he, backache, blues,
pains in the groins, bearing-down, ‘‘all
gone’" feeling, nervousness, loss of

a

sea

misery.

There is but one absolute remedy
for all those ills. Any woman who has
to earn her own living will find it
profitable, to keep her system fortified
with this tried and true woman's friend.
Lydia E. l’iukham’s Vegetable Comspeedily removes the cause and

pound

effects a lasting cure.
We are glad to produce such letters
as the following from Miss M. G. McKamee, 114 Catherine St., Utica, N.Y.:
For months I had been afflicted
with that tired feeling, no ambition,
no appetite, and a heavy bearing-down
feeling of the uterus. I began to use
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Soon those bad feelings passed
away ; 1 began to have more ambition,
my appetite improved and I gained
rapidly in every way. and now I am
entirely well. I advise all my friends
to nse tiie Compound,
truest friend.”
The
In

Christmas

it

is

woman s,

Stocking.

the ghostly light I’m sitting musing of
long dead Decembers,

"While the tire-clad shapes are Hitting in and
out among the embers
On my hearthstone in mad races, and I marvel, for in seeming
I can dimly see the faces and the scenes of
which I’m dreaming.

0 golden Christmas days of yore!
1

heart

w as

knocking

A wild tattoo,
As ’tvvould break

through,
As 1 unhung my stocking.
Each simple gift tliat came to hand,
How marvelous 1 thought it!
A treasure straight from Wonderland,
For Santa Claus had brought it.
The

The Youth’s Companion will celebrate its
seventy-first birthday in 1897. Among the
many attractive announcements of the Companion for the coming year is an article of
exceptional value by Mr. Andrew Carnegie,
on “The Habit of Thrift.”
Successful men
in other walks of life will second Mr. Carnearticles

based on their own experience, and valuable
to the old as well as to the young.
Stories will be given by lau Ma< lareu,
Rudyard Kipling, Stephen Crane, Harold
Frederic and Clark Russell. Speaker Reed,
Secretary Herbert, Senator Lodge, Hon.
Carl Schurz, Postmaster-General Wilson,
Dr. Lyman Abbott, Hon. Theodore Roosevelt—these are a few of the two hundred
names that figure in the latest list of Companion contributors.
The non-partisan Editorials and the Current Events and Nature and Science Departments are of special interest to students
and to all who wish to keep informed of the
doings of the world. As a reference book a
file of Companions is well-nigh invaluable,
for its reputation is founded on seventyyears of tested accuracy.
New subscribers sending SI 75 to the Companion for 1897 will receive the Companion
for the remainder of the year free, also the
Companion’s artistic twelve-color Calendar,
and the paper a full year to January, 1898.
Illustrated Prospectus of the next volume
will be sent free upon request. Address,
T n k Y outh s Com pan ion
205 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

Caramels.

Two 'pounds of granulated sugar, half

pound
two

of

No doubt in days preadamite,
This stream saw curious cattle,

the Swett family was held on Thanksgiving day, at the
residence of James A. Swett on Third street,
Bangor. Nine children of Benjamin Swett,

interesting

who settled in
vive and six of

glucose, two ounces of paraffine,
of butter, one pint of cream, one-

fourth teaspoonful of cream of tartar, four
squares of melted “frosting” chocolate; mix
together and cook over a slow tire, stirring
every instant until the candy is brittle
when dropped in ice water. [December Ladies’ Home Journal.

“Folks that is alius lookin’ foh trouble,”
said Uncle Eben, “hab jes’ one t’ing ter
brag about. Dey don’ halidly eber git dis-

reunion of

Hampden

in

1793,

now

sur-

these attended the reunion.
The combined ages of the six amount to 511
an
years,
average of 85 for each. The names
of those wrho attended are Mrs. J. A. Rowe
of Bangor, aged 94; James A. Swett of Bangor, aged 89; Mary Hopkins of Bangor, aged
8b; Mrs. Burbank of Bangor, aged 83; William Swett of Bangor, aged 80; David W.
Swett of Gloucester, aged 79. The other
surviving children are Emily Mayo of Chicago, aged 93; Benjamin Sw'ett of Portland,
aged IK) and Sarah Snow of Hampden, aged
85.
The other four children of Benjamin
Swett died since 1872, when a reunion of the
whole family was held at the old house in
Hampden. The house still stands where all
the children w'ere born. The first died in
1872, at the age of 08.
Will of W.

W. Thomas.

The will of Hon. W. W. Thomas of Portland contains the following public bequests:
Second Parish society, Portland, 83,000;
Bible Society of Maine, 81,000; Maine General Hospital, 85,000; Bowdoin College, for
scholarships, 85.IKK); Widows' Wood Society,
Portland. 85,000; Old Ladies’ Home, Portland, 85,000; Female Orphan Asylum, Portland, 85,000; Portland Benevolent Society,
85,000; Mechanic Association of Portland
for books,83,000; American Board of Commissioners of Foreign Missions, 85,000; Temporary Homes, Deering, 85,000. The hulk of
Mr. Thomas’ property is left to his sons and
other members of his family. He names his
sons, Elias Thomas and Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., as executors and trustees. He leaves
to the trustees 81,000 to be expended according to their judgment in promoting the
cause of temperance.
Rucklen’8

Arnica

refunded.

For sale by

Price 25 cents
Kilgore & Wilson.

of

_MEW

YORK,

Gastonia i3 put up iris not sold in b:'
*'
you anything el :o or
is "just as good" and v.
Sie that yon get
pose."

Who named this ancient river,
Who trapped along its shady banks
For musquash, mink and beaver!

Upon its banks, the Indian bucks
The dusky maids went wooing,
And on the waters of the stream,
The youngsters learned canoeing!

EXACT COPY OF

simile

WRAPPER,

signature
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In modern days, no doubt that beans,
With some of Maine’s fair daughters,

Have strolled these banks and whispered
love

Beside these gliding waters.
We hope,

Perhaps you’re doctoring

some day, a poet’s hand
By goddess Clio guided,

your stomach or liver
when the real trouble is your kidneys. It’sunsafe to trifle with them. When overworked
they can back up into your system impurities enough to wreck the strongest constitution.
Don’t neglect
them until it’s too late. You
can safely try Dr. Buker's

paint these scenes iu numbered lays,
With chronicles provided!

Will

Until such time as poet’s lays
Such chronicles rehearses,
In the best numbers at command,
I offer these few verses.

0, uAlj,

Great Reduct'on

PILLS

Searsmont, Nov. 25, 1896.
In

■m

jt

j* j*
o. d. w.

notice of the papers published at Augusta by S. W. Lane & Co., and established
by E. C. Alleu, Profitable Advertising
speaks of Mr. Allen’s ehrouio premiums as
proving very successful, “although the
methods of a quarter of a century ago would
be antiquated now.” While we believe it to
be a fact that Mr. Allen’s first cliromo venture was a success, lie later became embarrassed by attempting to carry the thing out
on a larger scale and was obliged to call a
halt.
a

Bclliist to Iti

Commencing Monday, Oci.
fare for through ticket-

Sheriff’s Sale.
STATE OF MAINE.

Matnews. .lames S. Harriman and Ce\\
Stoddard, all of said Rell'asi, against George II.
Kimball of Cleveland, Ohio, and H. I*, ,!<me- -d
Rockland, Maine, for three hundred amt fortytluee dollars and tor-three cents, —;:4•' 4.debt 01
damage, and twenty-two dollars and thirty-one
cents, i>33.3] 1 costs of suit .ami w i.l be sold at*
p ib
lie auction, at the ollie of .lame- S Harriman.
in said Belfast, to the highest bidder, -m the
twenty-sixth d y of December. A I is;., at p.
o'clock in the forenoon, the following described
real estate, ami all tile right, tlile no
,ut n
which the said George il. KimbaM ha- n, and t..
the same, or had on the 31st day <d .Inly. A. I>
1805, the time when the same was a’ta< bed. on tinwrit in t he same suit. to wit
Situated in i.-lcshom. in said Ceimr\ ,f \\'a idbeing t lie eastei 1 y -1 de ot roadwav leading limn
the Davis cottage to the town road. !-,.ended afollows, i/ Heginning at a spotted sp' ue t ie. .,n
the easterly side of -aid load way them-i mothfeet
erly, by the easterly side <>f said roadwav 3
to a slake and stone-: t lienee easterly *a bo 1 3 if
feet to a beech tree marked N.on tinr.\ -m<standing on the bank : thence by the I ank -oiitherly, to the place <-l beginning.
Also allot t lie land on the easterly side ••! -aid
lot, ineluding between the northerly and
-mlierly lines thereof extended to low water mark and
the easterly line as above descrtl-ed. on the bank
and low water mark, being the shore fronting -aid
lot on its easterly side.
Also one other parcel of land situate in -aid
Islesboro, ami bounded and described as follows,
viz:
Heginning at a stake and stones at the top t
the bank on the west shore near Turtle Head, said
stake ami -tones being about 100 feet measured
in a southerly direction along the top ol the bank
from an oak tree maiked on itsea-t -ide with tinletter ••!>.' and located at the top of the we-t.
bank at the west end of an old lei «-t them e from
said stake and stones southerly, al-mg the top of
the west bank 300 feet to a stake; tlienee south,
about 80 degrees east, about. 300 feet to a stake in
the west line of the road; thence northerly.along
the west side of said road about 3u0 feet thence
westerly, about 135 feet t«> the point of beginning,
ineluding about 300 feet iti length of the west
beach and shore -it low water mark
November 30, A. I). I8i*>.
3w48
SAM ILL <. NORTON. Sheriff
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Dysentery,
£
Bowel Complaints. ?

A Sure, Safe, Quick Cure for
these troubles is

price of
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Belfast, depart.
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Burnham, arrive
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State

Is a deep-seated blood disease which
all the mineral mixtures in the world
cannot cure.
S.S.S. (guaranteedpurely
vegetable ) is a real blood remedy for
blood diseases and has no equal.
Mrs. Y. T. Buck, of Delaney, Ark., had
Scrofula for twenty-five years and most
of the time was under the care of the
doctors who could not relieve her. A
specialist said he
could cure her, hut
he filled her
with
arsenic and
potash
which almost ruined
her constitution. She
then
took
nearly
every so-called blood
medicine and drank
them by the wholesale,
■but they did not reach
her
trouble.
Some
one advised her to try
S.S.S. and she very
soon
found that she had a real blood
remedy at last. She says: “After taking one dozen bottles of S.S.S. I am
perfectly well, my skin is clear
and healthy and I would not be in
mv former condition for two thousand
dollars. Instead of drying up the poison
in my system, like the potash and
arsenic, S.S.S. drove the disease out
through the skin, and I was permanently rid of it.”

A Real Blood

ot

Main<‘.

Waterville

WALDO SS.
Taken

auction,

on
on

o’clock in the afternoon, at the office of I'.
W. Brown, Masonic Temple, in Belfast, in said
County, all the right in equity which William
Hall of Waldo, in the County of Waldo, has or
had on the second day of September, A. 1). 18%,
when the same was attached on the original writ,
to redeem the following described mortgaged real
estate, situate in Waldo, in said County, to wit, a
certain parcel <>f land situate in said Waldo, being
the same premises conveyed to Edward W. Roberts by Samuel Otis and George B. Ferguson, copartners in trade, under the firm name <>f s Otis
Co., by their deed dated April 7, A. I>. 18(50. and
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 111.
Page 429.
Also another parcel of land situate in said Waldo, being the same that was conveyed to Edward
W. Roberts by Wellington Shorey. by his deed
dated July 22. A 1). 18(52, and recorded in said
Registry, Book 148, Page 290.
Also another pared situate in said Waldo, being
the same premises conveyed to said Edward W.
Roberts h\ Mary Marden and Alpha Maiden, by
their deed dated Feb. 24, A 1). 18(55, and recorded
in said Registry, Book 132, Page 56, to which said
deeds and records refeienee may be had for a
more particular description, being the homestead
of the said \\ illiam Hall.
Dated Belfast, Dec. 1, A. D. 18!'«i.
3w50
SAMI EL G. NORTON ShenlV.

Remedy.
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if you go Fish'

Put yourself in touch wit
ternity of sportsmen by lenticular medium, Forest m
if you are not so in touch
about the best thing tin-

sportsman.

journal, of sportsmen, by sportsn
Get this week’s from your
through; or send us ten cents for
n
rrated catalogue of books on
circular describing our beautiful
four of them, in v.olors: Jacksnip*
Fishing at Block Island; Quail sh*
lant and Valkyrie Yacht Race.
Stream one year (price $4) and tin
tures a S'J value) f>»r $a
'‘r.
Chios and choice of two of the pi.on

I

shall

he

at

my office in Memorial

building

themselves of the discount of two pt r cent,
their taxes must pay by January 1, 1897.
H. F.

I

MASON, Collector.

Belfast, Sept. 25, 1896.

>

FOREST AND STREAM PI Hi P
P. O. Box 2832, New York-

Saturdays from 3 0 a. k. to 12 at., and 2 !<■ 4 r. m.
until January 3. All persons who wish to avail

Fitting Glasses,
the Eye and Ear.

Building.

«

■

PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO

Bank

j

The Forest and Stream is •. "■
its readers often say that it
with sketches of shootimof woods life, and camp experli i.
in scope and interest—an Aim

A. A. HOWES & CO.

^^B

National

Boston,
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Office
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Do not rely upon a simple tonic to cure
a deep-seated blood disease,
but take a
real blood remedy.
Our books
free upon appli~
~
~
cation. Swift E.
1L
b

Atlanta, Ga.

Boston.

A FULL LIME OF

S.S.S. never fails to cure Scrofula,
Eczema, Rheumatism Contagious Blood
Poison, or any disorder of the blood.

Specific

Portland..

execution, ami will be sold at public,
the ninth day of Januars. A. I> 1897.

at two

and Diseases of

wrapper.

Boston will be reduced tr
Between Sear-port and it.
$•>.25 to $2.30, and a prop-

WALDO SS.

He—Here’s a prophet who predicts the
Taken this 30th day of November. A. I*., is.*;, on
death- of one of our greatest men within
execution dated November d. is;*;, issued on a
the next few days.
She—Is your insurance policy all paid ! judgment rendered by the Supreme .Judicial
Court, for said County ol Waldo, at ; lie term thereup?—[Sew York World.
of begun and held on the 3d Tuesday of October?
A. D. ltsye. to wit, on the 3d day ot November,
ls'.'i,. in
favor of
Lewi- A. Knowlton, Sarah

Cramps,

n

** u< S
& &
Kidney Pills and they work
like magic on the Kidneys.
Dr. Buker will gladly answer
questions and give advice free.
Write us. Pills 50c. at your druggists
or mailed postpaid for price.
Buker Pill Co., Bangor, Me.

per box

CASTOnlA.
The facsimile
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oft, perchance, was tinged with blood,
When saurians fought a battle!
Here, in their time, the Indians reigned

Salve.

The Best Salve in the worhl for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, ami positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
money

for Constipa-

And

20

a

ounces

app’inted.”

through

The Recorder of New York has discontinued publication and turned over its entire

An

perfect Remedy

BOTTLE

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea.
Worms .Convulsions,Feverishness and LOSS OF SlEEI’

hold science and mechanics, literary and
other departments, stories and miscellany,

Seventy-First Birthday.

Chocolate

A

Impelling hills and ledges!

OF EYEEY

JLfi Cardonatt Soda
Jlbrm Seeel
Clarified Sugar
IVintcryrecn flavor.

ery

This river flows in pathway cut
In ancient unknown nges,
Where glacier ploughed its slow way

WRAPPi

Jlpperrriint

It is the trusted friend of the

Reunion of the Swett Family.

IS ON THI

l umpkm 6 ted
ALx.Se/uu/
jRochilh Suits
A/usc Seed

Mechanic, Farmer, Planter,
Sailor, and in fact all classes.
Used internally or externally.

pages in all, it is a very taking combination at #2 a year. Subscriptions may begin
at any time, and if desired the two papers
will be sent to different add resses.

Mineral.

Rcajoc of Old HrSAMI 'EL PITCHER

Year for The Journal and Tribune.

a

nor

Not Nahcotic.

spot this river ends
to my notion,
where the water gets so salt
It’s swallowed by the ocean!
\

I)e«- 8 for

lists to the New York Tribune. The
Weekly Recorder was a very popular paper
and many of its attractive features are now
found in the Weekly Tribune, which is furnished free to all who pay their subscriptions
to The Journal one year in advance.
With
The Journal furnishing all the local news,
and much other matter of local iuterest, and
the Tribune to supply the news of the world,
political and general, with fashions, house-

With misty eyes but steady hand
I raise my Christmas chalice;
Here’s to the children of the land
Iu cabin or in palace;
May each one hold
The key of gold
The gates of glee uulockiug,
And hands be found
The whole world round
To fill the Christmas stocking.
[Clarence Henry Pearson in Christmas
Ladies’ Home Journal.

Cream

arrived

mail

Alas! within our home to-night
No sweet young voice is ringing,
And through its silent rooms no light,
Free, childish step is springing.
The wild winds rave
O’er baby’s grave
Where plumy pines are rocking,
And crossed at rest
On marble breast
The hands that filled my stocking.

readable, practical

Opium,Morphine

According
Is

^

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful
andRest.Contains neither

tamely flows, except when full,
Then, angered by some freshet,

The
|

-OF

ness

It hursts its bounds and has a spree,
When mills and bridges “catch it.”

Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
Philadelphia Nov 22 from Apalachicola.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, sailed from

$2

Years sped—I left each well-loved scene
In Northern wilds to roam,
And there, ’mid tossing pine trees green,
1 made myseif a home.
We numbered three
And blithe were we,
At adverse fortune mocking,
Anil Christmastide
By our fireside
Found hung the baby’s stocking.

paper with

dally!

for New York.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
Brunswick, Ga, Nov 28 for New York.

To share my glee
And view with me
The contents of the stocking.

gie’s

It

()ct 80 for Boston Nov 11.
R vV Hopkins, Hie.hborn, at Rio Grande,
Nic, Oct 8o for Boston Nov 18.
Sallie l'On, \V H West, arrived at New
York Nov 11 from Buenos Ayres.
Tofa, A S Wilson, at Demerara Nov 11

And at my cries
Of glad surprise
others all came Hocking

will

It winds its way 'round many a curve,
And dodges ’neatli the bridges,
Now Hows near level with some field,
Then ripples tw ixt the ridges!

York
Savannah.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at Baltimore !>*'<• 2 from Apalachicola.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
York Nov 20 from Bangor.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from New
York Get 20 for Pom e, P. R.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
York ()<-t. 20 from Jacksonville.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, at Rio Grande, Nic,

Ami on the dawn
Of Christmas mum

My childish

shady pools

SIGN ATljRr

■

’Tis here the fishermen delight,
Amidst the silvery birches,
To cast their lines for pickerel,
And catch the yellow perches!

SCHOONERS.

New

antieipation
lived their joys for days before
Their glorious realization ;
In sweet

^Vegetable Preparation for As-

similating the Food and Reg ula
ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

Then takes its way towards the sea
Through Belfast’s fertile valley,
But often times, while on its way,
In

the

FAC-SIMILE

Now timid, creeping through a wood,
More boldly through the tillage,
While gathering strength to turn the mills
In-passing through the village!

Georgia Gilkey, \V R Gilkey, cleared from

New York Nov 28 for Barbadoes.
Hattie McG Buck, II F Sprowl,
at New York Nov 20 from Bangor.

that

Meandering
through Morrill’s rales,
Or rushing o’er lier ledges,
Now bordered by both bush and tree,
Anon by ferns and sedges,

Iiio .Janeiro Nov 23 for Montevideo.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at Savannah Nov 20 from Baltimore.
CP Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at New
York Nov. 11 from Turks island.
Edward May, at Honolulu Nov 1 for New
York ; to sail 10th.
Evie Keed, A T Whittier, sailed from Boston Aug 4 for Montevideo.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Astoria
Sept 7 lor Santa Kosilia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from New York Marcli 4 for San Jose, Gnat;
spoken April 18, lat 20 S, Ion 38 W.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from
New York June 20 for Brunswick, Ga.
Iolani, McClure, sailed from Honolulu
Aug 20 for New York.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, arrived at
New York Nov 15 from Hong Kong.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, arrived at
Montevideo Nov G from Boston.
Matauzas, arrived at Havana Nov. 17 from
New York.
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Hong
Kong Nov l‘J from Newcastle.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Brunswick, Ga, Nov 5 for Rotterdam.
Rose lnuis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
New York Get 15 for Santos.
Serrano, K G Waterhouse, sailed from
Sourabaya June 1) for Garontolo.
St Lucie, Smeed, cleared from New York
Sept 21 for Port Natal.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived
at Rosario Nov 2 from Parsboro, N S.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
from Port Elizabeth, CGH, Get 17 for Barbadoes.

of

SEE

might denote,

monster

on

Adam W Spies, C N Meyers, sailed from
Singapore Get 21 for New York or Boston.
Alice Keed, Alanson Ford, sailed from

appetite, whites, irregular
6leep
or painful monthly periods, cold and
swollen feet, etc., all symptoms of
womb trouble, which, if not quickly

a

It takes its rise in Brooks’ green hills,
That town of pluck and needle,
Where maidens, fair as Greece could show,
Their lovers, doubtless, wheedle!

BARKS.

and

length

That well might make one shiver;
But truth declares a limped stream,
Our Waldo County river!

Nagasaki.

Oct 22 for New York.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, cleared from
Philadelphia July 80 for San Francisco.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
New York Sept 4 for Shangliae; spoken Oct
5. lat 8, Ion 2k W.
Til lie E tttarbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived
at New York Nov Hi from Honolulu.
Wm 11 Maey,' Amsbury, sailed from New
York Oct 2.1 lor Sau Francisco.
Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, sailed
front Hong Kong Oct 17 fur New York.
W J Botch, Sewall C Lancaster, at Hong
Iloug Oct 22 for New York.

performed, and many personal matters to be attended to. They have
mending to do, and dresses or bonnets
to make, and long into the night they
toil, for they must look neat, and they
have no time during the day to attend
to personal matters.

checked, will launch them in

Its

Beile ol Bath, C Curtis, at Hong Kong
Oct 22 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, arrived at Zanzibar Oct 28 from New York.
El Capitan, A L Carver, sailed from
Hong Kong Nov 21 for Baltimore.
Emily F W hitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York June 20 for Shangliae.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from
New York Nov 13 for Japan.
Gov Rome, Nichols, cleared from New
York Dec 3 for Melbourne.
Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from Hobart Town, VDL, Sept 22 for Marseilles.
Henry B Hyde, arrived at San Francisco
Oct 31 from New York.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from Hong
Kong Oct 1 for New York.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from New York Sept 17 for Sydney, NSW;
spoken, Oct. 31, lat 3 S. Ion 32 W.
May Flint, E D PNichols,sailed from New
Y'ork July 21 lor San Francisc >; spoken Sept
8, lat 22 S, ion 41 W.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at San
Francisco Nov 2 from Hiogo.
Reaper, O C Young, at Aujer Oct 20 from
New York, and ordered to Batavia.
K R Thomas, C G Nichols, arrived at Hung
Kong Nov 25 from New York.
Sachem, il T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
Oct 22, unc.
S D Carletou, Amsbury, at Hung Kong

The great majority of women “work
to live” and “live to work,” and as
the hands of the clock approach the
hour of six, those em*

have
their

for

Passagassawakeag.

I see, in mind’s eye, many a glance
Of wonder at my heading,
And doubt*, if in reptilian age,
Or heathen paths, I’m treading!

on

House for Sal a
A story and a half hour>e ! '•
fine view ol Belfas’t bay. ten
fine cellar, city water in lions*1
good cultivation, apple, pe.o
etc.
Nice neighborhood. lnquir.
M. <

Or C. B.

HALL, Main St., llelfa<
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to render
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the Blnh of Christ has
December 25th.

1

a chinch
Mi>. J.ymau Abbott iu
idies' 1! -toe .Journal.
.ing only the supersti.iijess with which Ciiristncumbered. strove fvitli
nestroy it. but happily
The argument somesi it. that the birthday of j
not known, and thereserved, does not prevail j
ii'1 st
universal longing to
<•
way this great event, j
surprised to learn that in ;
C hristian era!
s of the

pre-eminently

■

>

1

j

not unanimous in the
j
the festival.
At least a ;
i'y church observed the j

y.
•

ay,

not
or

only

to

commemo-

was not until the end of
iry. perhaps not until the
'm* fifth, that the present
J'.th, was generally ac1'he ‘Christmas season' is
tn
designate the time be16th and February 1st,
fortnight betw een DecernCinerary 6th. During all this
>•
formerly, and still conspirit of joy and festivity
it to be called ‘the holi"f the Nativity, or as we
istmas Fve, was observed
wiih exceptional devotion,
the birth of our Lord ocht.
Unlike other vigils
uTi the night, ami made.
self, one great soiemni-

namite Explosion.
sticks
Fifty
winded about s a. m. while
it by Italians at work near
iland and Rumford Falls
a.
Orlando LaRocca, an
■ bout
l''. was killed almost
’li legs were blown off and
crushed.
Antonio Duy
seriously injuied, and four
were badiy shaken up, two
the hospital.
About 50
iking near, and many were
but nut seriously injured.
n
shook many buildings
Iruscuggin river in Jay.
1.

1

i

the manifestation of j

utiles, but also the birth

or more

She recommends “£.?.”

;

—

on
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!
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She kno$$ from experience

Joints

rheumatism
presence of
autold suffering.
Rheumaia- tie acid in the blood.
It
*•*1 by liniments or other outHood’s Sarsaparilla purremoves the cause of rheurmanently cures this disease.
■Oiiuony of thousands of peoiffered the pains of rheumaii-tve actually been cured by
Sarsaparilla. Its great power
blood and remove every im'<*( ret of the wonderful cures
n>.

••

Sarsaparilla.
j

(>l> s
"i

PILLS

cure

’Indigestion,
4,
**-'i>ant laxative. All

Liver

IPs,
Headache.

Druggists.

to

ScotU £imiliicru

of Cod-liver Oil, with
hypophosphites, comes to the rescue,
because it supplies a peculiar food in a
pleasant and easily
digested form. This oil has medicinal properties not found
in any other fat; while the
hypophosphites have sustaining
and life-giving
properties of their own. Don’t let yourself
get thin.
C

jo eta. and

$x a bottl*

SCOTT * BOWNB, CkamUM, N.w York.

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE
FOR

FARMERS AND VILLAGERS.
FOR

FATHERS AND MOTHERS.
FOR

SONS AND DAUGHTERS.
FOR

ALL THE FAMILY.
With the close of the Presidential campaign THE TRIBUNE
recognizes the fact that the American people are now anxious to
give their attention to home and business interests. To meet
this condition, politics will have far less space and prominence,
until another State or National occasion demands .a renewal of
the

tight for the principles for which THE TRIBUNE has labored
inception to the present day, and won its greatest vic-

from its
tories.

Every possible

effort will be put forth, and raonev I'reelv
spent, to make the THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE pre-eminentlv a
NATIONAL FAHILY NEWSPAPER, interesting, instruc-

tive,

entertaining and

i

.dispensable

to each member of the familv.

We Furnish The Republican Journal and N, Y, Weekly Tribune
ONE

YEAR FOR ONLY $2.00,
CASH

IN

advance:.

Address all orders to

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO, BELFAST, MAINE,
Write

your
Tribune

and

name

Office,

address

New York

City,

on

postal

a

send

card,

it

to

Geo.

W.

Best,

and 'a sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY

TRI3UNE will be nulled to you.

Closing Out Sale-Furniture.
STORE TO

J.

LET.

C. THOMPSON & SON1
Flu re sptcial cuts in prices to close out their start,.
lluce st VI It ft ft fine us^ort m -n*
of

Oak&Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tables,
FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES ant CHAIRS,
CALL EARLS

J“ C.

WHILE THERE IS A LINE ASSORTMENT.

Thompson

& S

39 Main St,

n,

**

STEVEXS BROS.,

HARNESSES

Fred Atwood,

Me.,

Winteroprt,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
Over

Thirteen

Millions ($13,000.000) Tire

Insurance

A suets,

Springfield Fire and Marine. Granite State Fire Insurant
Co., Fire Association of Philadelphia. Capitoi Kirk Insurance t
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford. 1 ",\s.
DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT RATES.

TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO
TORNADO INSURANCE WHITTEN FOR 5 TEARS, at low rate*
CORRESPONDENT OF MERIHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.

bulldlrps acceptable,

on

SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
NEGOTIATED.
REAL E8TATE BOK.HT AND SOID.
Correspondence Solicited.
INVESTMENT
LOAN'S

41 tf

..

Advertising Is
Like Driving Nails,
The tirsi Mow starts
a

TR^rs
P
Elixir
Legislative Notice.

hut

square!$

must

tie

hy

others

on t

lie head

to

Tlic Gurney

Drive It Home,

HOT WATER HEATER.
I

An

agent for the above heater, and
will guarantee it to give satisfaction.
am

get

SEWING MACHINES

v

ertisenient

the

to
the

are

clear

point

desired

to
re-

sults.

SUPPLIES FOR SALE.

Ginali and 11 Won.
Don't Forget

he Place,

The Nose and Throat,
IVo. vl-4t»

Newbury Street,

iNkar Cohnfr

GEO T.

READ,

x

Street,

Belfast.

of

Fa

niFikt.i>

BOSTON,
Hours, 12

44 Main

cl

others that
and

AND

a

must'be followed l>y

Pin Worm

Best for Children

nail

followed

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS,

_

Aching

a
of remedies and
try many
reduce their weight. We do not refer
to these.
If you have been in fair
health, with a normal
amount of flesh, and
yet have been losing weight of late,
there is something wrong. If there is an inherited tendency to weak lungs; if your cold hangs on, or if you are
weak, without appetite, losing color, and easily exhausted;
this loss of flesh is the signal of distress. Heed'
it, promptly.

procedures

—

Day.

;gh generally celebrating

persons take

novel

fie Sells “E.f.”

■

'istmas

heed the signal
hlany
variety

PILLS

NERVE-LIFE

5nation in the rates
-aifmen—a small raia
month, while the
continues to be
mem.
and a uniform

.itmu

So lofty rise her sea-beat cliffs,
So steep her crags do fall,
smallest distance covered by any one ship
So solemn stands her silent woods,
being the forty-four miles of the Terror,
A charm is o’er them all:
when the battery of that ship was tested.
And in lier fields the flowers blow,
The ship with the best record for disSo sweet and cheerfully,
tance is the apprentice training ship EsMonhegan! oh, Monhegan!
sex, iu command of Commander Louis
’Tis there my heart would be.
Kingsley. Within the period covered by
Between her mighty arms of rock
the record, this ship went on a European
The little boats do lie:
cruise, returned to the United States and
Her fishers sing.ug cast their nets,
made another cruise in European waters,
Their
island home is nigh.
sailing a distance of 16,903 miles. The
Her folk are kindly, staunch and true,
longest single trip made by the ship in
As any folk l see;
the year was from Funchal, Madeira, to
Monhegan! oh, Monhegan!
Sag Harbor, Long Island, 3,643 miles. A
’Tis there my heart would be.
few months previously the Essex had sailed from Newport to Southampton, a disAnd every hour, or noon or night,
There swells about the shore
tance of 3,533 miles.
The song that will my heart delight
Notable single trips were those of the
Till stirs that heart no more.
Concord, from Yokohama to Honolulu,
Oh! list to it! oh! hark to it!
3,324 miles; of the Boston from San
The music of the sea.
Francisco to Honolulu, 3,556 miles; of the
Monhegan! oh, Monhegau!
Monongahela, from Funchal to Annapolis,
’Tis there my heart would be.
3,929 miles; of the Charleston, from Kobe
to Yokohama, 3,398 miles; of the Olympia [Laura E. Richards, in Portland Transcript.
from Honolulu to Yokohama, 3,400 miles,
and of the Baltimore, from Yokohama to
Honolulu, 3,400 miles, and then within a
few days leaving for San Francisco, a disance of 2,095 miles.
The longest single trip made by any
ship was from Newport to Funchal, by the
Lancaster, a distance of 5,284 miles. The
ship proceeded thence to the Cape Verde
Islands, whence it was assigned to the
South Atlantic station, and sailed for
Montevideo, a distance of 3,024 miles, a
total of 10,000 miles iu six months.
A great deal of sea travelling by our
naval ships lias been for such work as
target practice, squadron drills and tactical drills.
Distances covered in this pursuit l»y s um* of the vessels are 280 miles
I by the New Y*>ik, 300 miles by the Columbia, 201 miles by the Maine, 781 miles
I by the Monterey, and 411, 17, 1,510 and
1
l,i>20 miles successively by the Boston.
Positively cured by these
Among the largest records, next to that
Little Pills.
of the Essex, were those of the Miuneapalso
relieve
miles.
The
best
records
for
Distress from Dyspepsia,
They
; olis, 12,078
| distance among the tirst-class ships were Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A peras hallows:
The Monterey, 13,105 miles;
feet remedy for Dizziness, Xausea, Drowsii the New ark. 14,705 miles: the San Franness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
cisco. 11.557 miles; Raleigh, 10,500 miles:
Tain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
10,210
They
| Boston, 10,480 miles: Yoiktown,The
litRegulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
; miles, and Alert, 12,008 miles.
tie torpedo boat Cushing travelled 2,100
j
Small Dose.
! miles, most of its trips being between New- Small Pill.
Small Price,
port, Coddington Cove and Bristol, its
j longest single trip being from Riverton.
Del., to New York. The Fern, one of the
/3ffj ft/I
m“>- useful ships of the service before it
JO* rl V.'l T I, \KI' 5? M vBTDf.
i was assigned to the perfunctory task of
Great RESTORER
dispat' h boat for the North Atlantic licet,
found good results from its use. Especial- travelled 4,030 miles in
The5 world wants to be convinced.
Restores perfect
carrying supplies
j
health, vigor and
What people want is proof that a medi- ly m cases of sleeplessness and nervous- j between navy yards and attending to trial
ness lias it been of beudit to some of
manhood and reof
new
my trips
ships.
cine willjeure: then they will use it gladly.
moves ail obstafamily.
The D uphiii, the official excursion
!
>ome one you believe in. a prominent
cles
to marriage.
•T have heard of many from this locali- steamer, covered 10,201
miles, almost enRestores the
^
person who you know will tell the exact ty who have derived benefit from its use. !
as a pleasure craft.
Its really valutirel}
entire
nervous
truth and who has seen the wonderful
My son was in a large s< hool when a lire able and legitimate duties were confined
system and stops all
effect and observed the remarkable cures started and at one time
threatened to be j to two tasks, one in October, 1805. when
vital losses.
Rewrought by the remedy he recommends, disastrous, which excited him and unset- it attended trials of the Indiana. Katahmoves errects or tbe
is what you want, and when such testi- tled his
sins of youth and exnerves, and on visiting home, he din an I St. Paul, and the other in Novemmony is given, you will not hesitate an used Dr. Greene's Xervura blood and nerve ber of last
cesses of later years.
year, when it was engaged for
instant t-o follow his advice, obtain the
Removes all effects
three days in destroying wrecks.
remedy with quite satisfactory results.
Less
of dissipation and reand
thus
be
cured.
remedy
speedily
"W'e are glad of this opportunity to than 8<X) miles of the 10,000 miles sailed
pairs all waste places.
When therefore the Hon. Judge Willard recommend Dr. Greene’s Xervura for
by the Dolphin appear to have been made
Cures Insomnia and
>.
Martin of Plainfield, Yt., Associate others'
use, and give permission to pub- for practical purposes. The longest single
restores refreshing
Judge of the County Court, Senator from lish this letter for the good of others.”
! trip of the ship was from Norfolk to Key
sleep. Cures ImWashington County and Director of the
Xo greater proof that a medicine will I West,
potence and restores
1,004 miles, when the ship was en
Bane National Bank, a man honored and cure
full vital power.
you can possibly be given than these i route to the Central American coast.
esteemed throughout the entire State, words of a
Cures all wasting
honored Judge and distin- I
diseases and restores
fells you to use Dr. Greene's Xervura guished .Senator. Take Dr. Greene’s Xerto all parts of the body.
Another
Year
of
Entertainblood and nerve remedy, aud backs up his vura and feel
Church
development
again what it is to be well—
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
ments.
advice by telling you that he has repeat- to feel
powerful and vigorous, to have
scientific treatment and affords relief from
edly used it in his own family with the strong, steady nerves, to sleep soundly
the
first day's use. It removes the cause
For monumental godlessness made engreatest benefit and that he has known of and wake mornings refreshed and enerand assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
its having cured many people in his local- getic.
No matter how badly you may durable by no saving grace of humor, for
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
ity and elsewhere, you can certainly have feel. Dr. Greene's Xervura will go to the simian imbecility, for supreme and inimithe utmost confidence in the wonderful root of
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
your disease and cure you of your table folly, unmarred by the slightest sugfree in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
curative powers of this grand medicine troubles.
either of common decency or orstamps. Mention this paper.
and take it yourself if you are sick, ailing
j Dr. Greene’s Xervura blood and nerve gestion
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.
or out of order, with absolute assurance !
self-respect,for grovelling baseness
remedy should not be classed with ordi- dinary
NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,
and depraved vulgarity,—The Trilby Parof beneficial results.
nary patent medicines; it is a physician's
KALAMAZOO. MlCH.
otherwise the Foot Social, otherwise
ty,
Head His Honor’s, the Judge’s own !
endorsed
and
recommended
prescription,
the Ankle Auction, stands at the head of
words in which lie advises you to try Dr.
the
most
eminent
doctors
of
our
land.
by
church entertainments of the year.
While
Greene's Xervura and be convinced" that Its discoverer. Dr. Greene of J4
Temple others are
this wonderful ctirer of diseases is just
trudging along the weary plains
Place, Boston, Mass., is the most success- of the
what your case requires.
unimaginative and the ordinary,the
ful specialist in curing nerv.ms and chronic
Mattau \mkeao. Me.
Methodist
Church of Suttern,
■'I have used Dr. Greene's Xervura aud
“I.. F.'* 'litters
I hnv
diseases, and can be consulted in all cases Xew York, Episcopal
Sir-,
and St. John's Protestant Episblood nerve remedy in my family aud have free of
<
rs.
for twenty }
charge, personally or by letter.
copal Church of Xew Brunswick, Xew
in tie- -t>*r--.
.-a 1 able bitters ae in v
Jersey, with unblanclied cheek and dauntThe (lame Laws.
I '.E< «. W. »IITH.
less eye. have scaled the Alpine heights
I have received from
Repeal the whole (ode, says Rangeley Lakes, 'of deathless shame.
and Begin >ew.
I all parts of the country marked copies of
Ban<ton. Me.
The suggestion that Rangeley Lakes is newspapers reporting these events; some of
I : v
1
Dear Sirs,
about to make, we admit, is a broad one, ! the papers bearing the request, “Please
For Infants and Children.
:
1 -] ei -in.
L. F." l*»i:t
I am very willyour
and we presume will meet with much op- | give this your attention.'"
and shall niw-y- d
Vet we can ! iug to do so. but 1 regret the inadequacy
position in many seciiuus.
Fekkins.
-.
F-:i:ke
Mi
of my vocabulary, and I refrain from any
is ea
see no other way out of the labyrinth of ;
every
misconstructions and unconstitutionalisms ! further attempt to characterize the perwrapper.
formance.
In the Trilby Social, as given by
of the fish and game laws as they staud tothe Suttern M. L. Epworth League and
mk.
day on the statute books of Maine. It takes the Xew Brunswick
L. I-." AtP. L. Olive Branch
I have taken y ur
Doctor—Have you any idea how your a very bright lawyer to define certain
porn
muiicnd
the young ladies of the church diswife caught this terrible cold ?
wood’- Bitter-, and
tions,and when his opinion has been given, Society,
Husband—I think it was her cloak.
their—ieet. let us say, and be polite,
them very highly.
up comes a rescript from some Judge, or play
Doctor—Too thin, eh?
—behind a curtain which is lifted to a
’Mr-. S. C. Nason.
Husband—No: it was a last winter's one, a decision from the law court, and upsets
Men
it all.
There is but one remedy and that height described as “tantalizing.”
and she didn’t wear it.
[Odds and Ends.
in front of the curtain view what is disis a most heroic one.
35c. a bottle.
Repeal the whole
played of one female after another, and
Avoid Imitations.
English Spavin Liniment removes all code.
then
for
bid
the
of
her
to
privilege
taking
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and BlemThis may sound anarchical, but after
The charm of the scheme is the
ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs, the
repeal lias been made, begin on a solid supper.
Splints, Sweeney, King-Bone, Stifles, foundation. Do not say it shall be illegal ease with w hicli it lends itself to the worse
than
and I have no doubt that
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc. : to fish
through the ice in Franklin and the dubious;
Save $50 by use of one bottle.
Warranted
press accounts of the scenes which atthe most wonderful Blemish Cure ever certain other counties, when you can step tended the
bidding are, in both cases,
known.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug- i over the imaginary line into Somerset or
highly colored, though the most literal
some other county and
gists, Belfast, Me.
legally fish from truth
Iy27
SUCCESSORS TO
would certainly be exciting enough.
the same pond.
The Boston Sunday Journal illustrated
He—How charming you look, dear, in
Do not say you shall not kill deer in
STEVENS & ERSKINE,
one of these events with a half
that dress! It becomes you admirably.
page picCumberland and certain other counties,
She—O, yes; that’s a very old story. but
ture; the Xew York Herald gave it a
over the line, in the rest of the
just
When the season is changing you always
Do not pro- two-column illustration; the accompanydiscover how charming I am in my old State, you are free to shoot.
ing letter-press, and the reports published
tect muskrats in all parts of the State,
clothes. [Odds and Ends.
iu other papers, describe a show which,
save in Lily pond in the towns of Rockport
You make no mistake when you buy Dalin a respectable community, under other
....And Dealers in
and Camden, where it is “lawful to kill
ton's SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC and
than ecclesiasiastical management, might
of the year.”
Do
DALTON'S family pills. Everybody says so, muskrats at all seasons
have
with
the
difficulty
police.
[Rev. Boots,
not insert a clause, “all laws and parts of
and "what everybody says must be true.”
William Bayard Hale, in the December
laws conflicting with the above act are
Shoes,
"Miss Yam isn’t at all musical.”
Forum.
"How do you know ?”
hereby repealed.”
Rubbers,
Make one general law to cover the whole
"I offered to sing ‘Oh, Promise Me,’ last
To Starve Cuba Out.
night, and she said she’d promise anything State on trout, togue and landlocked salTrunks,
if I wouldn't.”
Chronicle.
a
Make a deer,
[Pittsburg
mon.
deer, anywhere in
1
law
to
one
the
Bugs,
and
killregulate
Maine,
W eyler slaying eatile and destroying crops.
Kellef In Six Hours.
ing. Make the laws simple and plain to be j
Extension
Oases,
Kky West, Dec. i.
Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases understood.
Weyler’s threat
relieved in six hours by the “New Great 1
out seems
Whips,
Why exempt this pond and open that that heto would starve Cuba
South Americ an Kidney Cure.” This new
be carried out, as from all reports
one? Why have close time begin earlier likely
R obes,
remedy is a great surprise on account of its :
from
near
where
Mariel,
than in the others for trout
Captain-General
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in in one county
Blankets, Ete.
Why have a hun- Weyler is now, the work of destruction is
the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of and landlocked salmon?
The Spanish
dred or more special and private laws that being carried out fully.
the urinary passages in male or female.
It
relieves retention of water and ptin in pass- are already covered with general laws?
army sweeps everything before it. Killing NEW STOCK OF
If you want
ing it almost immediately.
In what does the law and justice or com- beeves that it cannot use, burning cane
quick relief and cure this is your remedy. mon sense, consist in saying? "Any per- fields and small stores with their proviSold by A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belsions, and leaving a wide waste of ruin and
son legally engaged in the artilieal cultlv27
fast, Me,
desolation in its wake.
ure and ; maintenance of fishes, may take
*
Fine Goods.
*
Low Prices.
C holly Boresly—Yes, Miss Yau St unden, them in his own enclosed waters
People vainly implore Weyler to leave
as
them provisions to keep them alive, but
I have found that it costs a great deal more
many and when he pleases, and may at all
HARNESS REPAIRING and
than one would think to become a broadI Open
times sell them for cultivation and propa- his brutal officers refuse with oaths and CARRIAGE TRIMMING.
I Evenings.
minded and intelligent man of the world.
Over 300
but he shall not sell them for food insulting words, if not worse.
Miss Van Stunden—Yes, Mr. Boresly, and gation,
when the taking thereof is pro- refugees have come into Mariel since WeyI don’t blame you for saving your money. at seasons
59 Main Street.
The same question may he ler went out this last time, all giving the
hibited.’'
[New York World.
asked in connection wHh parties having an same story of raping, plunder and murder C. E STEVENS.
H, I. STEVENS.
In cases where dandruff, scalp diseases,
enclosed deer park.
They may have of Cubans. A Spanish guerilla captain
falling and gray ness of the hair appear, do
brought the deer from out of the btate named Colzeazo is accused of murdering
not neglect them, but apply a proper remedy
but yet have no right to dispose of it in over 100 persons in the valleys 100 miles
and tonic like Hall’s Hair Renewer.
close time, or even have the meat in pos- south of Mariel, during the latter part of
“Jimson isn’t going to the horse show.”
November.
session.
“Why not?”
In one instance he is accused of confining
Rub the whole tiling out and begin new
“He gets all the horse show he wants at
V
and see if modern methods may not im- a number of women and girls in a church,
home."
and
abused
after
had
been
the
old.
repeatedly
Lakes.
they
[Rangeley
“How so?”
prove
and maltreated by his men, burned the
“Mrs. Jimson nags him from morning to
building with them in it. Many other outnight.” [Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Reed’s Rules.
rages, all as horrible, are charged to him.
Ringing noises in the ears, snappiug, buzAt the recent annual convention of the
zing, roaring, caused by catarrh, all disapGibbs—Old Dr Pills’ son is making
National Association of Life Underwriters
pear with the use of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
the fortune his faBac- the following resolution was unanimously ducks and drakes of
“So Boston rejects MacMonnies
ther left him, so 1 hear.
adopted:
chante!”
OTICE is hereby given that the WALDO STREET
Resolved, That “Reeds Parliamentary
Dibbs—Well, what else could you ex- \
i ^ RAILWAY COMPANY will tile its petition with
“Y'es, they were annoyed because site car- Rules” he and are hereby
adopted as the pect? The old man was a quack, wasn’t the next
ried a bunch of grapes instead of a pot of
Legislature, asking for such amendments
rules whi. h shall, until otherwise provided,
to its charter as will authorize it to build a bridge
baked beans.”
[Chicago Record.
govern the proceedings of the conventions lie?—[Tit-Bits.
for street and highway purposes in the place now
fixed by its exis ing charter, with the authority to
For the benefit of your family was writ- of tlie National Life Underwriters’ Associalease the same to the City of Belfast under such
CASTORIA.
ten on a small package presented to a suiier- tion.
restrictions and regulations as shall be satisfacconer.
lie hail insurance, but this package
The facto said city.
is cn
tory
reand
business
Balsam
man
should
simile
Every
have it in Ins
tained Adamson’s Cough
November 2, 1890
ever7
an invariable
stored him to health after taking a few ofH<■ ■; it
companion—“The signature
W VLDO STREET RAILWAY COMPANY.
Wrapper.
of
Katid-M N ti.y Railway Guide."
doses.
3t49
By Heath & Andrew*. ii> Attorneys
1

•l

mud, by

The tide curls soft about her foot,
The wind blows glad and free,
Monhegan! oh, Monhegan!
’Tis there my heart would be.

SICK HEADACHE

imperilled,

is

250,000

f|

with their cargoes, a
iih a loss of only 811,154 instances the
-<>;•• I othei a<jenvies in
iT 85.59*.*.775. out
•a

■

over

miles in accomplishing the varied purposes
Some of the ships have
of that service.
steamed less than a thousand miles, the

pleasant isle,

Tiver

4. v5:;,lia Of this numv
111■ *nt outside assist-

i.

trifle

a

As fair as fair can he,
The sweetheart of the summer sun,
The jewel of the sea.

CARTERS
■PlTTLE

»rls, valued, with

|

a

Monhegan is

of Barre National Dank, Says He Has
Used Dr. Greene’s Nervura in His Family
With Great Benefit.

saved and as-

rews

<

Monhegan.
levered.

The Eminent Judge, Senator and Director

■

>

were

Indorsement to Or. Greene’s Nervura.

■

j

250,000 Miles

Secretary Herbert’s forthcoming annual
report will show that the navy during the

Judge Willard Martin Gives His Powerful

during the year 243 ;
rnented small craft—
boats, etc. Of the 579
.'■47 were saved.
The
at 8479,557, of which
The total number of
is succored at stations
rsous (not on board of
i.ber of 82 were rescued
f whom would probb
for the vigilance
). *■ of the lifesaving

>

In One Year Over

past year has steamed

■

f
I
j
|
j
j

The Navy’s Sea Duty.

JUDGE AND SENATOR,

Last Year’s.

to

St,

MASS.
2.

Other hours

only.
October, 18 b">1 y r45

by appointment

SEARSPORT
There

are

twenty

Miss Viola Thompson is in Brooks visiting her aunt, Mrs. Joseph Roberts.

LOCALS.

eases

of varicella in

town.

Horace Nichols of Boston

was

in town

Sunday.
F. J. Bailey returned Monday from Putnam, Ct.

Capt.

A. V.

Nickels returned from New'

York Monday.

Vesper Service
day evening.

at

Congl. church

next

Sun-

Photographer Tuttle begins bis wreek here
to-day, Thursday.
Frank Curtis of Brew'er is visiting his sister, Mrs. Dunbar.

Capt. Fred N. Park returned borne from
Bostou Saturday.
Harry Elkins left by boat Monday to
friends in Boston.
Charles E. Averill has gone
t)f bark C. P. Dixon.

as

v

sit

rirst officer

H. A. Darley returned to her home
Waltham Monday.

Mrs.

The schools in town began Monday after
weeks’ vacation.

a

two

Mrs. Emma I). Coleord and family moved
hack to their old home Monday.
A.

Belfast,

Coleord, who has been employed
is at

home for

a

in

vacation.

P. Carter has sold his ovens to E. L.
French of the Belfast City Bakery.
Geo.

Edmund Staples is taking a course iu
Comers' Commercial College, Boston.
The reading at Congl. parsonage will
Friday, instead of Thursday evening.

be

Charles Huntley returned home Wednesday, and will remain for several weeks.
Mrs. Clarissa Carver arrived from Brockton. Mass., by steamer Saturday evening.
W.

made

F
a

George.

Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Brier of Searsport vilwere the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Harriman last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Patch of South Brooks
were in town
Suudav, visiting their daughter, Mrs. F. W. Smart.

_absolutely

Miss Lillian Smart has returned from a
very pleasant visit to her cousin, Miss Lyda
Nickerson, in Swauville.

Thorndike. Mrs. Clarence liurney and
children of Belfast spent a week with her
father, Mr. J. F. Heath....Mr. Jonathan S.
Files has been confined to the house for several days with a very lame leg.Miss

A. Taylor of Bangor, traveling agent for a
nursery firm in Geneva, N. Y., was through
this vicinity last week taking orders.

Elva Hasty went to Pittsfield, Monday, to
attend school at the M. C. I....Harry Foster of Freedom visited friends in town last
week_George Cilley and wife spent Sunday with friends in Jackson-Arthur
Leonard of Hampden is visiting his sister,

Mrs. Colby Nickerson of East Belfast with
her little daughter have been in town recently, the guests of Mrs. J. W. Smart.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert S. Small, who have
been living in town for a few months, have
returned to their former home in Swanville.

Mrs. Fred Cole_Mrs. Benj. Ames returned from Bangor Dec. 2nd....Miss Fannie
Stimpsou has been quite ill for twro weeks.
_Mr. Alonzo Davis, Mrs. Addie Higgins
and Mrs. II S. Higgins called on Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. R. H.
for Abbington, Mass.,

Smart left la3t week
where they will spend
the winter with their daughter, Mrs. Albert
Holmes.
Mrs.

Laura Herrick, who has been stopwith her sister, Mrs. H. P.
Towle, for
past two months, is visiting her father,
Mr. Geo. Nickerson, at East Belfast.

ping

Joseph Heath

the

Dec.

5th.

HALLDALE. Rev. J. F. Hazel of Boston
preached at the church Sunday, Nov. 25'tli,
and will preach there again Dec. 13th. Rev.
T. R. Pentecost will preach at the Vose
sclioolhouse Dec. 13th, in the afternoon_
The cold snap of last week caused the roads
to be so rough that there was but little travMrs. Martha Small, who has been
elling.
visiting in this vicinity, returned to her
home in Thorndike last week_W. L.
lvnowlton of Burnham was the gue9t of J.
E.
Hall Dec. 2d....Mrs. Harriet Whitten is in
Portland, and will spend the
winter with her daughter there-Miss Ellen Davis, who has been spending a few

W. E. York of West Frankfort passes
this place every Monday with his
meat cart, en route for
Searsport village.
He drives a neat looking cart and carries
the best of meat at a reasonable

through

price.

The luauy friends of Mr. and Mrs. Tolford
Durham of Monroe extend their sympathy
to them in the death of their son, L. T. Durham.
Mr. Durham was well known in this
place, having taught two terms of school at
Mt. Ephraim.
COUNTY

...

CORRESPONDENCE.

Can

IN THIRDS.

Buy AT

Freedom.

Mr.

and Mrs. Frank Webster
tie guests of Mr. and Mrs.

Montana were
James Libby last Thursday-The Beacon
Light Club was entertained last Tuesday by
Mrs. A. J. Biilings-Dirigo Grange has
made arrangements to have a literary contest this winter. They will have a Christof

Christmas Eve-The Christian
Endeavorers gave a pleasant entertainment
at Grange Hall last Saturday evening_
Mrs. Riualdo Elder is visiting friends in this
vicinity-Mrs. Fannie Carter is constantmas

tree

[

pure

Belmont. The Lend a Hand Circle of the
Kings Sons and Daughters met at the home
of Mrs. N.B. Allenwood last Sunday evening
and had a very enjoyable meeting. The
subject, “Speech,” was discussed by nearly
all present. The next meeting will be held
with Mrs.|Emma Elms Sunday, Dec. 20th....
Mrs. Sadie Knight of Lincolnville was in
town last week visiting her mother, Mrs.
Helen A. Jordan.

DO YOU WANT A

Men’s Fancy Slippers

You
then

from 50c to $1.00.

ly adding new millinery to her stock, and
the hats and bonnets she sends out are all
marvels of art and beauty-Mr. M. Laurence inspected the Post at Unity last Friday....The winter term of school began at
the
academy Dec. 7th under the valuable instruction of Mr. Eugene Staples.
-Mrs. P. W. Ayer and daughter have
gone to Boston and Portland to spend the

can

buy

see

the

retail price

original

it for two-thirds that

Have taken all our high priced
Fancy Slippers
and marked them to sell for
tl.OO. Also a
new

lot that

sell from

we can

Pair.

rn«

lr.

«_

bUC.tO /bC.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

IDEOESMIBEIF*. IX

Slipper Soles.
Another

These garments have

large lot of LAnBS’ WOOL SUPPER
just received that we will sell at the
prices. WE HAVE ALL SIZES.

Kir.. Rubber

j
j

DON’T GO WITH DAMP

..

We are Sole Local Agents for

va

been$3.98, now

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

10.00,
12.00,

Nothing
shoe,
had.

Prices

stamped

on

every

pair.

do

do

15:00,

a

8.50,
5.50,

\w

but the very best of stock is used in this
and is put together by the best workmen to

and

already been marked down,

Jackets that have

FEET.

off.

Iaook at these Prices

while you wait. Will positiveall dampness and prevent you

on

ly keep out
from slipping.

the tic!

SPECIAL OFFER.

SOLES
old

Can be put

on

price. This

Only Two Days, Friday and Sating

on

Sanpypoint.
Mrs. Lydia Staples is in
winter-Mr. and Mrs. G. Bellows went to
Bangor for a few weeks with relatives_1 weeks in Fairfield, returned Lome last week. Belfast Dec. 5th. Mrs. B. will remain a
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Blanchard visited in Bel- ; -School
began here last Monday, with R. wTeek.
fast last week....Mr. George Smith has W. Howard teacher-F. C. Lucas of SearsPittsfield. Representative Burse has regone to Norcross to work for Perkins Bros,
mont was in town last Sunday.
ing.
ceived from Governor Cleaves his summons
.Mr.
E.
S.
Patterson
is
his
building
M’s. Emil; Beach, who has been visiting
j Prospect Ferry. Miss Freda Harriman to the next Maine Legislature, which conhouse at the corner below Capt. B. F. Rice’s.
i.
1m-i
r» Bockland, returned home Monwent to Massachusetts last Friday to spend
venes Wednesday, Jan. 1,1897... .Guy Small
.The supper at the hall Dec. 3d was largeday
the winter-Oapt. W. C. Harding arrived
is studying medicine with Dr. E. P. GoodW* -man's Missionary reading at the ly attended. Proceeds, $12_Mr. Fisher,
C<
:
from New York last Saturday. He expects
rich, preparatory to entering the Maine
upper Conference Boom Friday afternoon at a student from the Bangor Theological Semto remain at home this winter with his famMedical School at Brunswick at the begin2 o'clock.
inary, preached here Iasi Sunday.
ily. His wife is improving under Dr. Ers- ning of the term in January_Dr. W. C.
It is proposed to have a Christmas service
Unity. Mrs. Edgar Harding, who lately kiue’s treatment-Orriu Luke has gone to Marden has gone to New York and entered
Sunday e\ cuing. Dec. 27tli, at the Congl.
church.
returned from the Maine General Hospital Hailowell, where he has employment for the a hospital for practice-Miss Bessie Smith
Harry Gross, Frank Decrow and Frank at Portland, is slowly improving, hut will winter. ...Susie Harding, who has been has gone to Milo to engage in school teach\ cung have gone to Boston to look for em- not be able to go out for a
long time_Mrs. visiting in Bangor, returned home last Sat- ing....Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maxfield have
»
oyment.
R. B. Cookson is improving_Asbury Pen- urday.
taken another boy to bring up, who is now
Sidney B. Sargent left Monday by train dleton is suffering with rheumatism and is
East Searsmont. Mr. and Mrs. Charles about two weeks old-Miss Amanda Lovefor Kent's Hill, to attend the winter term in almost
helpless. ...The Grange had a harvest W. Hunt of Belfast w ere in towrn last wreek, joy of Waltham, Mass., is visiting Mrs. J. S.
the Seminary.
sapper Dec. 5th-Mr. Estes of Troy, who the guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Davis and other friends in town....Dr. A.
W. F Hamilton and W. P. Rich shipped
bought out Frank Rice at the Station, is do- S. Hunt-Isaac Marriner and Mrs. Leroy E. Farnharu and wife visited the doctor’s
in so!
Charlotte T. Sibley and will be gone
ing a good business. ..The village schools be- Marriner spent Dee. (itli in Lincolnville, the parents and other friends here last week_
fur the winter.
gan Monday with a good attendance. Albert
guests of his brother, Philip Marriner.... Mrs. Sylvester Pliiuney, with her eldest son
A. <i. _-1' k> rsou and wife, wlio have been
Blanchard teaches the High school and Lutie
Mrs. Ella Marden has returned from Cam- and her two youngest children, arrived
visiting friends in Portland, a: lived home
Hunt the Primary. They are. both first-class den.Fannie C.
by train Tuesday.
Welch and nephew home from Belfast a week ago. Mr. Phinteachers-Winn Clark has repaired the Charlie of Belfast were in town
f Sob. Mabel took a cargo of spool edgings
Sunday, the ney returned from Belfast to Isle an Haut
little
cottage by the grist mill and lias rent- guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Mahoney_
from Messrs. Nickerson N: Bailey’s mill to
to stop a few weeks longer.
His eldest
Yinalhaven last week.
ed it to Mr. L. Nash of Montville, who has
School in district No. 3 began Dec. 7tli, un- daughter, Georgia, keeps house for him
Sell. Marcellus, Capt. A. A. Larrabee, sail- moved in....The I. O. O. F are in a flour- der the instruction of Cora Mahoney_Mrs.
while he remains there. The second daughed for Portland Monday and will return ishing condition, with new members
comiug Nettie Hunt spent a few days with her ter, Myra, was married recently to a Mr.
with grain for Nickerson.
in-There will be a Christmas ball at Odd
father, Benjamin Ladd, last week_Mr. Kellar in Waldo_Clias. S. Christie, M. C.
E. J Wentworth and George A. Fiowers
Fellows’ Hall, Friday evening, Dec. 25tli, and Mrs. Everard Simmons of Searsmont
I.,’91, Bowdoin Medical College, ’9(i, is studyas travers jurors at
were drawn to serve
with music by Briggs’ Orchestra.
Supper were at G. E. Donnell's Sunday_Alice ing medicine with Dr. E. P. Goodrich_
the January term of S. J. Court.
will be served at the Central House.
Marriner is visiting relatives in Belfast_
Rev. H. L. Wood of Bath delivered a very
1 he ladies of the Congregational sociable
Stockton Spkinos. Mr. James Blanch- Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Lothrop spent Sunday interesting discourse Sunday morning, Nov.
have, through their treasurer, Miss O. J.
with Mr. and Mrs. Albert Marriner....
Lawrence, presented the society with Si25.
ard and family of New York spent Thanks29th, in the Free Baptist church on Egypt,
8, b. Senator will load hay fur A. E. Nickgiving with Mrs. Adella Hichborn_Mr. Mabel Marriner has been visiting in Bei- and another in the evening on Jerusalem
Mr. Nr-kerson has
erson for Bar Harbor.
and Mrs. Will G. Staples of Westboro, Mass., mout, the guest of Lilly Lamb_Milbury and its envious. The house was crowded
also i. etiily sold cargoes to Boston parties.
He
Hunt was in Belfast last Saturday_Mrs. and all seemed intensely interested.
were in
town Thanksgiving week....Mr.
was invited by the pastor,*Rev. G. L. White,
Frunk A. Eaton has opened an upholstery
David Chase and wife spent Thanksgiving John Lane spent last week with Mrs. David to remain over Sunday as he was to go to
establishment in the Leach blo.-k.
He is a
B. Young.
Bangor Monday-Miss Nellie Osborne has
tiist---Uss workman and
understands the with Capt. and Mrs. Charles Park_Mr.
gone to Portland to spend the winter with
vhole busiuess.
and Mrs. John J. Ward well of Camden were
South Montville. Mrs. Aldana Gilman, an aunt... .There is to
lie a leap year bail at
in town recently, the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
wlio has been visiting in Elliot, Me., and
Union Hall on Christmas eve.
A red shawl was lost, Thursday evening,
I >i
between the M. E. church and the
John Lancaster.... Mr. Charles Devereaux
Massachusetts the past few weeks, returned
f M. M. Whittum. Finder will please
b ns•f Now York is spending several weeks I home last week accompanied by her brothSim* NKYVS.
leave at the post oliice.
with Ins mother, Mrs. Carrie R. Devereaux.
er’s wife, Mrs. Sarah Townsend of Nevada.
.:
Masonic and Odd Fellows reeepPORT OF BELFAST.
.David Gilman returned home last week
-Miss Carrie Libby of Pittsfield, Me., has
*:1 11
and
('Uertainment this, Thursday,
ARRIVED.
boon visiting Dr. and Mrs. George Stevens. from Lebanon, N. H., where he has been
t-n ning. supper w:ii be served at ii o’clock,
Dec. 3.
Sclis. Volant, Pendleton, Rockland;
....Mr. Elman Dickey, Jr., arrived home visiting his son and sister, Mrs. Ruth Mason.
and the entertainment will come off at 8.
Gazelle, 1‘ayson, Bangor; Leander V. Bebee,
last week from East Sandwich, Mass_
.Rev. J. F. Hazel will supply the Daniels, Boston.
Ti e remains of Mrs. Rufus Sargent, who
Dee. 4. Sclis. Olive Branch, Swett, Portland;
j Mrs. Edward
dnd at ti e Maine General Hospital, PoitLancaster moved her house- pulpit next Sunday at the usual hour
Nat Ayer, Hodgdon, Bangor; Harriet Rogers, Ly
land. In m the shock of a surgicai operation I hold goods from Bangor the
Mr. Desert ; Maria Webster, Turner; Isle an
past week and Mr. C. T. Randall met with a painful acci- nam,
H "'it; Charity, Magee, Rockland.
weie biuiight here by train Friday.
The I will remain
at her old home through the
dent recently in Belfast. After loading his
Dec. 5. Sclis. Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall, Banfuneral took place Sunday from the resiwinter.... Mrs. George Clifford and daugh- team and driving up Main street he noticed gor; Alice T. Board mail, Reed, do.
dence uf George Closson, Rev. R. G. HarDec. G. Sells. Leona, Lane, Boston ; Nonpareil,
butt officiating.
ter, Mrs. Lillie Staples, have closed their that a bag of salt just behind the seat was
Eaton, Deer Isle.
Dec. 7. Sell. C. M. Walton, Lane, Boston.
house
at
Fort
Point
for the winter and will slipping off the load and while replacing it
Freeman
McGilvery Corps, No. 8, has j
SAILED.
remain with Mrs. Abbie Hichborn on church
elected
dicers for ensuing year as follows:
he lost his balance and fell backward to the
Dec. 3. Sch. City of Augusta, Adams, Norfolk.
Pres., Mrs. J. B. Sweetser; S. Y. P., Augusta street.
About 35 of the members of Stock- ground srtikiug on his head. With difficulty
Dec.
4.
Sch. Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
Mentliew: J. Y. P., Emily R. Young; sec.,
tou Grange visited South Branch
Dee. 5. Sclis. Charlotte T. Sibley, Ferguson,
Li a Whittum;
Grange he reached home with his team, but has New
Treas., Ellen A. Small;
York; Gazelle, Payson, Rockland; Harriet
B.
con.
Aurilla
A.
A
since
been
hap.. Mary
bolstered up in a chair day and
Saturday evening.
Treat;
very pleasant time
Rogers, Lynain, Seal Harbor.
W Litimb; Guard. Eliza A. Colson.
Dec. 8. .-0118. Olive Branch, Swett, Ellsworth;
was
reported....Capt. Eldeu Shute left by night and unable to have his clothes removCharity,
Magee, Camden; Nonpareil, Eaton. Deer
boat
The League of the M. E. church gave an
Monday for Boston to take charge of ed. The doctor said he started the ligaments Isle.
admirable entertainment and reception to sell. Ada E.
AMERICAN PORTS.
Nathan John- of the cords of his neck. He is very much
Kranz-Capt.
the Light Infantry Cadets, Thursday evenNew York, Dec. 1. Ar, brig Katahdin, Bangor;
son left by boat
Monday for Boston_Mr. better at this writing ami we trust wrill soon sell. Emma
ing, L>er. :vl. The Cadet Drill was superb.
S. Briggs, Osborn, Hallowell; sld,
Capt. Black may well be proud of his men. E. P. Staples left Monday for Boston ou be out again. It was a very narrow escape ship R. D. Rice, Yokahama; bark Adolph Obrig,
The lecture was broad and patriotic, and Mr. business... Mr.
; cld, sch. John I. Snow, Jacmel; 3, ar, schs.
Henry Stowell, Jr., who from a broken neck....S. P. Colby is the Saigon
Isaiah K. Stetson, Bangor; Maud Snare, do.; sld,
Albert Kane was heartily encored.
All has
been employed in Vermont, arrived
sch. Daylight, Washington; 5, sld, schs. Hattie
went home happy.
happy father of a young daughter.
McG. Buck, Boston; A. Hayford, Beltast; Izetta,
home last week....Mr. Raymond Smith arWinterport.
Mrs. Addie Tyler Rich, Bangor; G, ar, ship Manuel Llaguno, Hong Kong;
Sara Lucille Grinnell gave a party Tuesrived home Monday.
sch.
Pocasset, Philadelphia for Rockland; 7, ar,
trt'in
it
to 7,
day
wife of Isaiah Rich, formerly of this place,
being the anniversary of
sch. W. H. Sumner, Brunswick, Ga., lor Perth
her seventh birthday. Twenty-two of her
Morrill. Our village school has been in died at her home in Denver Col., Nov.
Amboy.
22nd,
.ittle friends were j'resent.
Supper was session a week at the
sch. Miantanomah, Ryan,
Boston, Dec. 2.
Grange Hall with Miss leaving a husband, one son, Webster, and Bangor; 4, ar, sch.Ar,
.-;-ived at <i o’clock in the dining room at the
Lester A. Lewis, Elizabeth
hotel. The tables were decorated, the cen- Mary Mason of Montville and Mr. Davis, a
three sisters, Mrs. John Crowell and Mrs. port; 5, ar, schs. Josie Hook, Eaton, Bangor;
Minetta, Crockett, Bangor, via. Boothbay.
ier piece being a birthday cake.
Suffice it student from Bates college, as teachers.
James Terry of Denver and Mrs- Stephen
Philadelphia, Dec. 2. Ar, sch. Helen G. Moseley,
to say the little ones enjoyed the affair and
The “Local Board of Health,” on
complaint Stubbs of this place, and two brothers, Benj. Boston; 4, cld, schs. S. M. Bird, Merrill, Cienfuwent home happy.
gos; Henry R. Tilton, Ranlett, New Haven.
of a large number of citizens, made a careand David Tyler, to mourn their loss. Her
Baltimore, Dec. 4. Cld, bark Good News, Bahia
At the first regular meeting in December,
ful examination of the old brick schoolillness was long and painful, but everything and Rio Janeiro.
hd, Freeman MeGilvery Post, G. A. R,
Bangor, Dec. 3. Sld, sch. Nat Ayer, Hodgdon,
and instructed the school
• iecteh the following officers for the
board, that that the loving care of husband or sister Boston;
ensuing house,
5, sld, sch. Arthur V. S. Woodruff, New
it was unsafe for
York.
year: C-, J. C. Dutch; S. V. C., J. W. Black;
occupancy. A good fire could do to alleviate her
sufferings was
J. \ C..M M. Wliittum ; Q. M., E. J. WentBrunswick, Ga., Dec. 1. Cld, sch. Henry Croswas built in the stove
two hours before
nearly
done. Mrs. Rich was a very lovable woman, by, Stubbs, Surinam; 5, sld, schs. Melissa A.
woiih: Surgeon, F Hopkins; Chap
B. O.
the meeting of the board of health.
The possessed of a mild sweet disposition, al- Willey, Portland; Viola Reppard, Boston.
Sargent ; <). of D J. B. Sweetser: O of G.,
New Bedford, Dec. 1. Ar. sch. Joel F. ShepE. L. Merithew ; Adjt., J. A. Colson; Sin.,
temperature out-doors was 38°; in the front ways looking on the sunny side of
life, and pard, Carter, Lambert's Point.
C lifton Whittum ; CL M. S., J. B. Ames.
A. seats, back of the
New London, Dec. 1. Sld, sch. Anna Pendleton,
in the back
stove,
84°;
won
friends
wherever
she
went.
a
She
was
E. Nickerson was elected a delegate and F.
Boston.
seat 58°, west corner back seat
A. Whitcomb alternate to the department
52°; north member of the Congl. church in Cambridge, I Perth Amboy, Dec. 2. Sld, sch. Mary Ann Mcencampment to be held at Lewiston in corner, near the door, 50°; five feet from the Mass., where she resided for a number of Cann, Gates, Bath.
Port Blakely, Dec. 4.
Sld, ship Louis Walsh,
April.
floor 07°. Probably this is the lirst time a
years. As stated in last week’s Journal, Gammon, Melbourne.
5.
Dec.
thermometer
News,
Newport
Sld, sch. Senator Sulliwas
ever used there.
Tin* inhabitants of district No. 9, petitionThe she was brought here to her early home for
van, Galveston.
school room is 24x23 1-2x8
ed the school c<-munit-tee for a change of
1-6, with 28 desks burial, and a funeral service, conducted by
Dec. 5. Ar, sch. Austin D. Knight,
Pascagoula,
teachers and at a hearing upon said request for
pupils, giving an air space of about 87 Rev. J. P. Simonton was held at the home Drinkwater, Porto Cabello.
!'• r. 4th the following decision is reached :
Portland, Dec. 5. Cld, schs. Mary E. Palmer,
feet for each pupil, and a floor
Haskell, New York, to load for Dublin; Sarah E.
space of 10 of her sister, Mrs. Stubbs. Many beautiful
“We, the undersigned members of the school
Palmer,
Louisburg, C. B.
•mmittee, at a meeting of the committee •feet? The brick wall on one side bulges
floral offerings were sent by f.'iends in DenFernandina, Fla., Dec. 7. Sld, sch. Sarah D. J.
lead to investigate charges against Miss out six inches in the line of its
The afflicted family Rawson, French, Port Spain.
length and ver and Cambridge.
Caddie Clossou, do not find charges sustainJacksonville, Dec. 7. Sld, sch. Carrie E. Look,
the same from top to bottom, while have the sincere
sympathy of their many Stevens, Martinique.
ed, and vote to enter her as teacher for the nearly
one gable end, entirely
winter term of school in the new school
unsupported, is at friends in their great bereavement_Ernest
Washington, D. C., Dec. 7. Ar, sch. Young
house at North Searsport. Signed by Smith,
Brothers, Snow, Kennebec.
least six inches out of the
perpendicular, Atwood arrived from Boston on Saturday
Nickels, Kneeland and Brock of the comFOREIGN PORTS.
toppling over the entry. This is the house night’s boat. He came to accompany the remittee, W. T. C. Bunnells not concurring.
Dakar, W. C. A., Dec. 3. Ar, sch. Jose Olaverri,
that
of
our
to
will
The school above referred
many
citizens, and some of our mains of his friend Leroy Durham of Mon- Mills, Boston, 23 days.
begin
Zanzibar, Dec. 4. Sid, ship Daniel Barnes,
S'diooi board, have called good
Monday, Dec. 14th.
enough for roe, who was killed on the railroad Sat- Arpe,
Singapore, to load for New York or Boston.
the eighty children who live in and around urday morning in Boston. He returned
Havanna, Nov. 2(3. Ski, bark Matanzas, DelaNORTH SEARS PORT ITEMS.
ware Breakwater.
this village... .Rev. H. L Holt went to Lin- to Boston Monday night.Ziba R. WilAr, bark Herbert Black,
Acajutla, Sept. 8.
Eugene Nickerson is on the sick list.
colnville Centre last Saturday, preaching liams of the steamer Priscilla on the Fall Blanchard, New York.
Miss Ethel Smart is sick with chicken-pox. there
MISCELLANY.
MARINE
.Miss
Gra< .e Simmons com- River Line is at home on his annual
Sunday...
The steam schooner Walker Armingtou, ProviJoseph Roberts of Brooks was in town last menced a winter term of school in Sears- vacation-Misses Blanche Shaw and Hat- dence
to Newport News, went, ashore on False
week.
mont last Monday.... Mrs. Helen Mears is
tie Moody have gone to Castiue to attend Cape, Va., in a heavy gale at five a. in. Dec. 4 h.
of the best known eoaliers plying to
W. E. Nickerson of Bangor was in town
spending .the winter in Waterville_Miss the winter term of the Normal School_ She was oneand
ieft that city Dec 1st. Slie is the
Providence
recently.
Bertha Woods is confined to the house with Miss Lilian Hardy has returned from Ells- only steam sc ooner on the coast. She is comMiss Evelyn Gray of Prospect was in
rheumatism-Miss Bertha Hatch is slowly worth, where she has been teaching school. manded by Capt James Smith of Bockland, Me.,
for whom she was originally built.
town Monday.
News of the wrecking of the schooner Nathan
-Mrs. H. F. Sprowl left Saturday for
convalescing, and has been out to ride.
F. Cobb on the Florida coast was received at
Mobile, where she will join Capt. Sprowl in Rockland, Saturday, when Nathan F. Cobb for
his vessel, sch. Gertrude Bartlett_Mrs. whom the vessel was named, received a despatch
from the master, Capt. George Benner, a native of
Mabel Kennedy of Boston is visiting her Waldoboro.
It merely stated that the vessel was
ashore about 90 mile- from Jacksonville and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lewis
Atwood.
Mrs.
parents,
would probably become a total loss. Nothing was
who
has
been very ill, is slowly said of the
Atwood,
crew, but is taken for granted that
improving. Master Walter Atwood, who they were saved. The two masted schooner Josie
Dec 5.
Boston,
has been visiting his sister, returned with her
Hook, which arrived here to-day from Bangor
with 100,000 feet of lumber, reports that the
on Saturday’s boat-Miss Guida Homer of
vessel took tire at Cape Porpoise Wednesday
Bucksport is visiting Mrs. R. A. Milliken_ afternoon and sustained some damage to the rigging. Capt. F. S. Eaton, her commander, says he
Mrs. Will Chase of White’s Corner died
put into the Cape to avoid a strong northeast gale
Sunday morning of consumption, after a and that while there the mainsail ignited from
the
stovepipe of the galley. Part of the main
tedious illness of many months-Mrs. Elrigging was burned and the crew had great diffiFernald is on the sick list this week. culty in saving the vessel. The tug Lester brought
bridge
flip YPkkPl )>prP
Will be bothered to know whether the oven
_Fire broke out in John Morgan’s barn
New York, liee. 0. William Reck, mate of the
is hot enough or too hot. The THERand
was
not
discovered
until
schooner
Hattie C. Luce, Captain Hill of RockMonday night
Me., brutally heat Marten Olesen, one of the
port,
MOMETER on the oven door tells the
it was well underway. As soon as the alarm
sailors, to-day while the vessel lay in the Erie
exact heat, and when the oven is just right
Basin, Brooklyn. Reck, whose lu me is in Pittswas given the tire company got out and soon
control.
The
water
works | burg, N. B., escaped, olesen was brought to this
had it under
Cakes and Pies
to cook Meat, Bread,
city with three other sailors who. fearing their
worked splendidly. The barn was burned,
lives, deserted the vessel, olesen was taken to
perfectly.
house and part of the L were saved.
the
but
the Hudson street hospital suffering from kicks
Sold in, aH prominent cities and towns
The buildings wrere all connected. There
the face and abdomen. The police are lookin„
New
,-in
England.
throughout
was a small insurance.
or Reck.
MADE BY WEIR STOVE COMPANY. TAUNTON, MASS.
Frank E. Curtis will have charge of the
it ivory wag; n in his father’s grocery store.
E S C\ piers lias gone to Rockland to
super intern; a crew of men on anew build-

What You

Powder

lage

Bunnells of Newbury port, Mass.,
sliort visit to bis parents last week.

U. S. Gov’t Report

Baking

Mrs. Rose Sanborn of Belfast has been in
visiting her brother, Mr. Luther

town of late

Communion service at the Harbor next

F

Miss Lillian E. Scribner has been in Prospect the past four weeks, dressmaking.

last

week.

in

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest

ii

ii

u

fe ijj

5.67
367
6.67
300

10,00

DON’T BUY YOUR

H. A. STARRETT

WOOL BOOTS
Until you examine

stock.

We have

Of Mens and

Boys’,

our

both in Wool Boots and

full line

a

Main

Belfast Mams,

long and short leggings,

BOTTOM BRICES.

at

Street,

4w50

Remember, at

A few

FRANCIS’

reasons

why

you

should look in a fun
PRESENTS

your CHRISTHAS

SHOE STORE.

1st.
2d.
3d.

You wiii find there suitable presents for all a<
Whatever you select will surely be acceptab
Furniture makes a present that will be ol serv

1

WINTER

..

changes depresses

the robust

RANGE

5th.

Ft. H. COOX6S & SON wiil

FANCY FURNITURE, Especially

your stock of

Cameras <€- Photographic supplies,

Fancy

VITALITY

Dreiperies,
Siilehoiirels,
Ex ten: ion

Chiffoniers,
Easels,

Children

Morris Chairs,

Can:

IT WILL GIVE US PLEASURE TO SHOW
GOODS W HETHER YOU BUY OR NOT.

■

BORA.

J

Bennett. In Bueksport Centre. Dee. 4
Mr.
and .Mrs. G. H. Bennett, a son.
Bii.linos. In Deer Isle, N< vember IB, to Mr.
and Mrs. I’liilip K. Billings, a daughter.
Carter. In Belfast, Dec. 5, to Capt. and Mrs.
Alzo M. Carter, a daughter.
Dunham. In Camden, Dee l.to Mr. and Mrs.
F. B. Dunham, a son.
Gray. In Brooksville, Nov. 17, to Mr.and Mrs.
Willie F. Gray, a daughter.
In Deer Isle, Nov. 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
Gross.
Lyman M. Gross, a daughter.

Sarsaparilla
.AND

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

F YOU WA>

THE FRESHEST
THE PURE
AND BE
OF ALL KINDS

FAfllLY

in

tive, and do

PILLS

public favor;
not gripe.

are ac-

DALTON’S INSTANT RELIEF
PLASTERS promptly relieve pain.

TO LEASE.
The store now occupied by E. L. French, No. 74
Main Street, Belfast. For terms, address
ARNOLD HARRIS,
1.T7 East 54tli Street,
49tf

New

Belfast

Price

CORRECTED WEEKLY

York, N. Y.

FOR THE JOURNAL.

Price Paid Producer,
20(a30i Hay, p ton,] 0 00 a. 12 00
3 "1 2a4
Hides,
p lb,
4@5
40« 1 GO Lamb, p tt».
5,h8
40;o 1 50 Lamb Skins,
20(o30
4a 5
40^1 50 Mutton, p It).
10;a 20 Oats, p bu, 32 lb, 25&30
35

a

40

4^. 4^1-2

00@0 00

10^18
1 l-2«3
50,o.75 Tallow,
0a.7
14,0,10 Veal, p lb,
20 Wool, unwashed, 12 a 13
8® 10 Wood, hard, 3 50(atT00
14 a. 10 Wood, soft, 3 00(a3 50

Retail Price.

ami try

They beat

■

t!

home

our

only 25c
Egr1* Remember we mak>
they are all pure ami
niXER S CANDN
67

Sw45

Church

j

Pure

WTiite Coon

1

Also Pure Black Coo
Vitour months old.
>1 ISS

DIED.

Current.

4«ii I :• Potatoes,
40.o45 Round Hog,
10«12 Straw, p ton, 5
lOu.12 Turkey, p lb.

sure

Also

Hw 1'.*

Produce Market.

Apples, |:> bu,
dried, p lb,
|
1
Beans, pea,
I
medium, 1
yel’wevesl
l Butter, p lb,
Beef, t> It),
Barley, p bu,
Cheese, p tb,
Chicken, p tb,
CalfSkins,
Duck, plb,
Eggs, p doz,
Fowl, p lb,
Geese, p tb,

Carter Bridc.es. In Sedgwick, Nov. 27, Gilbert A. Carter to Miss Bessie B. Bridges, both of
Brooklin.
Cottrell Merrill. In Newburyport, Mass.,
Nov. 2b, by Rev. S. C. Beane, D. Lb, Chester W.
Cottrell <>f New Haven, Conn., and Mrs. Sadie N.
(Hodgdon) Merrill of Newburyport, both formerly
of Belfast.
Haskell Carter. In Surry, Dec. 3, II. F. Haskell of Bradley and Miss Katie 1. Carter of Surry.
Kellar-Piunnky. in Waldo, Nov. 2t>, by
Rev. L. W. Hammons. Alnmn L. Kellar of Waldo
and Miss Myra A. Phinney <>l Pittsfield.
Oshoknk In nmam. In*Camden November 25,
Fred W. Osborne and Laura K daughter of Mrs.
Lydia Dunham, both of Camden.
Pinkham-Halfa
In Winterport. Dee. S. at
the residence of Mr. .1. W. Haley, b> Rev. F. F.
Pcmber, Samuel C. Pmkham d Augustaand Miss
Clara P. Haley of Winterport.
In
Now 21,
Steele At sri s
Brooksville,
El win K. Steele to Miss Maud Austin, both of
Brooksville.

hi

Mixer’s,

MARRIED

Be

high

VOl

prom-

now

before the public,

DALTON’S

for Chr

Iron Heels,

Tea Tables,

scrofula, rheumatism, humors, and
catarrh; also increase your appetite
and powers of assimilation, quicken
the action of the liver and kidneys,
and build up generally.
HOW? By
using “The only combined Blood

stand

se

Screens,

Chairs and Rockers.

Writing Desks,

Put your blood and nervous system
in first-class condition by expelling

inently

to

WE HAVE A LARGE LINE OF

existing diseases or attacks of prevailing acute diseases. To be safe,
fortify your system and increase

Purifier and Nerve Food”

goods

save

you money
chases, and you can,(therefore, make ot
presents for the same money.

and

makes the weak, both young and old,
weaker and less able to withstand

■

GLENWOOD

the whole year and longer.
There is such a large variety of

With its intense cold and sudden

..

NO HOUSEKEEPER USING A

4th.

Retail Market.

90(6.1 00
Beef, corned, p tb, 7,o8 Lime, p bbl,
Butter, salt, 14 tb bag, 18 Oat Meal, p lb, 3^3 1-2
41 Onions, plb,
Corn, p bu,
2^.3
Cracked Corn, p bu, 41 Oil,kerosene, gal, 12 a 13
3 l-2'a4
Corn Meal, p bu,
41 Pollock, p lb,
(5 a7
Cheese, plb,
13(o;15 Pork, p lb,
112
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 20 Plaster, p bbl,
03
Codfish, dry, p lb
5@9 Rye Meal, p lb,
70675
Cranberries, p qt,07@09 Shorts, p cwt,
Clover Seed, plb, 11 (a 12 Sugar, p lt>,
5;a5 1-2
40
Flour, p bbl, 4 50@6 75 Salt, T. L. p bu.
2(63
H.G.Seed, bu, 2 00@2 10 Sweet Potatoes,
21-2(63
Lard, p lb
8@9 1-2 Wheat Meal,

Anierson. In Rockport, Nov. 30, Nancy,
widow ot Jacob Anderson, aged 72 years and 5
months, California papers please copy.
Durham. In Boston, Dec. 5, Leroy T. Durham
of Monroe, aged 25 years.
Got Li>. In Camden, November 27, Mrs. Amasa
Gould, aged (58 years.
Hanson. In Waldo, Dec. 5, Ralph, infant son
of Mr. ami Mrs. Janies Hanson, aged 4 weeks.
Murphy. Iu Swanville, Dee. 4. John Murphy,
aged 53 years.
Norton. In Palermo. Dec. 4, Walter B. Norton, aged 23 years.
Philbrook. In Rockland, November 2.Eliza A
wife of Joseph H. Philbrook a native of England,
aged 7'J years and l) months.
Powers, in Sunset, Deer Isle, November 21,
Mattie fc\, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Powers, aged 1(5 years.
Pressey. Downieville, California. November
17, Capt. Jeremiah Pressey of Boston, a native of
Deer Isle, aged aln ut (50 years.
PiLLsiu ky. In Thomaston, November 27, Raymond R., infant son of Oliver Pillsbury. aged 5
months and 15 days.
Saroent. In Portland, Dec. 3, Emily, wife of
Rufus E. Sargent, aged 35 jears.
Smiley. In Camden, November 2*5, Mrs. Clara
Smiley, aged 71 years.
Small. In South Deer Isle, November 23.
Martin B infant son of Joseph and Maria Small.
Staples. In Rockland, December 2, William
P. Staples, a native of Stockton, aged about 78
years.

E. II. UUKlil
ot Glasses a
the Eye aid Ear a

Fitting

Office hours
From

I

2.30

>!

un

to

a

•sea us port,
Ti1.1-

in*>i

'•

< onnkc

Boston

Pronin

l>ec. 7, Is'
day’s quotations ot i>r*" i»
oar
Butter Northern
north, best, 18 <i 1 d<Cheese New, noi •1
Western ehoiee, 8 1 2 " d
Kgu-s—Hennery, choice
27c.
Beans North, small
1 40; red h»•.j
eyes. Si
‘Hay New fancy. ',;
S15ald; new', lower ^radcc
Bye straw', si do 82Boston,

Potatoes—Aroostook

40 a 43c.

Apples— Baldwins, f

d

